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PREFACE.

twelve chapters comprising this little work, are the outlines of tho
lectures which we have been delivering for the last few years upon the
interesting subjects of nature and mind. They are merely our deductions,
and are presented for the inspection of the world, in as plain a manner as
it was possible for us to do under existing circumstances. All that we
wish in relation to the new iJeas respecting physical and mental absorption is, that they may be understood in the manner in which they are expressed. They arc not intended for the purpose of tnking precedence
over the received philosophy of man·s physical and mental nature, but for
the pur1'ose of presenting the expressed relation an<l dependence of his
being upon the elements of the universe.
We hnve nothing to clo with the speculations and pllilosopby of other
•
men, nor do we desil'c nny thing from the worlcl but a cnreful perusnl of
the following chn.pters, upon what we suppose to l.Je the u1ost intet·esting
subjects that pertain to human existence. If the reader shall conclude
that our lle<luctions :ll'e in acco1·dance with the finger-1Jo~tr\ls of uu ture,
und shnll sec himself, by means of the lights presented, more 11lainly, it
is all tha.t we desire. It. is clear, however, that the pre!:>cnt exhibitions in
mental nlchcmy cannot be properly n.nn.lyzcll by the t·ulcs of mental and
physical philosophy which now obtain. The application of its rules already have made hundreds look with wonder and amazement, and exclaim
thl'y are supernatural, while others cry humbug and collusion at :first,
ami after fiuuing they are mistaken, spenk of them as uoiug away with the
miracles of better and former days.
Nature, therefore, should be sifted, as far as we arc able to do so, in
order to a proper understanding of the sub.iect, that the facts connected therewith mny become intelligible. To proYe their untruth would
be to prove th:tt two pnrnllel straight lines woulJ ultimatclv meet.
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lt matters not if lecturers have presented the inferior departments of
thls sulJject in such a 1irliculous light as to prouuce tlisgust. It i~ still n.
treth, [11.111 wi11 remain so as long ns man is in the possession of n nervous •
system, nnd is dependent upon external nature for his vitality. Who.t
others, however, have done and written, is a mtttter between them aml the
public, and they must stand or fall according as the strength of the pln,tform which they have erected may be.
Without egotism on our part, we would sta.te, tha.t all the private classes
we have ever taught have given us cards expresrilllg their full satisfaction
in every particula.r in the instructions received. We have now in our possession the cards of more than a hundred classes, some of which numbered
from fifty to three hundred gentlemen, among whom are many of the most
learned men in the land. All, without an exception, speak the same language in relation to the instructions and the philosophy advanced in support of the astounding phenomena exhibited. Therefore, if the science of
mental alchemy is not true, it certainly stands without a parallel in the
history of the wot·ld.
The most lenrned have said, that the philosophy of this condition of
things co.n never be explained. We do not say that it is expla.ined in the
following chapters; but the deductions which they contain are the fruits
of an humble indigenous plant of the old north state, and they are respectfully presented to the reader for his approval or disapproval.
•
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CHAPTER I.
The relation of Mind to Matter-Action and Reaction of the Nervous System-Analogy
bctwc~n the Corporeal System of ~lan and the Universe-Man's Spiritual Nature an
Emanation trom the Spiritual \Vorld.

IN taking a careful view of the past as well as the present,
it is clear, that philosophers materially differ in their deductions in regard to the relation which mind bears to matter,
and in regard to the legitimate action of the nervous system
in the support of physical and mental operations.
We wish it distinctly understood, that we do not venture
deductions in opposition to those that now obtain ; but our
purpose is merely to call attention to the practical phenomena
that mental alchemy has developed. If the philosopher or
physiologist should, from these developments, discover any
thing deficient, or any thing that should be added to the great
intellectual and physical fabric, or any thing that may have a
tendency to cause it still further to unfold its mysteries, the
object we have in view will be realized. \Vithout any display of words then, we simply mean, by this term, mental
alchemy, the expressed action of the nervous system in carrying impressions to the mind, and the reaction of the mind
upcm the smne, in the support of its mental as well as phys-
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icalnature. Action anu reaction, therefore, become the two
important lights to direct us, so that we may understandingly ·
realize the great principles of human nature, as developed
•
within the periphery of nervo-vital action.
The organized arrangement of each human being is a sys- •
tern of the highest finite order; and as it is perfectly clear
that every system presupposes a center, we recognize the
brain.as the great vital center of each physical organiza,tion.
The solar system itself is but a physical organization, the
center of which is the sun . All the parts have a fa,mily dependence upon each other, and in their operations above,
below, and around us, we behold each finer division playing
l1armoniously into other coarser divisions, and in these, the
most sublime of all operations, it is clear that, vitally, the
sun is the main point or center. How much can we understand, in a natural sense, about the nature of the being we
call man, unless we carefully view him in his relation to tltis
great system, upon which his very existence uepentls? 1\1 ust
we not lay before us a something, that in some degree corresponds to his existence, in order to understand the laws
physiologically by which his being is governed? Can the
minu understandingly absorb an impression, save by contrasting it with something else? Can the mind, while in connection with the body, understand the meaning of tbe word
good, except by contrast with bad 1 Could the mind appreciate the superiority of intellect of a \Vebster, if there were
none inferior with which to contrast it? Is it possible, then,
that the spirit of man ever absorbed an impression, intellectually and understandingly, unless it passed through the fiery
ordeal of contrast? If not, we arc compelled to consider
the different systems of man in their relations and aptitudes
to this grand and physicial organization, which has the sun
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----------------------------------------------for its center. Is there any other through the light of which
we can properly see him? Is there any other that gives the
materials for his body than the elements of the globe-water,
atmosphere, gases, and electricity 1 If there is not, then we
• hold that this is the one with which he should be contrasted,
for the purpose of looking at him through the light of nature.
\Vhat is man? If we were simply to present his physical
and mental emotions, as a being capable of becoming impressed with a love for his Ct·eator, for nature, and for art,
and in the possession of powers which can reflect him back
to the time when the morning sun received his primeval step
as the great center of our solar system, and in this wide domain of fancy, of pleasure, and of thought, to experience, and
almost feel, the influence of that indescribable jubilee, when
" Tho morning stars snng together, and all the sons of God shouted for
joy,''

this answer would fall far short of the points essential to the
practical investigation of the subject now before us.
\V e therefore take nature at her word, and answer, that
he is a finite being, and, so far as his physical creation extends, made on mechanical principles; that is, that he is a
being whose physical nature, at least, is found to possess,
finitely, all the uifl'crent kingdoms, elements, and compartments which compose the universe. As such, if we have
before us, as a part of the external fabric, the globe or terrestrial, as its coarsest division, we have in man his bony
system, and adjacent elements or departments, correspondent
thereto, as his coarsest division. If we rise one step higher,
to the aqueous kingdom, with its circulation filling the terrc~trial with its moistening and soluble presence, we have
corresponding thereto in man his blood and fluids, frolicking

12
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through their fixed, and sometimes anastomosing chanuels,
even down to the very marrow or pith of the bones. If we
1·ise still higher, we find another kingdom or division, extending to the distance of fifty miles above the earth's surface,
called the gaseous, atmospherical, or respiratory; we have
corresponding thereto in man, the lungs and their appendages,
as his atmospheric and gaseous department, for the constant
respiration, retention, and consumption of the elements of
these external systems, as seen in the economy of respiration.
If the theory of Newton be true (and philosophers almost
generally, in this particular, do not differ), we shall find that
we have another kingdom or division of the external world
extending to the sun-if you please an emanation or effiuvium
from the sun-known as the ether of Newton, the electricity
of Franklin, and tLe electric fluid of Sir James l\1urray.
This, it will be perceived, comes from a distance of ninety-five
mjllions of n1iles to our globe, from the great material head
of the external solar and physical organization.
Has not man a nervous system, which, in its operative
movements, at least, speaks within the nature of this emanation, which also extends from the cente1· to the periphery of
his physical organization?
We have now nameu four different kingdoms or divisions
of the external worlJ, the elements of which are, unquestionably, absorbed by the different systems in man, and by this
absorption alone is his finite system supported and maintained. Hence there is an adaptation of means to ends-on
the part of the stomach to the reception of food ancl water,
on the part of the lungs to tho l~eception and absorption of
the atmosphere and gases, and on the part of the nervous
system to the absorption or respiration of the electrical fluid
of the atmosphere.
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At the fourth we would stop, if our interpretation of
things would warrant us to do so, and present the hypothesis
of the attractive force by the electrical or last-mentioned
system, as many have done, as being supreme; but almost
knowing, and fully believing, such hypothesis to be erroneous,
we shall name the fifth, or last, or interior kingdom, as the
spiritual, from which, from the mechanical connection of
thi11gs, all that we have named, according to the constitution
of the universe, not only absorb their vitality, but present a
spiritual influence interiorly to the electrical throughout nature. We see an illustration of this in the spirit that looks
out from behind the sparklings of the eye.
vVhcn we look abroad into nature, therefore, is there any
thing unreasonable in the supposition that from this interior
kingdom or world come motion, power, and life, as well as
the vital energy of man~ .1_\JJust not that part of man, in
the very nature of things, which possesses the power to reason and to think, receive its existence from this interior
world, of which it is a part a.nd parcel, as much as his material body, with its different systems, receive their elements
fro1n the material worlcl of which it is a part and parcel~
Does not the doctrine of absorption, by the adaptatiol.1 of
means to ends, as well as the very nature of our existence,
force upon us this conclusion? Hence there is truth in the
hypothesis, that the universe itself is composed of two grand
and distinct systems, with divisions which play harmoniously
into each other division, the natural and the spiritual. Look
at them, and behold the spiritual acting upon the electrical,
the electrical, with its incomprehensible elasticity, acting
upon the globe and its appendages, producing all its various
movements, that our meaning may be clearly understood.
Infinite and sublime are the multifarious operations that

2
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come within this consideration of the universe, the center of
which is the sun, and the circumference illimitable space.
Now, look at the mind or spirit through the brain, as it
acts upon the elastic fluid of the nervous system, producing
the voluntary and involuntary discharges to its circumference,
and to the relaxation and contraction of the muscles of the
heart in the vital movement, of frmn twenty-five to forty-five
pounds of blood throughout the circulating system, with its
periodical revolutions, and we have here, finitely, a con·csponding operation.
\Ve now have before us, clearly and distinctly, five systems
or kingdoms, which comprise the universe, and five corresponding thereto, finitely, which are directly concerned in the
operations of special human existence. It is easy enol;lgh to
perceive the harmonious action with which each Jivision plays
into each other division in the support of their vital operations, one being dependent upon the other. Are they not
more and more rarefied and perfect as they rise aboYe each
other 1 And is not each coarser so constructed and built as
to absorb the finer ? Is it not plain, when we look abroad
into tlte external world, at the rarefied and aerial condition of
the slectrica1 fluid, and at the less rarefied condition of tlw
atmosphere and gases, that the latter permits the absorption
of the former-the one above and beyond it; and the less
rarefied condition of the aqueous division permits the absorption of the atmosphere and gases ; and the still less rarefied
condition of the globe permits the absorption of water.
I-Ierc we have the doctrine of universal absorption as it
obtains throughout nature. Behold the presence of tLe electrical fluid everywhere, and object, if you can, to the idea of
tl1is fluid filling the legitimate office of the nervous system of
the world; but still it remains as the great cheu1ical sol vent,

•
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as well as the motive power, of nature. There it is, and
will ever be, the grea.t connecting link between the spiritual
and the material world, as the nervous system of man is the
connecting one between his mental and physical existence.
\Vhat lesson did the Goct of nature impart in creating the
different divisions of the universe which are tangible-one
more and more rarefied and perfect than another, as they rise
above each other, and as they thus rise requiring less and
less force to move them, at least, in bulk-if it were not by
analogy to lead the mind, in its contemplations, to that kingdom whose very nature is motion and purity? Does it not
require more force to move the same bulk of the particles of
the globe than it docs of the same bulk of water-more
force to move the same bulk of water than atmosphere-more
to move the same bulk of atmospl1ere than electricity? And-.
does not the smallest touch, or close contact even, giva impulse to the electrical_fluid? If so, it is presented in its official, mechanical, and chemical relations as the fourth kingdom-not of nature alone, but of the universe-standing, as
it were, poised between the two worlus. If it is in a cowlition so easy to move, and in its passage outstrippetl fTum
point to point ou1y by thought, we see no reason why the one
still beyond in rarefaction, purity, and power, may not be
looked upon as the highest and most sublime of all kingdoms
composed of systems and elements, with their different stratas-if we may be allowed the expression, to be understoodentirely different in all their particulars. This, then, must
be, in the nature of things, the presignification of all lower
systems of a nature to move and to react, perfect, indestructible, and eternal. From this, man derives his spiritual body,
and all animals below him their instinctive and reactive nature, according to their different instinctive anu spiritual

JG
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origins. l-Ienee the mind of man is not of a nature to desire
sleep, but simply the resting of one of its properties-the
will-for the recuperation of the vital forces of the body.
The nature to feel, taste, smell, see, and hear, as well as
the various grades of instinct, and intellectual susceptibility
of thought and power, all belong to the bodies derived from
this interior world.
The spirit of man, from the nature of its origin, is stationed on a mental elevation, where he may be rendered capable of comprehending the relation between cause and effect.
And, although in common with instinctive nature, chained to
earth by the Ia"·s of gravitation, and compelled to move upon
the same clods with the '\Yorm, yet, by the high prerogative
of his being, he can, with one mental effort, elevate his rna• jestic brow above all material incumbrances, and experience
sweet converse with the skies.
If, then, the mechanical connection of these different kinddams of the external and internal universe before us are
plainly seen, a specimen of architecture magnificent and
awfully sublime in all its parts, as well as supreme in the
F;plendor of its workmanship, opens itself before us, as a production worthy of its great Author. \Vill not a finite development of the same systems, put together upon mechanical
principles, with their great variety of physical and mental
<.lispensations, constitute all that we cu.n possibly conceive of
in the special existence of a human being 1 Look at these
as they now stand finitely before us, and do we not see man,
in his natural and spiritual fabric, in a light too clear to re.quire further explanation 1 In fact, a combina,tion of thr.se
different systems and clerueuts n1akcs the human being, while
their high and proper use, physiologically and mentally
'
tnakes the muu.
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This is our answer, in a general sense, to the question,
" What is man?" In an especial consideration we desire
uow to look at him for one moment. Is it a truth, that the
solid and gaseous portions of the universe lie at the foundation of the existence of the solids and fluids of man's body 7
If this be so, it will also follow, from the special adaptation
of means to ends, that the atmospheric and gaseous system
has as much to do with the vital existence of his respiratory
system. Docs the electrical impart to the nervous system of
man, as well as to the voltaic eel, its peculiar nature and quickness of action? If so, it must have something to do with its
vital and special existence. Now, then, we have the doctrine
of special absorption before us, through the light of which
we behold the fluids and solids of nature absorbed and digested into the system, forming bone and muscle; the lungs
absorb the atmosphere and gases, by the opening and closing
of which we constantly absorb a finite portion from the great
respiratory system of external nature; and by the respiratory action of the nerves, minutely ramified upon the surface,
we absorb (mostly when asleep) a supply of electricity from
the a.tmosphcre. These exercise their specific influence, and
impart their peculiar nature to our existence, according to
their condition and the power of our systems to absorb the
good and reject the bad.
It certainly appears, from the nature of things, conclusive,
that our mental system and being is just as much an emanation from, and bears the same relation to, the interior or
spiritual world beyond, that our material bodies do to those
we have named as systems with their different stratas and
clements. In the very constitution of the universe this must
be so. It is impossible for finite power even to imagine the
existence of fluids and solids in the body without the prior
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edge their vital dependence upon those that are higber, antl
those that are higher acknowledge the supreme sovereignty
of the universe; that is, those that are put together fiuitely
to make the man are not independent, but constantly receive,
by inductive absorption, the elements of all their vital movements. So far as we are able to understand the mechanical,
natural, and constitutional spirit of thi11gs, we cannot believe
the mere opinions of men, when a belief in those opinions
would cause us to isolate the special from the general developments of the universe. They are together by the attractive law of God. They were moved into existence by His
almighty fiat, and we have no reason to believe, therefore,
that the first link will be broken to accommodate the imaginative hypothesis of mortality, or to suit the views of a world
of finite beings, when those views separate man from the
great fountain of nature .and of spirit.

CHAPTER II.
The Elements or Systems comprising the :t~Iaterial ·world-An Error in Medical Practice-Nature our unerring Guiue-Man an Epitome of the Universe-The Nature and
Office of Electricity-The Spiritual System of Man.

IT would,

perhaps~

be well to remark, that the subject already before us appears too vast for finite comprehension.
One thing is certain, however, that the universe is unquestionably divided off into systems and stratas, and that one
is absorbed by the other. This, we know, could not be, if
they were of the same degree of rarefaction.
Now, then, the question may with some degree of propriety
be asked, what is the universe 1 We answer, that, separate
and apart from the terrestrial division, the aqueous, atmospheric, electrical, and spiritual, the mind of man could have
no idea of the universe. Is not each division more and more
rarefied and pure, as well as more powerful in its convulsive
movements, as it rises above the other 1 Has the convulsive
arm of the stirring gale the power of the thunderbolt? Has
the thunderbolt the power of the mind which s.poke, and
· through its agency controlled the waves of the ocean 1
'Vhat, then, is the material world? We answer, that the
terrestrial, the oceanic, the atmospheric, and electrical divisions, mechanically put together, as they are, above, below,
and around us, constitute the material world. These dismissed from the mind, any knowledge of materiality would be
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impossible. Ancl we would r<'spectfully ask, were not these
di!lcrent systems spoken into existence by that Being to whose
inspection the wisdom of all worlds is but fearful foolishness?
Can we expect that nature, which seems primarily to reside
in the fourth system of the universe, or the electrical fluid, ·
dispensing her positive and negative influences in the same,
over the material world, would loose her strong-hold, even if
she hacl the authority from that Being who arms her with
power? Can she cling for vital support to finite arms, tossed
about on the tumultuous ocean of conjecture, or accommod3.te
herself to the rules of imaginative philosophy?
If, then, all the rules which govern every system of nature,
in a general sense, primarily, reside in the electricity of the
universe, as well as specially in the net·vous system-one the
agent of the power that obta,ins in the spiritual world, the
other the agent of the finite power that obtains in the material body- how can we expect a change of those rules to correspond with our peculiar deductions, stimulated as they are
in many instances by the wildest secretions of the imagiua.tiou? Look at it. Was there not a time when the learned
philosophy of the lancl, in a medical consideration, spoke to
thirsty and diseased nature, burning with fever, demanding
water, You mistake-you do not want it-you do not require
it, and you shall not hav~ it 1 Did they not, clothed with the
power of science, and the medical usages of the day, even set
a watch over the patient at the midnight hour, to prevent him
from allaying his thirst- to prevent him from drinking at the
living fountain of nature, because they believed, by the rules
which had been established for them in physiology, that if
tho patient did drink, it would be certain death? Did not
learnecl1nen absorb these rules, and were they not governed
by them at the bedside of patients? Did they not honestly

.
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believe them to he true 1 And what occasioned that belief, if it
were not their cduca tion 1
These rules, then, did not occasion the stomach to be any
the less adapted to the reception of water, nor did not prevent the mind from craving it for the body. When they said
it would be certain death, under these circumstances, to take
this beverage of life, was it nature or men by their actions
endeavoring to change, ignorantly, the order of things to accommodate their notions and theory 1 We leave the reader
to decide, and would pass it by as one of the things that were,
if we could; but when we think of the hundreds and thousands that have gone into eternity, while their spirits were
making the last, long, lingering effort to articulate their
wants, and their best friends by them refusing to the very
last this beverage, in consequence of their education, we feel
it impossible to do so.
It is certainly better to hearken to the voice of nature than
to the notions of man. This change, like all othe1·s of this
nature, is impossible, for in this case we know that every
man has a certain quantity of fluids in his body, and when
that quantity is in the least degree diminished, it is not irrational to suppose that nature should crave the corresponding
element which has thus been consumed in the body. · If
seventy-five parts of a body be composed of water, and five
of those parts are consumed beyond the supply, it is certainly
not unreasonable to suppose that thirst should prevail until
those five parts are supplieu; and that a disease corresponding to tbe nature of the deficit of the individual's aqueous
idiosyncracy would take place, just exactly in proportion as
the consumption is greater than the supply.
·
Now, then, is it quackery to refuse to nature that which
she wants for physiologica1 purposes r! If so, scientific men
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in high places-in this particular, at least-at one time
pract,iced, if they do not now, quackery in the extreme. Extend the mind, then, to the bedside of the patient in this condition, and behold the physician dishing out drugs to fill the
indications of thirst, instead of the pure beverage of life, and
you see what men once called a truly scientific performance.
Truly may it be said,
" Man's inhumanity to ma.n
Makes countless thousands mour:a."

The application of the rules of nature to many things that
now are looked upon as legitimate, would show, beyond a
reasonable doubt, that we do not as yet hearken to the voice
from on high, saying, "If a child ask for bread, will ye give
him a stone?" In other words, if sick and diseasei nature
presents unmistakable indications, are they not disregarded,
and the patient tortured to suit the theories and notions of
men, merely because they have the name of science? True,
their theories and notions have the support of those in high
places, who endeavor to look w:ith scorn and contempt upon
the simplicity of nature, and particularly upon any human
being who proposes to examine for himself, and to can attention to experiments outside of the ordinary routine. But
nothing can be more clear, if we wish to understand the true ·
principles of mental philosophy, than that our experiments
must be performed upon those beings who are in possession
.. of the highest attributes of the spiritual world.
Electrical experiments upon human beings are the only experiments that can obtain, understandingly, in the true investigation of physiology and mental philosophy.
If experiments were proposed to take place by electrical
or galvanic agency with a frog, a cat, a dog, or a monkey, as
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the subject, for the purpose of ascertaining the relations of
man to voltaic nature, this would be all right, scientific, nud
pleasant. From these experiments deductions would be
made, and volumes written and sent out to the world, and
stored up among the scientific treasures of the library, because the experiments wouhl be consistent and of a high order. Scientific and learned gentlemen could see them without bending their necks, or stooping to quackery. Is this
not saying to the world that you can learn more about the
mind of man from experiments upon a frog, ~ dog, a cat, or
a monkey, t.han you can from experiments upon man himself? How can it be possible that voltaic experiments upon
the lower animals can fill the great cup of mental investigation 1 But it really does seem, from the action of many
learned men, that they arc better satisfied with the electrophysiological experiments with animals, by means of a galvanic battery, upon this point. I low do those experiments
prove that there are two bodies in man in myst~rious connection with each other~ I-I ave they ever presented any experiment, save that which is involved in physical reaction~
If not, they certainly fall far short of filling the indications
demanded in the true system of mental philosophy. l\fay
• we be excused for asking the question, what do gentlemen
tncan when thus, as it were, entombed within books, which
only contain the notions of others, they say by their action3,
that nature has unfolded her last leaf of physical and mental
progression~ Do they expect us still to hearken to their
voice, that speaks forth from such terrestrial caverns of consistency and harmony, disapproving every experiment not
recognized in their scheme, or not falling within their prescribed rules 1 From this source, under the circumstances,
we hear the words humbug and collusion. If they expect the
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world still to believe that they are in a condition to entirely
understand the meaning of those words in this day and age,
when men are beginning to think for themselves, they will
surely find themselves mistaken. The high prerogative~haractcr-which God himself has stamped upon the mental
chamber of man, would seem to be freeing itself from old notions and prejudices, and to be already speaking a language
plain and forcible in relation to this matter.
We have digressed from our subject in this way for the
purpose of presenting the impossibility of the systems and
clements of man maintaining their healthy condition when
isolated from those external, from which they continually
draw; and to show more plainly the entire impossibility of
man, with all his ingenuity, changing the relations of the human system to the corresponding systems of the universe in
the least degree-whether by science or ignorance, it is all
the same-a. surrender, on the part of nature, would as soon
be made to the one as to the other.
To return, then, in an especial sense, for the purpose of
getting at the pith of our subject, if our deductions of nature be in the least degree true, man is composed of five
distinct systems or kingdoms, each one mechanically fitted
into the other. They are his bony or terrestrial structure, or .
skeleton ; his aqueous, or circulating ; his atmospheric, or respiratory system ; his electrical, or nervous ; and his spiritual.
These constitute the material and spiritual existence of
man. Let us inspect them a little more closely, as the understanding of our subject seems to demand it. Then the
question naturally comes up, what do you mean by the material world, having the sun as its center 1 We mean, first,
the globe on which we mcve; secondly, the water, upon and
within that globe; thirdly, the atmosphere antl ga~es, ro.1")
t)
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dia.ting from the globe's surface to the distance of fifty
miles; and, fourthly, the electric fluid, extending from the
sun to the earth. These constitute the material world, the
clements which compose it being mechanically fitted into
each other. Dismiss these from the mind, and, upon the investigation of our subject, mate1·ially, a blank stands before
us. Taken as a whole, they constitute a grand physical orga,nization, which has the sun for its cente1·.
If we could know nothing of nature, independently of
positive and negative influences, manifested by different electrical dispcnsa.tions, must it not be clear, that the effects of
these influences upon ma ttcr fill all the indications which
learned men have assigned to nature 1 Do they not primarily reside in the nervous system of the world, and can we
not easily perceive their path, and the part of the universe
over which they legitimately reign 1
The electro-reactive trinity, which in tl1is system obtains,
is too mysterious for comprehension. All that we are pel·mitted to know, in relation to this, the fourth system of the
universe, which connects heaven to earth and earth to heaven,
is, first, that it is possessed of a fluid capable of infinite expansion; seco11:dly, that that ·fluid manifests two different influences, the positive and the negative; and that a certain
relation of these two influences, although diametrically opposed to each other, seems to overlook and govern the outgoings and incomings of nature. We can then easily sec
before us what is meant by the material world; and that
every being that is capable of absorbing the electrical fluid
lives, of necessity, on this side of that great kingdom. The
atmosphere, the gases, the water, and the clods, alike absorb
it. They are this side of it; this fluid insinuating itself
within them all, conveying a certain relation of theso forces,
•
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ture, therefore, that lives this side of, and vitally absorbs
the ether of Newton, the electricity of Franklin, and the
electrical fluid of Sir James ~lurray, is, of necessity, compelled to undergo change and death. The mole being an
inhabitant of the globe, absorbs his electrical vitality through
the systems that stand al.)ove it; the fishes, and other inhabitants of the water, absorbing thei1 electrical vitality through
the atmosphere; and man, being an inhabitant of the atmosphere, directly absorbs his electrical fluid by the agency of
the nervous system. Each part of creation seems to be
governed, physically, by those laws which obtain in the elements where they are found naturally to exist, from the
smallest and lowest of creation, that separates the particles
of earth in its pathway, step by step, up to man. What
kingdom or atmosphere does angel, archangel, cherubim,
and seraphim inhabit? Do they exist? And if they do, is
that existence upon nothing 1 Are they not capable of absorbing some kind of influence? Can they be sustained by
the elements that we absorb? If not, in the mind's eye we
behold them as the positive inhabitants of the interior or
spirit world, although unseen by mortal eyes, as long as nature claims us as her own.
From the mechanical condition and connection of the different systems of the universe, we can easily contemplate
them in our midst, feeding upon and absorbing the vital
elements which compose the spiritual world. This must be
so, as this beautiful and never-ending doctrine of absorption
cannot stop with the nervous system of man and the electricity of the atmosphere. Were it not for the tangible part
of our being, we are quite sure any knowledge respecting the
mind and its dispositions would be impossible. When we
behold every creature, in its make, appetite, outgoings, and
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incomings, adapted to its respective elements and departments of the materi::tl world, so that they can absorb a~nd
live upon them, it cannot be mere speculation to speak of
the progressive state of things, with reference to the higher
and purer emanations from His almighty hand. The condition of things, in this very interesting particular that we find
here, did not happen by chance. \Visdom and design are
seen throughout the special and general adaptation of means
to ends. We should, therefore, be short-sighted and illiberal,
indeed, to assert that there is no principle in man capable of
absor'Ling other influences than electrical.
The interior
body, which now indirectly feeds upon the clements of the
spiritual world, is unquestionably destined, when the chord
between the nervous system and the spiritual system shall be
broken, to absorb directly and live upon those wholesome influences which now stand at the foundation of intellectual
life. This must be so, as we have reason, both from nature
and revelation, to prove the existence of beings beyond us,
who were once the positive recipients of the great liquor
amnii of nature, as we now are. Then excuse us for indulging in that which nature seems unmistakably to present, and
that is, we know that man bas a natural organization or body,
and that that natural organization or body recognizes the
brain as its center. All the elements that compose the body
awl brain are destructible in their nature, upon the principles
laid tlown, because the clements and systems that they continually absorb are destructible and changeable. They arc
also inert and motionless, b.ccause those which they absorb
...
arc inert and motionless. They are moved about from place
to place by the power of the spiritual being within, of which
they arc but an imperfect daguerreotype. Juy springs up in
the mind when nature presents such a volume of thought in
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relation to :::piritual certainty. Look, then, at the spiri tua.l
system, as it plays its vital part through the agency of tho
nerves, in protecting, for a time, this finite castle from tlw
millions of extraneous agents that are continually warring
against it, and you have a demonstration not altogether of
earth.
This spiritual system, which thus speaks an unmistakable
language, as regards its whereabouts, must, in the nature of
things, have the mind for its center, as the body has the
brain. The spiritual system n.n<l the mind are the only perfect organization of man .
Then it is not mere conjecture to assert, that the mind
bears the same relation to the spiritual body that the brain
does to the natural holly, as every organization presupposes
a center. It is not mere speculation to speak of the spiritual
organization, as being indestructible an1.l eternal in its nature,
if it absorbs elements that are indestructible and eternal. If
we see our bodies, in the stillness of the night, absorbing the
elements around us, and from which they derive their vital
support, and look at these as they are, change3.ble in their
nature, we find them still in the possession of the same characteristics after being absorbed into the body, although th'Cy
constitute that body. Then, if our spiritual bodies after
death are actually released and removed from material elements, they are indestructible and unchangeable, and exist
in every way imlcpendcnt of them. Will it not necessarily
follow, if the influences which they absorb are eternal ancl unchangeable, that bodies that are supported by those influences
must correspond to their nature. ? If you wish it, as it is in
common usage, the body that we s~e is destructible and material; and the one interior, that moves it at will-the one
we do not see- is indestructible, and therefore immaterial.
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for the plain reasons laid down.. If you say that the spirit
is without form, ancl a mere essence only, we acknowledge our
inability to understand any thing about it. What office can
a mere essence, without the attributes of a spiritual being in
the full possession of organs and faculties, fill in the economy
of human existence 1 Did not the greatest of all philosophers, with his mind illuminated by a flame above the brightness of the sun, record it, not as a fact only, but as a truth,
that " there is a natural body and there is a spiritual body."
Did he say it was a mere essenc.t"t 1 Has nature or revelation ever declared it as such 1 Will men of mental power
still contend for the primary virtue of the material elements
by the hand of nature in the development of the body of man,
and not admit a corresponding body as an emanation from the
elements of the spiritual world 1 Does not the body of man
11resent itself as a representative of the material world, and
as an emanation from it? This spiritual body, then, of which
St. Paul speaks, must, in the nature of things, emanate from
and represent the spiritual world. Is the material body
filled with different systems and elements 1 If so, why not
the spiritual body? To say, then, it is without form, and an
essence only, seems to contradict every word which nature
has spoken in relation to that something wh~ch arms her with
power. Why should we attach meaning to the natural body,
and labor for centuries to understand its physical relations,
and boldly proclaim that it is a physical organization, ha.ving
the brain as its center, and speak of our internal body as an
essence only 1 Do we wish, by such deductions, to leave our
recorded sanction, tha.t it emanates from the material world
by the mysterious distillation of nature? From what source
could such deductions come 1 In her vast domain of operations, the least possible indication of this direction is not
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even hintctl at. She claims no priority over our primary
spirituality, and humbly lJows a.t its footstool, supplying tl10
various constituents for its natural covering. It woul,l, therefore, not only be gratuitous on our part, but o.n effect which,
in her constitution, never has been presented, to place such
a free signification o.nywhcre in her great physical chamber.
The spirit of man rises transcendently above a mere essence,
the distillation of matter, or any such conclusion. It is a
spiritual body, the perfect system of our being; and just as
much an emanation from the ingredients which constitute,
beautify, and adorn the interior or spiritual world, as the 1Hltural body is an emanation from the great mass of nature.
Look at the morning sun, as he comes forth clad in his ac1ucous splendor, and we have presented a reflection from those
elements from which man derives his immortal spirit, aml
from which it is supplied with life and being. Our spit·i ts
are now the indirect recipients of those elements thus reflected.
\Vhen we complete our mortal career, and pay the debt
which we owe to nature; when we experience those indescribable struggles of anguish and pain by which the corcl
that links the spiritual and nervous systems together js
broken; when its last spiritual fiber has sundered its affinity
for the nervous, then, anu not until then, do our spirits become the direct recipients, and absorb, understandingly and
knowingly, the elements and in:fiuences of the spirit worlJ,
which are pure aud indestructible.

CIIAPTER III.
Man'13 Spiritual System further Discussed-The Subject of Communication betwecu
Mnn aud the Spiritual World Considered, and its Natural Impossibility PresentedThe Entrance of a Being into the Spiritual World analagous to the Introduction of a
lluman Being into this Life.

IN our further contempla.tions upon this interesting subject, it will be well to remember the voltaic connection of the
different systems of the universe, and particularly those that
compose the material world; as they, by the laws of their nature, force out from themselves bodies with forms and organs
clothed upon with mortality. Then we shall not so readily
deny the systems and elements of the interior world, the corresponding primary authority in the development of the living spirit.
If we cannot have any possible idea, save by reflection, of
the nature of the different systems and elements which compose the interior world, the wa.nt of that knowledge here cannot, in the least degree, affect its primary development of the
spirit. Have we a spirit? If we have, does it not represent something? Have we a body 1 If we have, does it not
represent something 1 Is not that something in relation to
the body the material world 1 Why may not that something,
in a spiritual sense, be this spiritual world? Is it unreasonable to suppose, therefore, that, by a power beyond nature,
acting correspondingly with her, bodies, with forms and organs, should be developed in their nature immortal, and,
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by the power of dca th, be prepared to become the pos1t1vc
subjects and recipients of the elements and influences which
thus claim them as their own 1 Do we not here behold tho
beauties of nature? Do we not absorb and feed upon her
bounties, and with pleasure gaze upon her landscapes, and
gather the choicest flowers from her fields, and drink in with
delight the influences of her shady groves ? Shall not this
something which mysteriously presides over the body, arming it with power to absorb those influences which nature so
bountifully bestows, ultimately absorb, feel, and enjoy those
from which it came? Look at the works of nature ; recollect that there was a time in our existence when we were not
even the positive recipients of the atmosphere as we now are ;
but we were its recipients, not directly, but indirectly. Our
vitality from the atmosphere, then, was accond-handed vitality, but exactly adapted to our more infantile nature and
being. Have we not, then, an example before us, that seems
to present a world of progressive thought as to what kind of
recipients we are now of those high spiritual influences?
Our spiritual vitality, therefore, is obliged to be, while it is in
connection with the body, philosophically speaking, secondhanded, unless there be supernatural agency. But it is exactly adapted to the nature of our spiritual being, while it
supports the body which is within the great womb of our
mother nature.
How it can be contended that any spirit, while bowing in
obedience to the gravitating laws of nature and of the body,
without divine agency, can, for a time even, break this wall
between spirits negative and spirits positive, is to us, indeed,
marvelous in the extreme-the gate that leads from one state
to the other being that of death, and the entrance to thoso
influences of a new condition of life-that of the resurrection.
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To contend, then, that our spirits can, while in connection
with the body, undentandingly absorb the influences directly
of the spirit world, and be enabled to converse with those
spirits that once had being among us, would be the strangest
hallucination that has ever been tumbled into the great category of thought. The imaginative faculty of man, moved
on by that of marvelousness, may induce the mind to depart,
for a short time, upon the noncommercial ocean of conjecture, and when there, to think that it may rise transcendently above its nature, and be enabled to converse intelligibly
even with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The information thus
received from those noble and daring spirits may seem to
impart a new stimulus to those two faculties that have become morbid, creating a strong belief, that spirits more accommodating, as those of Zachary Taylor, Lorenzo Dow,
and others, would come a.t their calling, and entangle
themselves again with matter, by knocks, sounds, tipping
and moving tables, and giving instructions how we should
conduct ourselves, and what course we should pursue in all
matters requiring judgment and discretion, as positive evidence of their entanglement. The medium, therefore, is just
as well satisfied that he can obtain additional power from the
co-operating influence of those spirits, in the production of
physical and mental results, as he is of his own existence.
This is not the first time that the morbid secretions of these
faculties of the brain have enticed the mitid away from its
natural channel of thought and power. We are not saying
that those who believe in spiritual communica.tions have not
seen and felt enough to convince them of their possibility.
We admit, that gentlemen, as honest as men can be, truly
believe and participate in these things. The mmd of man
will, of necessity, be compelled to give way to the morbid
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secretions of these two fncultios untH his involuntary chamber is better understood. Now, the physical pheuomeua c.manatin"0 from this source do not seem to be looked at in tltcir
proper light; and this being the case, the mental dispensations arc still .morc in the dark. The great characteristics
of these properties of the mind have shown themselves in all
ages with a disposition to err in their c~lestin.l soarings, and
it is neither strange, nor witlwut cause, that the mind, lu.boring under the influence of their specific secretions, should
believe that it could become, even now, the positive recipient
of angelic care.
Departed spirits ba vc then, according to the belief of
many, selecteJ men of a certain reactive condition of the
nervous system, for the purpose of conveying additional intellectual and divine intelligence to the worl(l. .1\fen believe
this, anJ hundreds arc now acting under the influence of
these impressions. \Vithout asking the question, in relation
to the usc and advantage of such intelligence, woulJ it not
be ill adapted to our present being and mental power? lias
that which has already been given by those set apart in tho
great purpose of all things, been properly digested and understood? When it is, have we not every reason to believe
that it will run this cup over with unutterable pleasure and
delight? Nature, reason, and every thing else, says to the
rc·fiectiug mind, and that, too, for its own good, digest well
t-he food you already have, which is exactly adapted to the
nature of your stomach and being, as danger may result
from swallowing more, particularly if it be of a different nature, requiring, as all must perceive, superna.tural reaction,
on the part of its recipient, to digest it. W c acknow Iedrre
0
the mind to be of a progt·essivc nature. \V c look upon it as
being in the possession of powers capable of reflecting back
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rection. Tho innate anxiety of man, therefore, demand::; it,
and the many premature efforts which it ofttimes n1akes to
disconnect itself from the body which is in the material
world, are but so many evidences that it was created for a
higher destiny than that of en.rth. The progression of our
being upward, then, as plainly seen from the commencement
of infancy, is but to prepare us for that of mature manhood,
and that of mature manhood, by the power of death and the
resurrection, will deliver us, as beings capable of absorbing
the ~piritual influences of the interior world. Then the
~pirit is unquestionably a higher being than it was before.
It has thus, in the order of things, emerged from one state
of existence into another. The question then arises, can
the spirit return back, in any sense, to our world, and participate in our intellectual associations, without a special
commission from the God who planned and created the order
and harmony of His universe? If the speculations of those
who believe in spiritual communications be true, these spirits
possess the power, and are, in a measure, at least, compelled
to obey the emotions of a medium, and respond to his inquiries, laying plainly before him whn.t our depa1·tcd friends are
doing. We ask, with the kindest feelings toward those who
arc now positively consuming tl1eir vitality in this direction,
can this be so? If it cannot, every time such an impression
is a bsorberl, it presupposes an extraneous expenditure of vitality which the mind and the body need for the legitimate
support of its present existence. Those who believe and
absorb such impressions, to such an extent as to cause their
actions to correspond to their nature, may follow such freaks
of the imagination with pleasure and apparent coolness, but
that does not prove that this communication is opened up.
How far it may, fo1· a time, lead its followers by its extra-
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neous attractions is, indeed, fearful to contemplate in relation to the welfare of some-fearful, because an expenditure
of vitality in this direction being extraneous, must, of necessity, rob man of the vital agent which is needed for the support of his physical existence.
From such an expenditure ofttimes comes an unbalanced
condition of the mind and the body, which nothing hut death
can level. We hope, therefore, the reader will first examine the extent of the demonstrable power of the involuntary
chamber of his being, in its physical as well as mental dispensations ; then connect it with the various conditions of
the nervous system, which arms it with power, and inspect,
with an impartial eye, the wonderful phenomena emanating
therefrom, before he consents to have his intellect encumbered with such impressions. Will he not, in certain conditions of the mind and the nervous system, realize the
possibility of the involuntary stirrings beyond consciousness,
conveying intelligence to others?
Examine the power of the mind in this condition to receive
those impressions independent of consciousness, and recognize the peculiar quality of the II;lind, which is conditionally
to act and react upon its nervous system, and sec if from
these internal sources a positive effect cannot be produced
upon the auditory nerve, occasioning the same disturbance
that atmospheric undulations do, by which the mind hears.
Will the reader be so kind as to examine still further, and
see if by the internal action of the mind upon the optic nerve
the same disturbance may not take place, under certain conditions, by which the mind can see through the eye ; and
examine still further to satisfy himself in relation to this
remarkable property of mind, to see if it cannot, even in a
physical sense, produce the same disturba.nce in the nervous
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system that the action of the galvanic battery will produce.
If he docs we arc more than sure tha.t he will be satisfied,
in the first' instance, of the truth of what he has heard, seen,
ancl felt; and, seconuly, that these effects are not of th:.tt
spiritual uature that they arc believed to be by many.
l\liuds more mature than ours, we are a.warc, cling to the
new doctrine of spiritual manifestations, independently of the
virtue of what we ha.ve said. We drop these few hints,
therefore, not for the purpose of disputing with those who
arc so eagerly pursuing this path of investigation, nor to
charge any one with deception ; but we ask in all kindness,
ought we not to ·hearken to the powers that arc here given us,
an<~ trace them out correctly, before we charge departed
spirits with results which have taken place, in many instances, by the involuntary action of the mind independently
of consciousness ?
\Vo have put ourselves to much trouble for the purpose of
investigatiug these phenomena, but have as yet never seen or
heard the least demonstration that could not be legitimately
rcfcrrcJ to the source we have named. \Ve do not say thu,t
others have not; this much, however, we kno,rfull well, we have
not. We have anxiously asked mediums, said to possess extraordinary power, to produce for us the most simple results,
and we then would believe. The experiments that we asked
to be given were of a natur~ that came not within the condition of the nervous system and mind to which we have 1·cferreJ. vVe have been told by mediums, from the authority
of some mysterious spirit, which causccl them to write indepcnclcntly of the will and consciousness, that if we would take
the pen, they would also take possession of our nervous system, and write a communication. vVe did so with all honesty of purpose, and felt no impulse corresponding with the
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nature of such an impression. Being perfectly passive, the
pen Inoved not, and, therefore, from this source we failed to
get ~lllY experiment of writing communications. \Ve ha.ve
seen and know mauy persons as far removed from deception
as mortuJi ty can be, who were not only believers, but were
active mediums in the production of what is supposed to be
this couuition of things. During their demonstrations, invariably the greatest wonderment was expressed in the countenances of those present.
Now, then, we hope that this will not be considered as
traveling out of our way, or digressing from the path of our
subject, as these phenomena have to do with mind. It is the
mh1d or spirit that we have been asking nature, in a general
sense, in her presignification to present. It has been written
by the pen of i1ispiration, that there is-not will be-a spiritual body. If our deductions are not imaginary, nature, as
well as revelation, speaks too plainly in relation to the where- ·
abouts of the spirit, while in connection with the body, to be
misunclerstood. She sets at rest this indirect, inductive relation of the mind or spirit, while within her domain, and
feeding upon her bounties, as regards positive spiritual influences outside of divine agency.
It will be perceived, according to the principles laid down~
that by the action and reaction of the mind, it can apparently
absorb the impression of, and realize the immediate presence
of departed spirits, converse with them, as well as hear sounds
antl voices as clear and distinct as in natural life. Any circumstance, therefore, which may occur so as to produce a
gimihr condition of the mind, may bring about this state of
things ; and while in this condition, revelations may be had
that will startle the subject from the sole of the foot to the
crown of the head. The mind that absorbs such impressions
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should remember that they are the works of his own interior
creation, and that, having once absorbed them, he may take
his pen in hand and give the most glowing description of what
he has seen and heard. This is believed by him with as
much earnestness as he believes in the truth of the absorption
of any impression that ever came from a mortal being. We
could mention many instances of this kind that occurred long
before the new doctrine of spiritual revelations, creating impressions of the most sublime and aerial nature, which, if recorded, would fill volumes.
If it be contended that the mind in this condition, in a
manner, at least, disconnects itself from materiality, and in
consequence of that disconnection is permitted to approach
nearer to the spirit world, and consequently nearer to its inhabitants, I still ask, where is the evidence"1 These contemplations are therefore left on record for the honest purpose, not of diverting the mind of any man from the true path
of spiritual investigation, but for the purpose of begging him
to weigh well the extraordinary power of his own mind when
it bears a certain relation to the nenous system, in making
creations apparently not of earth.
•
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CHAPTER IV.
The Natural aDd Spiritual W3!14-Tbefr cllf'ereld Sy•tcml, Stratal, and ElemeDtaTbey are both Createcl-Theyve ao& God-The Splri&oalad Katerlallfa&ore oflllua
Conaidered-Diatinctlon beNeaa llliDd anciiDtellec&-Motlon. the Re1Glt of the Spirit
-The Law of EquWbrlum doetnot hold with Mind u with Matter.

As there are, and have been, so many sPeoulatlons put
forth to the world as regards that which is natural and that
which is spiritual, we will be as plain as possible in our deductions, that we may not be misunderstood. The subject,
then, in this place, demands a more special consideration.
Some might think, from merely a glance at our previous remarka, that they would lead to the conclusion that the natural and spiritual world are God. If they, however, will examine more closely, they will find them placed as the result
of His creating fiat. We may extend this subject, perhaps,
further than many, because we believe, from the manifestations of those things which are seen, that it was as possible
for Him, in the first place, to create a spiritual world which
should forever remain unseen by mortal eyes, as it was in the
last place for Him to create a material world which should in
its nature be visible-the one filled with systems and stratas,
pure and unchangeable ; the other filled with systems and
strata& impure, and therefore subject to change.
In this place nature even seems to say, why not 1 as a
word from Him to the one would render it immortal, and to
the other, mortal.
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"Thou above, npnrt, bcyon<l,

Oh! tell us, migltty lll.iuu,
Where al'L thou ?''

Common usage has given us the words material and immaterial. Nature herself gives us their true meaning. But
if the immortal part of man si1uply means an essence resulting from material distillation, tho view we have taken is sadly
erroneous. If, however, it means, in the conuition of things,
a spirit created and emanating from a world fil1cd with systems and stratas indestructible and of surpassing beauty, its
existence is plain, and th~ definition of spirit imparts an eternity of thought. Are we not informed tha.t God created all
things? If so, is the spiritual world a thing? If it be, both
nature and revelation seal this point, else, He is not the creator of all things, and therefore something has existed also
from the beginning which was uncrcated. View this part of
the subject carefully, and ask the question, how is it possible
to imagine an uncreated something, with all the attributes of
self-existence acknowledging a,ny power beyond itself? \Ve
venture the assertion, that it is impossible. Therefore we think
that we have the authority of nature for saying that this interior
world, is a world created; and its millions on millions of spirits
are justly and truly so many emanations from the ~lcments
and stratas which compose it. l-Ie who said, " Let there be
light, and there was light," spoke in so many words to the
interior world, let there be spirit, and there was spirit. It
is admitted, that the countless millions of beings who are the
subjects of tho material world, are by uature the creations of
His hand. '\V e cannot, therefore, believe that the material
and spiritual world are God, as some have conjectured, for
they appear in the operations above and below us, as subjects
of a higher power. They are the universe, and not, there-
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fore, God. The one contains systems and elements for the
development of our spiritual individuality; a.ncl the other,
systems and clements, as we know, for the development of
our physical individuality. Now, then, as our spirits possess the power to reason and to think, do you say that the
mass of the ingredients of the spiritual world, from which
our spirits arc individualized, think and reason as a mass ?
\V e certainly mean to convey no such idea. We wish to be
understood as speaking of this matter from analogy, when we
sny that it is just as much the spiritual nature of that world
and its ingredients to impart those faculties to its special
emanations, as it is the nature of the material world and its
ingredients to produce muscles and bones for our mortal
bodies. Do we see bone and muscle as bone and muscle in
the ma.terial mass? Certainly not. Still, no ·man in his
senses will deny the fact that the bones and muscles of all
men, by some mysterious process, come from that mass.
Ilere, then, the philosopher may reason upon it, and examine
it as much as he pleases, and dispute our premises, if he
likes, still the fact is clear, that the same elements that enter
into the composition of the clods of the valley, do produce the
bones and muscles of men. vVhy may not, then, a spiritual individualization, representing the elements and systems of the
interior world, possess the faculty of thinking and feeling, as
well as the body possess 'Done and muscle? It would seem that
these are reasonable deductions, and they obtain, in this particular, beyond all controversy; they are plain, and easy to be
understood. Surely, then, if the natural world is but an impression of the interior world, the question settles itself. It
does not present the spiritual world in a still more incomprehensible light. \Ve stare not at the power of nature in the
development of our physical organization or body, with the
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brain as its center. If we can see this body, a.nd runny of
the elements that compose it, an<l know that those of this
world lie at their foundation, why is it not equally philosophic and reasonable to say that the created mass of the
spiritual world lies at the foundation of our spiritual organization or body, which has the mind as its center 1
Turn it and speculate as we may, man is still a compound
of a natural and spiritual organization, composeu of systems
playing mysteriously into each other, and so mechanically
fitted together, as apparently to make but one body; the interior of which has the mind for its center, and to which, we
have every reason to believe, it bears the same relation as
the brain does to the external organization. Hence the spirit
of man is just as much in his h&nd, his spine, ancl his foot,
as it is in his brain. The brain is the great point of its
physical and mental response. Impressions of this world
are recei vecl there; impressions to this world are given out
there. But this will not warrant us, from the relation of
things, to torture nature, by speaking a language she never
spoke; that is, that the spirit of man is in the brain only.
How would we account for, or in the least degree understand,
the reason why some men feel, apparently, in a foot or hand
for ten or twenty years after it has been amputated, by a
contrary hypothesis 1 When we bruise, or otherwise injure
any part of the body, as, for instance, the hand, the spiritual
system, a part of which is in it, though in its nature removed
from destructibility and the surgeon's knife, is of a nature
to feel, and the conclusion is forcible, that even when the hand
is amputated the spirit is not touched, and still remains.
If this be the hypo~hesis of nature, is it strange that, conditionally, the mind or spirit should manifest the same feeling as before 1 None will contend that it is the hand we see
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which feels; the feeling, therefore, must be in the invisible
hand wl1ich remains, because the hand of our immortal system is as much in the hand ·we see as in the brain. Therefore, when the hand we see is amputated by the surgeon's
knife, this immortal hand remains, and conditionally feels, as
it did before, the s:1me identical distress and pain.
This phenomenon, which has been looked upon as a physical one, seems now to go home to its proper origin, and demonstrates the indestructible character of spirit which all
may understand. The brain hypothesis falls far short of a
satisfactory explanation on this subject. Its followers, in
conversing on this phenomenon, which has occasionally occurred in the practice of physicians, refer to the secretions of
the imagination for its solution. That faculty, then, is asked
for an explanation of this, the deepest psychological phenomenon, and before a reply is received, the scientific nail this
charge to its door, in accordance with a kind of physiological
usage and convenience, by which they explain some of the
more difficult phenomena of nature. Look, then, at a man
who has had a hand or a foot amputated ten or twenty years
ago, and hear him complain distressingly of the same pains
and aches that existed before it was amputated, and you have
an effect, which seems to attract to itself a world of thought.
It is one of those sentences penned in the great book of nature, to convince man of the existence of the spirit which we
have been considering. He who hearkens not to the lesson
of a spirit thus speaking, however humble, passes by the
brightest star in nature's vast domain, that points unerringly to the immortality of man. About this, at present,
we say no more, and pass on to prominent difficulties, in a
special sense, which we propose to discuss in relation to
min<l. First, so1nc philosophers l)elievc that this mind or
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spirit that we have labored so hard to give spiritual personality, as the body has 11atural personality, is nothing more
than the result of impressions upon the brain ; secondly,
that the intellect of mnn is, indeed and in truth, his mind;
and thinlly that the five senses in union may constitute
'
.
this something susceptible of intellcctua.l progression. These
positions arc worthy of consideration, as many adhere to
them and advocate them with eloquence and power. Our
objections to them are founded upon the practical demonstrations of the nature of man. \Ve have a source in the manifestations of the mintl in its alchen1istic developments, to
prove that these are only imaginary hypotheses. Subject
them to the scrutiny of the science of mental alchemy, and
their imuginativc existence at once appears. To prove their
unsoundness we have but to take persons in a natural state,
and at once take away all impressions that their minds have
a bsorbcd, from the cradle up. If this can be done, they certainly sta.ntl dispossessed of those impressions and of intell<.~ct, causing all around them, with which they were familiar,
even to the impression of a father or a. mother, for the time,
to be beyond their intellectual reaction. If these impressions arc the indiviJual's mind, it is in this instance certainly
gone. Place before him a book with which he is familiar,
call upon him to repeat a school-boy speech, and, although
he may understand, by your permission, what you say, still,
in relation to the matters of which you speak, he knows
nothing. The impossibility of giving his opinion in relation
to any subject is peculiarly marked in his very condition.
Now, then, I repeat, if the intellect is his mind, it is in this
instance certainly gone. His brain is stripped of its intellectual robe, but his blood circulates as before. A somethinO'
0
remains which exerts a physical force of from fifty to two
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hmtdrcd thousand pounds; that is, the positive ancl negative

-

motion of from twenty-five to thirty-five pounds of blood
throughout tho arterial and venous system once in every three
or f<.Jll r rniuutcs.
Now, what is that something which remains and still presents to us, in the great economy of human existence, one of~
its most sublime operations 1 It cannot be the brain and the
heart, for they arc matter, and matter cannot move itself.
1\[otion is no prop01·ty of matter. ~'latter only moves by the
influence of some other power separate nod apart from itself.
As 1-'0mcthiug remain~, and presents us with motion, produciug such an extraordinary amount of physical force, the
conclu:::,ion is positive that it is not matter. \Vhat, then, can
it he but the living spirit, still producing its involuntary ncrvovitnl discharges to the heart, contracting its muscles now as
it contracted them before it received an intellectual impression
from the material worlu?
I press this question, and beg particular attention to this
state of things. llm·c stands a man who is intellectually and
1mcler~tn nding1y conversant with different languages, as well
as capable of receiving impressions, and, by the authority of
the nervous system, which caused those impressions to constitute his intellect, we find by experiment that his intelligence,
and even his power to receive impressions is, for the time, set
nside. If those impressions were, in n. vital sense, his mind,
the effects that arc now produced would, in their very nature,
cause it to cease its material existence. But, on the contrary, we find a hearty co-operation between the brain, the
heart, and the circulating system, with a strong, healthy pulsation, and a soft, flexible feel of the skin. The mind still
remains, as we now sec, clad with all its physical power of
life and being. The five se:rtses, in their turn, are also-as
5
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you may now perceive by expcriment-alchemistically negatived, and we have the same living and immortal monarch,
showing his power as before, in the circulation of the blood.
vVhile the subject is thus disarmed of his senses, and completely stripped of his intellectuality, the blood still continues to flow through the living channels of the body, whispering the intelligence of the presence of his spirit, separate and
apart from intellectual impression, or the union of the five
senses. What can be more conclusive 1 If these experiments were performetl on a frog, a cat, or a dog, the conclusion would not be as forcible ; but here is a being who can
testify, with thousands of others, the condition of things as
regards this matter, by which we may more understandingly
overlook the true operation and relation of mind to matter, as
well as the manner in which impressions are absorbed. Are
we not authorized, from these experiments-as they involve
the highest reactions of a human being-to say that man has
a something which is not the result of impressions, which is
not the union of the senses, nor any distillation of matter by
the great crucible of nature 1 That something is spirit, and
it is just as much adapted to the absorption of impressions as
the body is to the absorption of the different elements of natu1·e. If these conclusions are imaginary, an awful chasm
is here presented, which can be found nowhere else in the
absolute condition of things-which compels like to beget
like.
The natural world begets our natural body, and the spiritual world our spiritual body. We see the one, and through
that, from its nature, by impressions, reach the other; aa
when we step upon the foot, the pressure produces a mechanical disturbance of a fine fluid that circulates within the body
of the nervous system, from the brain and spine to the foot.
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That disturbance occasions a succession of waves in the
nervous systen1 to pass from the point involved to the brain.
This is simply action, a property which belongs to matter,
when disturbed. These waves are purely mechanical; but
they reach the brain, a.nd that being which looks out from
behind the sparklings of the eye. Then the mind reacts
upon the same system through the brain and spine, dispatching a reversed succession of waves from the center of the
physical organization to the point involved. Without this
returning succession of waves, or disturbances of the particles of the nervous system, there is no response, no feeling,
no reaction. These bring with them an extra quantity of
blood, and a chemical condition, therefore, of the parts involved takes place. Hence they may properly be termed the
chemical succession of waves or disturbances of the nervous
system. They are the effects of a sensible response by which
distention of the blood-vessels takes place, causing irritation,
pain, and inflammation proportioned to the extent of thereaction or response, and the peculiar texture of the physical
and mental organization involved, presenting plainly a ne'v
and interesting volume in physiology.
Is the question still asked, Where is this something that
responds with such force and power? 'Ve answer, that it is
just beyond and interior to the vital circulation of the ner\''ous system. A piece of bread is taken into the mouth anJ
conveyed to the stomach. There it stops for the present;
still we do not see it. Now, then, suppose the question be
asked, Where is this stomach? Is it not plain that it is
where the bread stops, and does it not, by its presence, agitate the stomach, and in that agitation produce a disturbance
of the muscula-r wall, ancl uoes not a disturbance of its vital
particles, in consequence of its net·vo-vital connection with
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the brain, occasion a succession of waves to pass mechanically to it, before the transverse and longitudinal contraction
and relaxation of that organ can take place? This is mere
mechanical action, thus produced from the stomach to the
brain; and the chemical action from the brain to the stomach
must, in the nature of things, occasion the churning process
of the different stomachic movements in digestion. Why not
say that a succession of disturbances takes place from the
stomach to the brain within the nervous system, when we are
told that the foocl that we take into the mouth enters the
stomach through its cardiac orifice by a wave-like movement?
This wave-like motion certainly claims our attention in all
the great variety of physical and mental phenomena. Suppose the question still be asked, vVhere is the stomach?
We reply, that the answer is had in looking at the bread
where it is now making impressions, and positively ca:lling
forth the natural secretions of the stomach upon the principles laid down to produce the chemical change of the particles of which the bread is composed. The most simple
cannot fail to see naturally what we mean here. The chemical power of the stomach presupposes the presence of the
gastric juice. All organs have their peculiar secretive nn.ture as much as it is the nature of the peach tree to produce
peaches, and the apple tree to produce apples, although they
may both be influenced by and absorb the same vital stim.
ulus. It is the nature of this organ to secrete the gastric
juice, and it is the nature of the gastric juice, when secreted,
to produce a chemical change in the food, and in this chemical change we see its power. Now, then, what objection is
there to the hypothesis that the spirit of man is just beyond
this nervous fluid, which has the nervous system, with its
great variety of ramified threads as its channel of influen-
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tia.l circulation. The brain and spine seem to be the vital
radiating points of this fluid to the circumference of the
castle. They seem to be the points of reaction of the spirit.
Immediately upon a disturbance of the fine particles of this
system, we can perceive from analogy a succession of waves
going to the center, imparting pleasure or pain to the being
within as the case may be, and returning with a new reactive
succession of disturbances for the purpose of expelling the
enemy that may have taken possession of its castle. This
being the process also by which it brings blood-vessel to bloodvessel, an<l nerve to nerve, if they have been severed.
We see, then, the official agency of electricity between mind
and matter in the decomposition and recomposition which
takes place in the body of man, as well as the physical operations of the universe.
Now, then, if the question be also asked, Where is this
mind or spirit? the operations of the physical man reply,
that it is where these undulations are thus making impressions. These undulations of the nervous system are thus
mn.king impressions, beating up upon it, like the waves of
the atmosphere upon our bodies, calling forth its inherent reactive power, in the fluid of the nervous system. In other
words, to be more plain, it is just beyond the vital fluid, or
just beyond the lightning's nash, which circulates within the
pith of the nervous system, and interior to it; as when we
say the respiratory system is just beyond the circulating
system in rarefaction, purity, and power, and interior to it.
'Ve are aware that we are here handling a matter which
appears to be not altogether of earth, and feel our entire inability to trace understandingly the mechanical movements
of nn turc in co-operation with the chemical movements of
the minn as here presented. To contemplate the composi-
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tion and the peculiar texture of this internal Lolly can only be
done by analogy. Its texture and composition, with its peculiar elements, arc not here given to man to present, as he
can those of its castle. But by the power of analogy he can
sec them too plainly, it would seem, to be misunderstood.
Nature calls this power of the mind into play, in the understanding, even, of electricity, which escapes mechanical vision and inspection. \ Ve only know its existence from its
effects, as no chemist can analyze it. Even if the atmosphere be pumped out of a vessel, this does not empty the
vessel of all its contents. Suppose we take a. vessel fillc,l
with water, and pour out the water. In domestic usage, I
grant, that the vessel is empty. But this is not so in a.
chemical sense, as it is still filled with atmosphere and the
gases. Now let the atmosphere and gases be pumped out;
in both domestic and chemical usage the vessel is empty, Lut
it is nevertheless clear, that this fine, clastic, electrical fluid
remains, and will not leave its throne for all the power aHd
genius of philosophy combined. There is a. so1nething, then,
which remains, and it will be understood and admittccl by
all classes of philosophers that the vessel is still filled-not
with water, as the domestic would reply; not with atmospltere or the gases, as the chemist would reply- but with
electricity. A vacuum, therefore, in nature, is impossible.
This ether of Newton , electricity of Franklin, and electrical
fluid of Sir James l\iurray, which remains, is not of a. nature to succumL to the wisdom of man, as the atmosphere
and gases do in this particular.
Oh! nature, why dost thou thus abhor a vacuum 1
This electrical fluid, with its positive and negative influences existing everywhere and in every thing, in a material
sense, is what we frequently call the nervous system of the
•
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world. This system has the sun as its center-yea, nature
presents the electrical fluid as an emanation from the sun,
which is the material center of inductive vitality from the
spirit world.
In relation to what has already been said, we are fully
sensible that many will, without further consideration, venture a negative ve:-dict. To those we would very respectfully
say, we have not presented any hypothesis of our own; and if
proper attention be paid to the operations of nature in relatio~ to one point, we are satisfied that they will begin to see
with us ; and that is, to look for a something which has the
property of special motion. Has any thing in the terrestrial
world this property ? Certainly not ; for gross matter is admitted to be inert an<l motionless; that is, it has no inherent
power by which it can stimulate itself to move from the place
where it may be put. U-pon an inspection of the oceanic derHtrtment, although it is not so gross, the same characteristic,
inertia, is presented. If we turn to the third system, or to
the atmospheric and gaseous department, which is much more
rarefied and much finer than the other departments we have
named, have they this inherent power 1 Approach, then,
the fourth system, or department, the electrical, in which
the God of nature presents His creative and destructive fiat.
Behold in the properties accompanying that fluid, if possible,
independently of the law of equilibrium, the inherent power
of self-stimulation. Then be pleased to stop here, and carefully notice nature's own operations, and gather wisdom from
the angry clouds. If two clouds come together, in different
electrical conditions, as they approach each other the greatest possible stir and confusion in the heavens are unquestionably presented by the action of this fluid. But if they
arc in the same electrical condition, this property is not man-
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which it positively reigns. Is it. not, then, clear? If it held
dominion over the innate strength and power of mind, as it
docs over matter, it would be an impossibility, in any condi~
tion of things, for one human being long to possess greater
innate, reactive stamina than another; and men, therefore,
who had greater mental reaction than others, would not be
found willing to be near those of inferior power. They would
leave an idiot for a mental cause, as they would a lion in the
lonely forest, for a physical cause. For is it not apparent,
that if tl1ey approached each other, as two clouds do, a mental discharge from the one positive would take place to the
one ncgati ve, setting the electricity between them on fire, as
the electricity docs the atmosphere, until an equilibrium is
produced?
Now, I ask any man, if the opposite doctrine were true,
would there not be the greatest confusion in the minds of
both until an equality took place? Is not such the characteristic action of the law governing electricity, atmosphere,
and water? How, then, does this law exercise any influence
over mind while in connection with the body, save that of
the ncga.t ive? If this influence were positive, the results to
which "·e have referred would take place with the same precision that they do ' in the case of rna tter. The experience,
however, of all human beings prov~s our position true, as
we will perceive if we notice the germs as they are budding
forth, even in two children of the same parents. They may
sleep together, play together, eat together, school together,
and go to the same church together. !-Jere, then, these immortal spiritual germs arc subjected to the same impressions
for the purpose of their advancement, and yet a difference is
soon noticed in many particulars in regard to their innate
}}')Wer of mental reaction. This could not be so if the law
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of equilibrium positively presided over their minds. llorc
we have an example, as a-11 must sec, where it would have
the best opportunities for displaying itself in producing its
only end and aim. But we see the peculiar innate mental
electro-reaction of the two still remains, with a difference,
sbowiurro itself throuuh
life. Docs not this law carefully ovcr0
look the electro-vital system, and is it not ever watchful of
two persons asleep side by side, to lose no time, if the one
has more of the electric and vital principle than the other,
to take from that one for the support of the other? Will it
stop before an equilibrium is had, regardless of consequences,
even if it be to the death of the one positively charged and
in gootl health? Does nature here not laugh at their calamities, and mock when· their disease cometh, because she
makes on the one hand what she loses on the other? Instead,
then, of regarding the mind as its own, its ~very action
proves the contrary. 'fake the case of a young child sleeping with an aged diseased person. The complaint of the
young child of weakness and physical debility m~tters notdisease may even take possession of its vitals, restlessness
may agitate its little body, its spirit may still complain of
parting with the vitality which it needs for its support, but
still this law heeds it not until a vital equilibrium, comparatively speaking, shaH take place between the two bodies
that arc thus together and quiescent. Have we any reason
to suppose that a law like this, the main overseer in nature's
vast domain, would hearken to the mind of a \Vebster or a
Clay, while in the presence of others just a step aLove tho
idiot, and particularly if sleeping near them, and not produ.ce
an equilibrium between them as regards their mental electroreactive strength? If their minds were subjects of natural
culture alone there would be no escape. We hope, there-
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fore, in the event of a careful interpretation on the part of
the critic and philosopher of the operations in the vast department over which the law of equality obtains, that they
will, at least, sec that our deductions about the spirit of man
arc not without cause. Will they not agree with us, in a
general sense, from that which has already been penned, that
like points to like in a special sense, or that the material
world, with its different systems, stratas, and elements has a
finger-board at its north, south, east, and west, pointing to
the body of man as its special production? And if so, will
he be pleased to extend his mental vision to the finger-boards
in tcrior to those now before him, and sec what we mean by
the relation which the spirit of man bears to the spiritual
worlu

CH1\.PTER 'l.
Doctrine of Absorption-Clod of .Earth nnd 'Vnter-'J'hc Falling of an Apple-Mm<1
aclapted to Impressions-The Rorly to Aht>orption-External Elcmcnts-Rencti,·e differ·
encc bl tween .l\Iiud and Mllttt'J'-l\liud und its own Thuudcr-showcrs-Its wondr.rtul
Nnturc-Tnnate Development of its own Fnculties-~tixcd up Coutlilion of the Orgnns

in Mentall'bilosophy.

IN the preceding chapters we have indirectly hinted at the
great doctrine of absorption, which, in the very nature of
things, o1Jtained in the vital operations of the universe prior
to the inuividualization of even the spirit of Adam . Learned men may be skeptical and speak cliffcrently of nature's
works, but still this doctrine proclaims everywhere, that no one
element can produce its specific result u110n another, unless
it, or an influence from it, Le al)sorbed. Just exactly, then,
in proportion as the element or its influence is a.bsorbed, just
exactly in that proportion will a specific influence be exerted)
anll the thing which absorbs participate of the nature of
the thing absorbed. vV e take as an example a dry clod of
earth, we place it upon the table and we pour water upon it.
In this experiment, it is clear, that just exactly in proportion
as the clod absorbs the water does the water not only exert a
specific influence upon the clod, but the clod also participates
of the nature of the water.
It is also plain, that if the water is poured upon it, and the
clod is not in a. condition to absorb it, it will not participate
of its nature, nor be influenced by it.

Therefore we say, for
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the .. akc of being understood, that the clod was the recipient

of tbe water in this case, not positively, but negatively. Its
pores were closed. \Vc venture the remark, therefore, that
outside of looking at this, which seems to be the most sin1ple
experiment of nature, the relation which the mind bears to
thnt which it receives, cannot be properly understood. \V c
bC'g the reader, therefore, to keep this in mind, as we shall
have especially to call this effect produced by one element
upon another to our aid iu showing the relation which the
miull ucars to that which it receives and absorbs. The next
iHqniry, then, which seems to present itself is, what is it that
the mind absorbs? W c sec by the digestive apparatus that
the coarser department of the body absorbs food and water ;
t11c respiratory system absorbs atmosphere and the gases;
:uvl the nervous system, the electrical fluid. Now, what is it
that the mind, which is interior to the nervous system, absorbs 1 \V c answer, impressions. Before we consider this
part of our subject specially, it might, perhaps, be proper to
a-.k nature more closely, as regards the whereabouts of this
mind or spirit. In doing so, we arc sure that the reader will
ha vc uo objection to the fol_lowing supposition : tho.t is, suppose we take the sy~tcms and elements that arc found in our
physical nature, and, if you please, torture them until the
tho spirit responds a-nd says, " I am here."
As the bony or osseous system seems to be the first, commence and torture this. In relation to the living spirit, we
have here no response. 1\!fechanically fit in and connect the
circulating syste1n with this, embracing all its fluids of every
nnmc and nature, and inflict the severest torture. The mind
8pcaks not, therefore we know that this real being is not just
beyontl this system.
Now, for the purpose of understanding this subject, or what
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we particularly mean, connect the lungs and their appendages, or the respiratory system, with these, as they appear in
the body, and try the question with increased torture. Still
the mind speaks not. It cannot, therefore, in the nature of
things, be even just beyond these, as the disturbance of their
particles does not reach it.
Now then, if you please, take the nervous system, mechanically connect it, with all its homeopathic insinuations, with
the others, inflict the most unheard-of tortures, occasioning a
violent .succession of waves to pass to the brain; still, the
mind responds not-it heeds not, but remains as the corpse,
entombed in death. Let, then, this system become charged
naturally with its elastic and nervous attendant, the lightningflash. Now, make the least possible pressure where you did
before, and a different language entirely is spoken. Reaction and response become the characteristic symptoms,
also, of your mechanical pressure and torture, and something
says, " Oh! don't; you hurt me." Ah! what is this? Is
it either of the systems we have named? If so, why did they
not respond before? Is it the circulating fluid of the nervous
system? Certainly not, as it is not of a nature to feel. Then
the conclusion is positive, and nature accommodates us with
an answer, not altogether unintelligible, that the pressure
now made on the periphery disturbs the particles of that fine
circulating fluid within the body of the nervous system,
which reaches the whereabouts of this living being. The
monarch of tho body, then, responds by its own reaction
upon the same fluid, and gives a returning succession of
waves, saying, "I am here. This is my earthly tabernacle;
let it alone." The conclusion, then, forces itself, regardless
of our belief or learning, that we have this nervo-vital fluid,
with its systematic system, as the first material garment
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or covering of the living spirit. Then the disturbances or
waves occasioned in the finite electrical ocean of each finite
being beats against and upon the spirit of man, as the waves
of the atmosphere do upon his body. This constitutes the
first material system or kingdom of the living spirit. The
atmosphere and gases are its second, the fluids of the body
its third, and the skeleton itself is the fourth.
Thus we have an analysis of the different systems that
make the man, with their connection of particles. How, then,
can the office of the nervous system be misunderstood, in the
·great economy of human existence, if nature is to be believed
rather than man 1 Shall we now ask that which has been
penned in books, if in matter the recuperative power dwells,
or shall we take nature at her word, and behold it in the returning succession of waves in the nervous system, as haviug
been absorbed from the living spirit 1 Can the healing power of nature, outside of the response of spirit, be even imagined 1 \Vbere is the man who will venture to do so? N umbers, we know, can be found who contend for the innate creative power of matter, but where is the man who can support
such an l1ypothesis 1 Upon what limb of nature can he rest
himself and venture such torturings of the darker ages? Is
that the lamp which is to light him as a physician of nature?
And is he satisfied that matter, by its own reaction, possesses the power to make the material body sparkling, joyous, and
happy. If so, we leave him, with the expression before him,
that he that walketh in the night stumbleth.
Ha.ving now, as we flatter ourselves, removed some of the
rubbish from this new and intellectual field of immortal delight, we hope the reader will pursue the investigation further
in the special culture and acquaintance with mind in its present connection with matter. If so, we have a hope that he
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will see what we are forced to believe is fue power of this
electrical agent in positively changing the mental as well as
physical secretions. The multifarious operations of this system constitute the platform from which we more understandingly behold the gradual physical and intellectual development of man. Through this system, also, we look with a
more correct physiological eye at the physical and mental
0Langes through life. This brings us, in the next place, to
the iuquiry, "What are impressions?" Their inspection
certainly deserves our attention in the investign.tion of the
true philosophy of mind, and their relation to the same-as
much so as the natural clements in their relations to the body,
deserve our attention physiologically. We answer, then, by
impressions adapted to the mind's absorption, we mean, in
all cases when they are positively acknowledged, a disturbance of the particles of the vital fluid of the nervous system,
mechanical, natural, or spirituaL Now, then, as regards the
sense of hearing. What is it tltat produces the disturbance
of the auditory nerve, by which the mind hears? We answ€r, that it is the w.aves or undulations of the atmosphere
beating up against the tympanum or drum of the ear.
To look at this in t}Je light of common sense, it becomes
necessary for us to consider where we are, that is, in the atmospherical, gaseous, and electrical ocean of the universe, as
fish are in the water.
These elements, then, 3.re constantly pressing up against
us, and, as we have before remarked, they are constantly absorbed by the body.
When a person inh!1les a breath, the atmosphet·e and gases
enter the throat an1lungs . The relaxation and contraction
of the muscles of the throat occasion certain waves to pass
from him, as the center of those waves; or, if you please, a
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of disturbances of the particles ~f the atmosphere.
This succ~ssion of disturbances vibrates against the tympanum of the car, and occasions a corresponding disturbance
of tbe vital circulation of the auditory nerve, which in turn
beats up against the living spirit. The spirit responds; the
impression is received. These waves, in reality, may be represented as mere effects; but it is certainly clear, that as the
living spirit stands at the foundation of the relaxation and
contraction of the muscles which produce this succession of
disturbances, there is a spiritual emanation brought with
tlwm, which, when positively absorbed, produces its peculiar
nature in the mind that absorbs it. Can the mind hear,
,,·itltout a healthy circulation along the auditory nerve, although wave after wave may beat up against the tympanum
of the car 1 Can the mind see, if there is not a healthy circulation along the optic nerve, although emanations may continually reach it? In other words, can the mind absorb an
impression through the sense of sight from the external world,
if tl1ere is not a healthy circulation along the optic nerve?
And can any object be seen by the mind, mechanically, unless its emanating impression is absorbed~ We give this as
an example which wi11 apply to all the senses, that no impression 'vhatever can reach the mind without first producing
a succession of disturbances of the nervous fluid. Is it not
rlcar that that which we hear, and positively absorb, exerts a
specific influence upon our mental being as well as that which
we see, smell, taste, and feel? What is it, then, that the
mincl receives 1 It is impressions; and what are impressions
but this succession of waves imparted to the nervous system
by external disturbances? Here, then, we see the relation
which a man bears to the different impressions to which he
mo.y be subjected, and the reason why these impressions oc-
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casion his mental being to participate of their nature when
they are positively absorbed. Although they may be vitally
concerned in his intellectuality, still they are not his mind.
!There are impressions to be absorbed, and the truth is, there
must be something capable of their absorption, else they in
vain may reach the organs of sense.
I press the question here, to know if a man's intellect ancl
his mind are the same thing. Will it answer to say, that
because a young man receives nt college his euucation, consisting of a multitude of impressions which his mind absorbs,
those impressions are his mind 1 Certainly not, for we
might, with the same degree of propriety, say that the water
poured upon the clod, when it becomes positively absorbed,
is the clod itself, because the clod participates of its nature
and is influenced by it. Separate, then, the water and tho
clod, and we unquestionably have a line of demarkation, understandingly, between mind and intellect. This little experiment with the clod and tumbler of water is the key
alone, in my humble opinion, by which the door of nature
can be unlocked, and permission obtained for a true understanding of the mysterious operations of man's physical and
mental existence. Lock at the infinite electrical fluid of the
world as it is inductively absorbed by every atom of matter,
and I am sure you will see that the absorption of a tumbler
of water, when poured upon the ground, opens up to the intellect of man a more interesting field of true and unmistakable philosophy than the falling of an apple from a tree. In
this great doctrine of physical and mental absorption, when
it may be properly understood, we certainly have a true system of physiology and philosophy as well as theology.
\Ve do not, in this place, mean to say, that a man's mind
stands, in every particular, exactly in relation to impressions
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as the clod does to the water, but we mean to say, that just
exactly in proportion as the clod absorbs the water docs the
clod participate of the nature of the water. Such is the
case with mind; as it positively absorbs an impression, it·
participates of the nature of that impression. We have in
tl1is the great distinguishing feature between mind and matter; that is, that the clod when once moistened by the water
has not the powe1· within itself to react in the production of
the same liquid showers. But when the mind has received
an impression, and has become moistened and influenced by
it, it possesses the property of reaction in the production of
the same moisture, and by that means recalls the joyous as
well as stormy showers of past life at pleasure. Then, because of the moisture which this impression has produced, it
can, by its own inherent creative energy, moisten and gradually develop other departments of mental culture, besides
those which the impression received may have a tendency to
foster and feed. Therefore, it will be perceived, that mind
possesses, in a great measure, the power to produce its own
thunder-showers for the moistening and developing of its intcHcctual growth.
These, then, we present as being the two great features or
1woperties of mind not possessed by matter. The minds of
some men arc so fruitful with these little thunder-showers,
that they seem to live almost within themselves, and in consequence of this peculiar faculty seem to take, by intuition,
what other men have to labor for years to understandingly
obtain. I grant you that time, with the perplexities of life,
as the spirit seems to be worn out with the things of the
world, 1nay apparently present a drying up of these impressions ; but this is no reason fur believing that they are not
indelibly written upon tho involuntary chamber of man's ex-
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istence . This is what the world calls the loss of memory;
that i~ , the apparent in ability on the part of the mitHl to
produce at pleasure these internal thunder-showers hy whieh
former impressions arc rcca1led and understood. These arc
the high distinguishing features between the properties of
matter and the properties of mind. They ma.y not be acknowledged at the first glance, but when nature is taken at
her word, and the action of human beu1gs everywhere properly looked at, the new discoveries which have been made,
and the chariot-wheels of the genius and originality of all
ages shall be inspected, we are almost satisfied of a positive
conclusion on the pa.rt of the reader. If he still have Lis
doubts, let him ask himself the question, can the clod moisten
itself by its own inherent power of vital stimuli 1 If he admits that it cannot, we are satisfied he will at least see our
meaning in the corresponding relation of mind to impressions.
Such is the nature of the mind, that even when we read a
speech made by a distinguished man, even if it were spoken
and penned centuries ago, in consequence of the emanation
of spirit which the speaker implanted in the very words articulated, we cannot avoid participating of the nature of the
feelings of the speaker just exactly in proportion as his intellectual emanation in them may be understandingly absorbed.
This emanation, then, exercises an influence over us, and,
in a gTeat measure, gives its peculiar cast to the mentality of
the being that thus intellectually absorbs the words spoken
anu written. This is unquestionably a source of impressions
by which no ordinary amount of the vitality of man is consumed, and from which he receives many of his intellectual
characteristics.
The brain is the center of our physical organization, and
therefore the point of spiritual electro-reaction. The head,
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then, of necessity, becomes the material and external point
of the diflcreut conditions ana mau1fcstations of its innate
suscep tibility and mental power. \Vc therefore naturally
look to this, the central organ, for the different mental faculties and their secretions, as we do to the body for the physical
orga-ns and their secretions. We know it to be a physiological certainty, that when one of the physical organs pours out
its secretions more abundantly than another, the body participates of the nature of those secretions. It is the nature of
the stomach to secrete the gastric juice, and of tho liver to
secrete the bile; it is also the nature of the faculty of mirthfulness, when stimulated, in ~ mental sense, to pour out its
secretions, causing an involuntary disposition on the part of
the mind to laugh. If the individual laughs, it is positive
evidence of the secretions of tltat mental faculty being
abundantly poured out, as they certainly cause his mental
being to participate of their nature.
This we know to be so, from the fact that when a. physical
organ pours out its secretions abundantly, it makes the physical being participate of its nature. We give this as an el.:ample of all the physical and mental faculties, as lying at the
foundation of our different physical and mental dispositions.
\Vith the specific secretions of each before us, we can go
somewhat understandingly now into the investigation of the
true principles of mental philosophy. If the medical student
were to attend college for years, and the lecturer on physiology were to 1nix up the secretions of the different physical
organs so that he could make no distinction in his mind between them, a thorough knowledge of physiology, or of the
facts in physiology, on his -part, would, under these circumstances, certainly be impossible. If this holds in the less
com}1licated departments of human existence, how can it be
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expected that we n.re to understand any thing at all about
mind when the secretions of its different faculties, or organs,
are thus confounded together and given forth to the worhl in
that condition? Each mental organ, let it be ever so insignificant, has its office to fulfill, as much as the smallest gland
of the human body. We respectfully ask the question, therefore, how can we arrive at a true understanding of mind until we first look at the legitimate secretions of its different
faculties, which give to it tJleir specific uirec'tion and character? 'Vby will gentlemen, then, find fault with us for refusing to believe in the prese~t system of philosophy, which
has, in a great measure, passed by the peculiar properties of
each faculty, and by which they seem to be resolved wholly
into soul, spirit, will, conscience, and imagination? All,
therefore, being mixed up and confused, constituting a conglomeration unfit, as may be perceived in its applic.ation, to
the proper understanding even of the most simple department
of physical philosophy.
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WE have a hope that the reader is now prepared for the
special understanding of the great purpose that we have in
view in presenting the foregoing hypothesis
nature and
miDd. 'rhat purpoee is, in an especial consideration, to preaent the changes which the influence of atmospherical elec- .
tricity, by the adaptation of means to ends, alchemistioaliJ
produces upon the nervous ayatem of man, aad through that
system, upon the other systems, apiritual as well as natural,
that are concerned in hia existence. We have, as plainly as
we can, presented the relations which the difterent systems
composing man, bear to the exteraal world. In order, then,
to see this more plainly, does not his physical system absorb
the elements of the material world, or D&ture, and does not
his mind absorb imprellions 1 If so, it is decidedly certain
that his mental and physical nature ID1I8t, in proportion as
they are absorbed, be governed and controlled by them.
Would there be any tlamg imaginary in presenting the idea
that lime, iron, and water, chemically combined in the foocl
which
a lll&1l eats, atMl mthe liquids which he drinks, go to
•
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as regards the renctivc condition of the nervous system. But
to intelligibly present that trinity, we fear, is almost too great
a ta~k for us to perform. Before we undertake to do so, and
to point out what it is, it will be admitted, we think, by all
physiologists as well as naturalists, that each individual's
body in the state in which we now arc, is dissimilarly vitalized and electrified. It ·will also be admitted that our material vitality is nothing more than inductive vitality, and the
same must follow of necessity as regards our spiritual vitality; that is, that the spirit is not life itself, but absorbs that
clement from the spiritual world, and consequently life is a
part of the nature and being of spirit, a.s water is a part of
the nature and being of the body.
In the constitution of things, from the apparent primary
distance of the spirit from matter, this peculiar element is
presented in nature, in man and in animals, as well as the
flowers of the field, by the agency of this fine fluid. It will
not be looked upon as an unpardonable hypothesis, then, for
us to say, that all the qualities of the mind materially rcganl
the condition of this fluid. This system, then, becomes the
noting, and the mind or spirit the reacting one in the great
variety of the physical and mental manifestations of all creatures. In the higher reactions man seems to present his prerogative as a human being; still we find him, in a measure, in
many instances manifesting the instinctive dispositions below
him, although they may not be so plainly developed in any
one man. Being, therefore, from his relation to the spirit
worlcl, in possession of properties and faculties that involve
the highest reaction, prevents him from manifesting so plainly
the instinctive disposition of the monkey or other animals.
These instinctive faculties, however, are in him but are
d~prived of their active development by the higher reactive
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dispensations of the vital fluid of his nervous system. l~ere
we have presented the doctrine of special instinctive spiritual
absorption, of which man alone can boast. This makes him
the lord of creation. And whether a cat, a dog, a horse, or
a monkey has an individual spiritual existence after death,
does not disprove this doctrine of special spiritual absorption,
which surrounds the human being; but one thing is clear, this
great process of spiritual digestion means something.
\Ve have not the time here to pursue the investigation of
the doctrine of special spiritual absorption as seems everywhere to be manifested in creation, and only drop these imperfect deductions for the reflection of the reader, that he
may more clearly see the great importance of understanding
the influence and operation of the nervous system of man as
well as the lightning's flash of the universe. Let us look at
this, however, one moment. The monkey can move himself
about. Now, what is this that possesses the power to react
in the production of voluntary movements? Did this something come or emanate from the clod, the water, the atmosphere, or electricity? Certainly not, for these of themsch·es
are matter, and therefore inert and motionless. How can it
be possible, then, that they, in combination, even could give
life to a special being that would manifest a different nature
from themselves? We should have reason to suppose such
to be the case, if we ever saw the clod move about without
force separate and apart from itself. The same tnay be
said of water, atmosphere, and electricity, the last of whicl1,
equally with the others, requires the action of some extraneous infiuence before it will move. vVe press this question,
and ask, is it reasonable to suppose that that something in
the monkey that moves its body about from place to place by
acting upon its vitality, emanated from matter? If it did
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not, then it comes from some department of the spiritual
world fron1 "hich the spirit of man came also. Is there
any tl1ing unreasonable in this, when we see and know
that the body of the monkey comes from the same element
of na turc as the body of man? Both alike, according to
their relations to nature, are dependent upon the elements
that arc found in the material world for their existence.
\Ve freely acknowledge, therefore, that when we contrast the
dictionary of nature with that of man, we cannot understand
t.hc isolated meaning of instinct, as commonly used for the
purpose of expressing this something that dictates the motions and the actions of the monkey. We understand it to
be a something that is directly and positively in possession
of clements that belong to the spiritual world, and in consequence of which the monkey is capable, as well as many
other animals, by his reaction to impart the vital stimulus
of his body to certain faculties which will pour out the same
secretions, giving the same direction to his being, as regards
that faculty, as it does in man. Therefore we say, that the
something which dictates the motion and action of the monkey,
as well as the motion and action of all creatures in their
great variety of special developments, emanates from tho
lower clements of the spiritual world, and are therefore as
indestructible and eternal as that something in man which is
capable of extending itself back to the time when the morning sun rose in his primeval splendor, as well as to comprehend the relation between cause and effect.
This something could not, in the nature of things, therefore, come from nothing nor from matter. l-Ienee from the
premises which nature unmistakably presents, we are forced
to conclude that the lower stratus and clements of the spirit
ual world, to which the spirit of man is traveling, also claims
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that somethinO'o as its own- whether in the way of individual immortality, or that their special existence is swallowed up in the spirituality of man-for the reasons before
named, is a matter of thought worthy the theologian and the
philosopher. One of the two must be as certain as that ma.n
himself has an immortal principle. Nature declares this to
be so as well as revelation, for "who knoweth that the spirit
of man goeth upward and the spirit of the beast goeth downward." The spirit of man complains not of their place here,
and how do we know that they will lessen the happiness of
man's immortal spirit when separated from the body: if they
should be the special inhabitants of the same interior worid.
The works, therefore, of that almighty arm which wound up
the vast machinery of the natural and spiritual world and
swung the electro-spiritual pendulum thereof, by which creation swarms with living beauty, and by which its special productions are filled with joy and gladness, are too vast for
human comprehension. That rule of nature which occasions
like to beget like, and like to go to like involuntarily, forces
the conclusion of the spiritual return of the reacting principle
of all creatures.
Here we leave this subject for the present, having offered
these few suggestions (which may go for what they are worth),
and pass directly to the consideration of the physical trinity
of the nervous system of man. In consequence of its prime
relation to the principle of reactjon, it will be more pro!'cr,
perhaps, to consider it in an electro-reactive light. Then
we say, it appears from experiments, unmistakable in their
nature, that there are three distinct electro-reactive conditions found to obtain in man; thus showing the extent to
which an impression will be absorbed, exercising an influence
which the will itself will not have the power to resist.· Jm ..
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pressions do influence the vital apparatus of man against the
power of his will, as may be clearly seen in this experiment,
which any one can exercise upon himself. That is, to will
the action of his heart and arteries to quicken. If not successful at first, try again with all the will-force, and he will perceive still the same involuntary movement continues. This
is an experiment of a will-impression made upon his existence,
and does unquestionably show the extent to which this willforce will be absorbed in the region beyond consciousness.
It is clear, that if the will could thus actively pass into that
region, the action of the heart a.n<l arteries would be quickened
just exactly in proportion to the effort of the will to make an
impression, and the extent to which that impression was absorbed. Suppose, then, the same man is walking carelessly
along, and a beautiful green snake, innocent and harmless as
any creature ~an be, falls or springs suddenly before him, is
not the action of his heart and arteries quickened by the impression which this snake makes upon him 1 Could his willforce produce this effect 1 If it could, the moment he saw the
snake, to will would be to prevent the authoritative absorption of the impression in the region beyond consciousness.
Here is an influence exerted, then, over his vital apparatus,
as is known by the visible eft"ects in the case, against the
power of the will. And what gentlemen mean, who understand any thing at aU about the principles of human existence
and the nature of impressions, and the action of the will upon
the human economy, when they say that impressions cannot
control a man against his will, is something that we are unable
to comprehend. Now, then, if you can find a man who can
produce the same result upon his involuntary existence by
his will-power as the impression of this snake produced, then
you will find a man who, whatever may be the reactive con-
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oition of his nervous system, can prevent the positive absorption of an impression against his will in the region beyond
consciOusness.
To control such a being against his will woulrl be to produce an effect without a cause. There must be a cause for
eYery effect; and hence there might be thousands of examples cited in the ordinary transactions of men, which would
prove that impressions exercise an influence over them against
the power of the will. We will state a very striking instance of the power of impressions. It is the case of a very
interesting young la<.ly. A friend of hers concealed himself
behind a door through which he knew she ·would pass, with the
intention of giving her, as he supposed, a harmless fright in a
spirit of fun anu frolic. As the lady appron,cheu the spot, be
started suddenly from his concealment, aU<l the impression
made upon her, merely by the su<ldcnness of his uuexpectctl
appearance, was so great as to uestroy her life. Does any
man in his senses suppose that her will had the power to prevent this~
Another remarkable case of the power of impressions, is
that of a lady in Baltimore, a number of years ago, who, by
the action of her own mind upon the auditory nerve, ''"hen no
living being was near, heard a voice distinctly say to her,
"On next New Year's Day, at twelve o'clock, thou s1w1t
surely die." Although the time had nearly twelve months to
run, and notwithstanding that she cujoyetl excellclJ.t l!ealth up
to the very day that had been thus fixed for her di~solutiou,
and in despite of aJl that her friends and acquaintauccs coul<l
say, who assembled for the purpose of preventing the active
absorption of the impression, the mmnent the hour arrived
she died. vVas tl1is a control exercised over her existence
against what some persons are pleased to call the will-force?
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How much power, then, can a man's will exercise over his
real existence 1 Is not the will a property of the mind, and
has it any power save that which it absorbs from the mind 1
Is it not controlled by the mind 1 Does not the mind command it to raise the arm 1 Does it obey 1 If it does, it cer-tainly shows, by its action, that it is controlled by a something separate and apart from, though connected with it.
Can that which is controlled be equal to the power which exercises control over it 1
..
We again press this question, as it has much to do with
the practical department of mental alchemy, without even
seeing an experiment, alchemistically, on the part of the
reader and skeptic, to know if impressions do not exercise
influence over us, and occasion our actions to participate of
their nature against the power of the will. If this can be
seen and recognized .as being among the categorical terms of
our existence, we are ready to present the condition of the
nervous system, which may convey authoritative impression
to the mind, and occasion it to participate of their nature
against the power of the will. And if it does participate of
their nature, and the will-power of man is not interfered with,
then we contend for the existence of the sciencp we advocate,
upon principles that will not fear the ordeal of public or private scrutiny. :&len may laugh, children may imitate, the
lion may roar, but facts are stubborn things; and if they are
those of nature, they will remain as true as the law of equilibrium.
The electro-reactive trinity of the nervous system, which
admits these impressions against the power of the will, calling forth the highest reaction and absorption of mental impressions, is certainly dil'erent from that condition which only
admits the authoritative abaorptiou of physical impressions, as
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call forth only physical reaction ; the tl1ird, those reactions
which are directly concerned in all the mental operations of
his existcoce as well as the physical. IIow or why this condition of things, as regards the nervous system of man, is so,
it would be nonsensical to discuss, as much so as it would be
to endeavor to discuss the reason why the God of nature has
placed over the material world two different influences. \Veil,
then, in a practical point of view, the question is still unsettled
as to what is meant by this negative state of electro-reaction,
the physical and the positive. To be plain, it regards practically the extent to which the mind may acknowledge a mechanical disturbance of the circulation within the body of the
nervous system. Now, then, let us examine this.
Suppose we take hold of the ha~d of a man, and involve one
of the many nerves which come off from the spine, or make
pressure upon any portion of the body, he certainly feels it.
If there is no other symptom accompanying the pressure,
save the feeling, then the man's nervous system is in a state
of negative electro-reaction. It will be noticed that, froni the
point where the disturbance is made, a succession of disturbances of the nervous fluid passes to the brain. Now, then,
if the mind docs not feel this succession of disturbances, as
they pass to the brain, then the individual's nervous system is
in a state of negative electro-reaction, and it would be contrary to nature for any man'::; impressions, magnetically, psychologically, or alchemistically, to exercise an influence over him
against his will.
Are we nOYf understood as regards this, the most isolated
condition, from the primary, original, reactive state of the
nervous system~ If we are, then we will proceed to remark
that if, when the pressure is made, the succession of disturbances should be felt to the spine as they pass up to the brain,

.

and no furtlH.!r ' then we sav
. that the sub ject's nervous system is in n. st<l.te of phy~ical electro-reaction, for the reason
that impressions properly made will control his pl1y~ical system against the power of the \Yill ; that is, you can, after
properly understanding this subject, straighten his arms, so
that the will cannot bend them, seat him in a chair, so that be
cannot rise, besides other physical phenomena that are equally interesting and astounding. Are tho symptoms, no·w on
pressure, in this case, <lifferent from the first '? Certainly;
as both feel the pressure where it is maJe, and the last Olle
mentioned also feels the succession of disturbances, or waves,
of the nervous system, as they pass on up to the spine . And
we remark here, that it would certainly be contrary to nature,
if, on his mind's acknowledging or feeling this succession of
disturbances also to the spine, the operator, understanding his
business, could not get a response, in the absorption of an
impression by the mind, sufficient to control his physical system against his will.
If this is understood, then, being what we ca11 the physical
electro-reactive state, we arc ready to call attention to the
highest or positive electro-reactive condition; that is, that on
making the pressure properly, if the mind should acknow 1ellge this succession of disturbances, as it passes up to the
brain, and over the whole nervous system, then we say that
the influence thus communicated has been positively felt
throughout the system; the succession of disturbances ltas
been acknowledged by the sense of feeling, even to the very
dome of the spirit, where all impressions arc received awl
absorbed through tho same agency. This is indeed exhibiting an influence physically, at least, throughout the whole
nervous Aystem. It is positively acknowledged, because the
succession of disturbances is felt . Now, then, it would be
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contrary to nature if in such a. condition of the nervous system the opera.tor should not be enabled to get a. mental response, ~xercising mental control against the power of the
will. There are three persons before you ; each of the three,
on making the pre~sure as aforesaid, acknowledge to you different symptoms; the first, simply the feeling; the second,
the feeling, with the succession of disturbances of the electrical fluid of the nervous system to the spine ; the third, the
feeling, and the succession of disturbances to the brain, and
throughout the minute ramifications of the system. This
makes the matter all plain, with these guides before us, and
the control which one individual can exercise over another is
reduced to a mathcma tical certainty. These are the reactive
rules which nature has implanted in the nervous system, over
which no individual can possibly pass; that is, if we speak of
control from the authority of nature.
Now, then, when you have thus made your pressure positively felt through the nervous system, as we have thus laid
down, you certainly speak to the mind from the highest
authority of its official relations, and unless the mind has
some other vitality from which the will can absorb extra
power, then it follows of necessity that your impressions
must absorb more of the vital power from the subject's involuntary being than the will can; and if so, his actions must
participate of the nature of your impressions, and not of the
ua turc of ]Jis will.
This is a deeply interesting subject in many points of
view, and must, fron1 its very nature, open up to us new and
interesting fields of mental and moral delight; as well as the
proper road to nature's most luxuriant field of physical and
m(.\ntal pt ogrcssion.
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his impressions, unless those symptoms that we hn.ve mentioned accompany his mechanical pressure. vV e are now
speaking of alchemistic control.
The psychological and
magnetic are, in many instances, accomplished, simply by
catching the eye, and in that case, if you will ask the subject
if he docs not feel a sensation pervading his nervous system,
corresponding to the one that we have named, on pressure,
and the answer is that he does not, then we will admit the
theory of a physical influence, passing from the operator,
which enables him to control the subject. We regret exceedingly that we are compelled to touch so lightly on this
part of our subject; but as we intend to present our views
anu experiences, however bumble and insignificant they may
be, in a large work which is now in preparation, we hope
those who are directly interested in a thorough and practical
understanding of the subject, will patiently wait till time will
permit us to carefully lay that which we may have to say
before the public for investigation and scrutiny.
One more point in relation to the changes which take
place in the nervous system by the different processes that
arc instituted; tLat is, if a subject still is in a state of negative electro-reaction, how do you manage to bring him into
a state of physical and positive electro-reaction? \Vhat influences are at work in the proJ uction of the change, and
Low is it possible that, one man sitting down and taking hold
of the Lands of another, looking him steadily in the eye, the
magnetic state is pro<luccd 1 How does it happen that by
looking at a zinc a,ncl copper plate, or a wafer, a man becomes
magnetized or psychologized; and how does it happen that
when he takes hold of the thumb of one hancl with the forefinger and thumb of the other, closes his eyes, and makes
pn:ssurc just sufficiently hard to feel it, that a change takes
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place as regards the reactive condition of his nervous system,
as it does happen and has happened in thousands of oases 1
There certainly must be a cause. Every effect presupposes
a cause. We need not, therefore, when we see a subject sitting down and following these directions, although he may be
hundreds of miles from any human being, suppose that he is
not subjecting himself positively to the infiuences around
him. All will admit, that if the will is passive the external
elements are absorbed in a greater degree, for it is reasonable to suppose that the reactive powers will be replenished
by the vital agency which the will gives up at the time, and
that that agency increases the electrical and respiratory action of the surface. Therefore we can easily perceive a
greater absorption of those elements under a passive than
under an active state of the will.
It is plain and easy of comprehension, that if the will is appropriating a certain amount of the vitality of the nervous
system to a multitude of impressions, that vitality at the same
time cannot be appropriated for recuperative purposes.
Well, says the reader, I do not see for my life, how even
this state of things, that is, the will absorbing only vitality
enough from the involuntary chamber to support but one impression this side of consciousness, how that condition of
things should occasion such an electro-reactive change to take
place in the nervous system.
Bear it in mind, that no man's nervous syStem can ever
reach this passive electro-reactive condition unless his mind
can so govern and control the amount of vitality as not to permit one of its highest properties, the will, to absorb only
enough to 111pport one impression.
But how this can efFect it is indeed mysterious. The most
learned say it never can be explained, and therefore it must
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be given up in desp:tir. \Ve do not say that tlw explanations we shall give will be s1ttisfactory to others; but we g;vv
them for what they arc worth, with the hope that if they are
not true, nnd in accordance with every principle of nature,
that some person who is more competent to discharge this
eleva ted duty, so much needed and looked for at this time,
will present us a better one. Look, then, at the subject,
sitting in an easy posture, making pressure upon his thumb,
or any other part of the body just hard enough to feel it, with
his eyes closed, and his will endowed with vitality at the time
on1y sufficient to support tho one impression, that of feeling;
all others arc uismissed, this side of the cerebellum, and you
see a. result coming from that conclition, as the facts in the
case incontcstibly prove, corresponding to that which causes
the reactive condition of the electrical principle of the universe to make creation swarm with life, order, ancl beauty.
A reactive and recuperative change, then, docs take place,
and how could it take place unless the same clement absorbed was in the electro-reactive condition.
Then we say that the electricity of the atmosphere, from
the adaptation of means to ends, is absorbed reactively during
this condition of the will, by the nervous system, and imparts
its colTesponcling reactive condition to the nervous system of
the subject that thus absorbs it under the oneness of action
on the part of his will. By experiments, this is a demonstrable fact, and f>resents to the investigating mind the dangerous
consequences of an unnecessary retention of tho will in the
region of the brain, on this side of consciousness.
If the experiments in mcnta.l alchemy proye any thing at
a.ll, they present in a light, easy of comprehension, the fact
that when the will is actively engaged in attending to tliC
business of the cerebrum, the demand made upon the nerv·ous
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system for vitality lo support the attention is undoubtedly
greater than the supply. The involuntary powers, or cerebellum, arc correspondingly robbed of their ncrvo-vita.lity
when the will thus becomes unmanagea.ble, and will not, from
five to ten hours in the twenty-four, cease its demand upon
that portion of the brain beyond consciousness, for the support of the portion this side of consciousness.
These constitute the double action of the mind upon the
nervous system ; and if this double action continues, it will
follow of necessity that the absorption from the external elements, on the part of the respiratory action of the surface,
will be negatived, for the reason that the will is in positive
action, aml as such, appears to use the recuperative force of
the replenishing energy of man, which seems to rcsiue mysteriously in the region beyond consciousness. This is the
force which the recuperative powers would, if not thus absorbed by the will, appropriate to the opening and shutting
of the surface, and the taking in of the clements that are continually beating up against it. Then the unnecessary retention of the will in the voluntary chamber can so isolate the
different systems of man, on the principles thus laitl down, as
to produce not only disease, but death itself. Arc we understood, now, in relation to this double action of th·e miud,
which is only manifested by the constant and continued demands upon the vitality of the nervous system? And is it
not reasonable to say, in considering the relation of demand
and supply, the will-force being too constant in action, as
every motion occasioned by it or the mind supposes reaction
and consumption of vitality, tLat the condition of the nervous
system, which was before very reactive, would undergo a
change. !\lust it not of necessity ultimately assume a. negative state of electro-reaction, from the fact that this will-
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force does unquestionably isolate the elements of the bouy in
a rcacLive SCI1Se, at len.st, from the reactive condition of those
that arc oxtcrnal'l
.As regards the rcn.ctive condition of the nervous system,
no one, we suppose, 'vill deny the tlifferent degrees tLn.t obtain in different persons, and that the nervous system is vitally concerned in all the degrees and conditions that may be
found .
nut these considerations, separate and apart from placing
it by the side of nature, would not lead to a satisfactory unJcrstandiug of these changes that arc within effected. Therefore, we call especial attention to the infiuite nervous sy~tcm
of the world, by which we mean the electrical fluid of the atruospliCre, which fluid is everywhere, and in every atom of matter, in some condition or other. And hence we say that its
highest reactive condition is what may properly be termed the
11o::;itive. This fluid is one thing, and the two different influences which it exerts upon matter is another. If there arc two
fluid~, the subject bcfot'e us will, with the most profound inspection, still remain as mysterious as the operations of
eternal night ; but if there is but one, we can in a measure,
at least, understand through that agency t1iose effects tlmt
look to be mysterious.
Is there a nervous system of the world, and is there a
spiritual system? And is there a God "·ho spoke them into
existence, not from nothing but from 1-Iimsclf? And arc they
in a condition to continually absorb and acknowledge the influence of H.is almighty hand 1 If they a1·e God, then we
have no more to say ; but if they are, as before rcmarkell,
emanations and creations from IIim, we beg the libcrt.y of
saying more . In connection, then, with this electrical fluid,
and the two different influences, uositive and negative, which
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one IS brought in Ct}tti1l. contact with it, no attraction now
presents its<'lf; but the cflect before produced is neutralized
by the counteracting effect of the one with which it is brought
in contact. Hence an cr1uality of this fluid wouhl unquestionably stop the revolutions of the globe in its vast and majestic movements. The equality between these two forces
•
being produced in the body of man, has always clipped the
urn bilical thread which connects the nervous with the spii·itual system. In the body of every man there is continually,
from the cradle to the grave, a struggle going on between
these two belligerents. They are as interesting in their nature as the contemplation of any effect in physical science.
These lie at the foundation of all the chemical changes that
take place, either in the body of man or in the materia 1
world. To illustrate. Suppose we take a v~ssel of cold
water. It is perfectly clear that the particles of that water
arc in a <liftorcnt condition from those of a vessel of water
that "is heatefl. If a ball be suspended in the first by a slender thread, it is perfectly clear that in the negative condition
of the particles of water it will remain still. On the subjection of the vessel, then, to a proper amount of heat, it is
clear tLat its particles of water undergo a change in pt·oportion as it is thus heated, as a certain amount of its particles
arc put in positive action while the other remains in negative
action. It will be noticed by this experiment that the ball
thus suspended will move just exactly in proportion as the
particles of water shall change f1·om their original condition.
Now, then, we sec this ball taking the direction of those
particles that arc in positive action. Here it is evident that
tlH~re is but one fluid, but the particles of that fluid, in consequence of the fire to which it is subjected, arc in both positive and negative action, or, if you l,lease, in different condi-
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tions. These different conditions, as regards the water, produce two dissimilar results, as much so as the experiment just
now presented by the electro-magnet with the agency of the
electrical fluid .
If the question be asked, whether the fire has any thing to
do with the motion of the ball in the vessel, no one woultl
make a negative reply. If the question were asked, also, if
in consequence of this motion there were two fluids, certainly
no one would reply in the affirmative.
Does not, then, the relation of the bot and cold water in
the vessel present the unmistakable nature of the water a.s it
now is? Does its nature have any thing to do with the motion of the ball? If it does, we ask if that nature is any
thing more than the effects produced on the particles of the
water in putting those particles in a dissimilar condition?
WoulJ the ball move without this dissimilar condition of the
particles? If it would not, nature here means something in
relation to the power which produces motion.
Would it answer to say that when the action of the particles correspond to the nature of the fire so that the band cannot be held in it, then there is no cold water in the vessel?
What is it that prevents evaporation, if it is not those parti_
cles that still remain in their original condition?
Now, then, suppose we take away the fire, do not the particles, which before were in positive action, gradually resume
their original condition, and an equality of forces ? Aud docs
not the motion of the baU cease just exactly in proportion as
an equilibrium is established between the forces ?
We do not intend to say that this very simple experiment
presents the motion of all worlds in a more clear light, or that
nature observes any other system in the production of her sublime and vast operations, but we present it with all its sim-
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infinite operation, we arc sure this point will be clear and intelligible.
Now, then, we say that the electrical fluid is n part of the
universe, and that that fluid is one of the systems that compose it. It is the connecting link between the one visible aud
the other invisible, or, if you please, tho one material and the
•
other immaterial.
The question, then, presents itself, is the electrical fluid, as
a system, an independent one, or docs it absorb an influence
from any source vitally, save the one absorbed from God,
through the agency of the spirit world? If it does, wo
have no more to say ; but if not, we pursue with pleasure the
investigation. What ie it, then, that constitutes the electroreactive condition of the electrical fluid of the atmosphere?
\V e answer, that it is the oneness of action,pn the part of the
infinite mind, on the part of that Being who continually makes
I-I is influence felt from the center to the circumference, and
from the circumference to the center of this fluid. Then this
fluid bears a susceptible influential relation to one source, and
that source is the will of God. This oneness of action, then,
on the part of His will, causes its positive electro-reactive
condition. Separate the electrical fluid from this oneness of
action, and wbo could even imagine an electro-reactive condition of nature ?
This electrical fluid, then, is in a state of susceptibility,
so tha,t in the nature of things it is compelled to absorb a
controlling influence from one source alone ; whether that influence is first absorbed by the spiritual and transferred to
the electrical, and from thence to the material world, docs
not change the nature of things in the least degree, for it
will be seen that it does absorb but one influence, and wl1y
that influence should produce two different actions in this
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mind. Then, you perceive, there is a Ynst cliftcrencc between
the relation of the nervous system and external elements
during sleep; and when the minu permits the will to ab~orb
only v.itality enough to support one impression. Therefore,
when nn in~tlividual sits Jown and follows this infinite example
in the mighty movement of the vast machinery of tho universe, which is unquestionably the cause of reaction, life,
order, and beauty, it will follow, of necessity, that he having
a fi11ite nervous system, subjected thus to the positive influence
of an infinite one, the corresponding reactive condition finitely
must be Lad that exists in the elements, for cause, which are
thus absorbed. We say, from the premises, and that, too,
from the highest authority of the works of God, that it
would be impossible for any man who cannot so govern and
control his will as to cause it to consume vitality enough to
support but one impression, to ever obtain, on his part, from
the electricity of the atmosphere, this high electro-reactive and
recuperative condition of the nervous system. And -we say,
on the other hand, that it would be impossible for any man
to resist that condition who thus, to the letter, follows this
the greatest of all examples, the oneness of action on tho
part of his will.
The reason, then, must be plain, why a man when asleep,
when the will has departed from the conscious region, or
positively laid itself down under the darkness of night,
which reigns in the cerebrum, why the extra amount of
electro-vitality which is received during sleep, does not maintain the same reactive condition as when absorbed; and why
it is, when he follows these directions to the letter, that it
' uoes maintain its original condition, changing the relation of
the forces of his nervous system, recuperatively and reactively. Hence we say, that this has always been the source
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hns been primarily coucerned in effecting all the mesmcri,J, magnetic, auLl ps)·cho1ogical changes that have taken
pl ace in the nervous sys tem, and tl1is is the reason why powerful men, particula• .y if they happen to be the seventh or
niuth son, suppose/ that they possessed an influence over the
body of the subje G which enabled them to exercise control
over him.
This appears to us to be the correct view of the matter ;
if it is not, all its operations and effects are just as mysterious
now as they were when first produced. But if we are understood, as regards the causes which produce the electroreactive condition of the vitality of the universe, and the
action of the will upon the nervous system, and ·the relation
which the nervous system bea1·s to, and its capability of
absorbing, conditionally, the electrical fluid of the atmosphere, which presents the idea of the inductive vitality of
human existence, we a1·e quite sure that any legitimate objection to the subject would be out of the question.
Regard it as we may we are dependent beings, and however
strong may be our innate power of recuperation, the changes
that take place in the external forces produce corresponding changes in us. All the objections, therefore, on the part
of those who may be skeptical, however scientific, will not
change the adaptation of means to ends of the different systems of man to those of nature ; but the extraneous expenditure of vitality on the part of the will can greatly prevent
their absorption, as well as a normal expenditure support a
healthy connection between body and spirit.
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particular, so that we have presented through its agency the
centripetal aw1 ccutrifugal forces, is a matter that needs not
discussion.
lu the nature of things there is an influence exerted over
the natural by the spiritual world through this electrical
ngency. But still we contend that it is all absorbed from
God himself. And the operations of His arm, in making
His influence felt throughout the mysterious ramifications of
the electrical flv.id of the universe, in the nature of things,
manifests a susceptibility of that fluid which we can, at least,
from analogy, understand.
It is this unseen arm which has implanted 1n this fluid its
coming and returning succession of disturbances or waves,
within the operation of which we are compelled to look for
the recuperntivc power of nature. It is apparent, therefore,
that this fluid is one thing, and its reactive and susceptible
condition another. l-Ienee, if a man's nervous system, as
regards reaction, is removed fr01n the condition and susceptibility of the external electrical fluid, it follows, of necessity,
that sleep alone will not restore that condition, although
the elcctricnJ power of his nervous system may be supplied
by the natural passive condition of his will. From the premises laid down, it will be impossible for it to assume, as it
is thus received, the corresponding reactive condition of the
relation of external forces, as the individual is a magnet by
induction, and a peculiar relation of these forces constitute
the reactive condition of his own being.
\Vhy will not the forces be changed, then, passively by
sleep ? \Ve answer, that there is not a oneness of influence
exerted on the part of the will upon the nervous system corresponding to the oneness which the external nervous system,
that thus supplies it continually, absorbs from the infinite

CHAPTER VIII.
PhiloaopbOl"a Stano-Power of the Will-Absorption, Extraneous Impressions, Will,
and Vis·medicatrix Nature-Philosophy of Sleep-Insanity the Ueverse of the Positive Electro-reactive State-.1\Iosaic Account oi Crention-Experiment in Vt'gct11Livo
Creation-Geologists answered.

IT is not our purpose to revive the alchemy of past ages,
but to present the more sublime co-operative action of electricity and mind. However skeptical we may be, and however
mysterious their relations may appear, it is, nevertheless,
true, that an unhealthy mental disposition of the vital agent
to any one organ, either physical or mental, changes the nature of its secretions. Those secretions being changed, not
only impart their peculiar disposition to our physical and
mental being, but positively control them. The chemical
change here effected in any one organ, especially presupposes
an undue action on the part of the nervous system ; and who
will deny, from the facts in the case, the dissolving po,rcr of
the fluid within it, in effecting a perceptible change in our
physical and mental faculties ? The action of the nervous
system and reaction of the mind, properly understood aurl
controlled, would, beyond all question, be the real '' IGmai,"
or secret, in relation to which past ages gave us a physical
hint, and in despair abandoned this interesting :field of
thought.
The philosopher's stone was looked for in those days in
the chemical action of matter upon matter. True, in the
action of matter upon matter, we have a system of physical
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chemistry, by which the physical organs are not only supplied
with their vitality but ofttirues destroyed. "\Ve have also in
the action of the mind upon the electricity of the body a system of mental chemistry. In its reaction here we also have
tLe vital support of each mental faculty, as well as the
changes which take place in them.
These are operations, as will be perceived, of a higher
nature than those of matter upon matter. They are more
awful in their effects, and present an unquestionable system
of mental chemistry, showing the action of each mental faculty through this agent, and the co-operative action of ruind.
We are not presenting this subject in the light of a universal and unconditional solvent, nor the application of electricity as an universal remedy for the pains and aches of
man. We say, however, that t~1e philosopher's stone can
never be approached short of an extension of the will-power
in the cerebellum or involuntary chamber. In other words,
that it shall be taught how to increase or decrease at pleasure the reflex electrical discharges which take place in the
region of our existence beyond consciousness, so as to increaoe the action of the heart and arteries. Then, and in
that case, and in that case alone, the will of man has the
power to prevent the absorption of extraneous impressious,
physically and mentally, on the part of the mind, which is
undoubtedly the cause of the world being now filled with so
much physical and mental anguish. The conclusion forces
itself upon us, that each faculty of the mind is only materially developed by the r eaction of the mind upon the electrical fluid of the nervous system. That reaction implies a
property of mind, and therefore it is a mental phenomenon.
The different conditions of electricity being dispensed by
it, in changing the nature of the different secretions of the
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mental faculties, present in a. light too I'lain to be misunderstood, the foundation of the science to which we arc feebly
endeavoring to call attention. The different dipensations of
electricity, thus by the reaction of the mind in effecting the
different changes of the mental organs, embody all in an active
sense, which we mean by the science of mental alchemy.
As the reactions, then, are mental, and one faculty is ofttimes robbed of its vital stimuli for the undue support of another, so that changes there do take place, we see no objec- .
tion to the propriety of the use of this term. In fact, it is
the most appropriate term that can possibly be employed to
express what the mind means in effecting these changes
through the agency of the nervo-vitality.
The subject is now, we hope, plain before us; and if we
have failed to make out its claims from the works of nature
and of mind, it is not because her brightest operative movements have not given birth to this as the first- born of all sciences.
After a close inspection of the pre1nises, if our meaning
should not be understood, we shall regret it exceedingly, but
still contend that the thousands of experiments performed
upon gentlemen of respe7tability ancl standing, warrant this
conclusion ; and we again, in relation to this matter, repeat,
with uue deference to those who possess prejudices against
that science alone which can teach men to subdue their wil1,
and by that means control themselves, that if the philosopher's stone is ever to be inherited by the human family
while the spirit is in connection with the body, it must, in the
nature of things, be an inheritance of the will.
When the will, then, shall be properly taught from infancy to invade the involuntary powers, and increase the discharges from the brain to tho circumference or body, in its
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protection of its physical system against internal and external extraneous influences; aud when it shall assume a higher
prerogative,.anu stimulate actively the peculiar faculty of the
brain, which the mind may want, and prevent, also, the absorption of extraneous impressions which have a tendency to
increase its specific gravity, then, and not till then, will any
human being give any evidence of the fact that he is in pos. session of this great and invaluable heritage of nature.
The philosopher's stone ! what is it? Suppose a man
could, by an effort of his will, act positively upon his stomach, bowels, ami kidneys, or any other organ to which he
might direct Lis will, by its specific action upon the nervous
system, as well as inflict pain upon any portion of his body,
increase his physical recuperative powers-in fact, not permit the mental absorption of any impression that would have
a tendency to negative his higher faculties, how far would
this be from the possession of that invaluable desideratum?
There are men, even now, who can accomplish this result.
Their will, from the positive electro-reactive condition of
their nervous system, has been taught to invade the involuntary chamber, so that they can increase the discharges from
the brain to the stomach, cause its muscles to relax and contract so that the extraneous matter can be ejected without
the use of drugs. The same as regards the bowels, the kidneys, and· the respiratory action of the surface, but not to the
extent and perfection that it would have been had they, in the
first instance, inherited this high electro-reactive condition
from their parents, and been taught the exercise of the will
from their infancy.
It is, teyontl a doubt, as true ~s man's existence, that the
great family of man is, in a physical sense, isolated from
that reactive and controllable condition of the nervous sys
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tem of which our original parents were poeaeeied.

Their

aleep 'W&8 more quiescent than QUI'I j their constitutiODI Were
stronger. Their will possessed the power to say to extraaeous impressions, You ahall not be absorbed by the mind
so as to cause me to participate oC your utare. What hu
produced this physical isolation 1 We anawer, that the 11DDeoesaary retention of the will, in the support of a multitude
of impresaions, has done it more than aoy thing else.
When we properly reflect upon the great principles of humaa existence, we find that this condition of things c&UHI
more disease than any one thing in the great category of eztraneous agents. Why do the recuperative powers steal the
time when one is asleep to throw out the impu.ri$ies of the
body; and if the body has received a meobaDical injury, to
bring nene to nerve, and blood-vessel to blood-vesael t Why
may not this remedial result be &CCODlplished while the will is
aotive 1 We answer, that the recuperative powers want the
very apnt which the will is absorbing, to appropriate to this
plll'pOee, and to increase the reapiratory action of the 8111'face. To illustrate this, which we think is a very important
principle in physiolo11, suppose the momentum of the vital
force of the nervous system be one hundred per cent., it is
plain that the will, while it is in action. absorbs a certain
amouni of the one hundred per eent.
Suppose, then, the will ab-rorbs t\Venty per cent., it will
be perceived that the regiOD. beyond ooneci0118De88, where
the reouperative powers myaterioualy dwell, has not the same
amo\J.at of vitality w olean out the oastle and repair it, that it
hu when the will is passive. While the will is active, it ia
plaiD thai dlere C&DDOt bit, according to this suppoaiticm,
which i& aearly a lllMhematical certainty, more than eighty
,.. oeat. iD. dae ,...aicJD of the region beyoud coaaciou-
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ness. The vitality of the nervous system cannot, in the nature of things, be appropriated to two purposes simultaneously; therefore, if the finger of a man be cut off, and the
will ceases not its action, the wound will never heal; but as
soon as the will surrenders into the hands of the recuperative
force the amount of vitality which it is absorbing for voluntary purposes, then nature goes to work and performs well
her task, because the momentum of vitality beyond consciousness is increased. The external elements become attracted
to the body from the healthy respiratory condition of the surfa.ce, as will be perceived by the flexible feel of the skin in all
cases where the will is thus passive.
This is the condition of the system where the old particles
arc being thrown off, and new and fresh ones from the atmosphere absorbed and appropriated in their stead. Who is
there, then, who does not see that for physical purposes even,
the great desideratum cf human life is to endeavor to break
down this wall, which our parents have unquestionably bequeathed us, between the will and the mind?
How often have you seen it that the mind has petitioned
the will to cease its absorption of vitality, and it would not?
IIow often has the patient said, "Doctor, I cannot sleep."
They meant that the will continues still to rob their recuperative powers of the vitality which would, according to the
doctrine of physical absorption, enable the external elements
to assist in restoring the diseased body. Sleep, then, simply
implies the passive relation of the will to the mind; that is,
that thus the highest property of the spirit ceases for a time
its action, by which a latent condition of the cerebrum is produced. It ceases its action for the express purpose of giving
up the agent, by which it manifested voluntary results, into
the hands of the recuperative powers. This, then, is another
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property of mind, and seems, iu a mcnsnre, at least, to ma ko
changes an{l exchanges of vitality with the will-force.
Now, then, let us ask the question no longer, why docs nature heal our diseases when we are asleep, and why is sleep
essential to our physical and mental health? ·Look at a man
with not a thought in his voluntary clmmbcr, and one who is
dreaming and turning over the business transactions of the
next day, and considering how he shall accomplish this or
that, and perhaps how he shall take advantage of his neighbor or friend, and you see in this case, contrasting it with the
other, one of the many cases which produce the negative reactive condition of the nervous system.
This, in connection with physical abuses that have a tendency to strengthen this wall between the will and the mind,
is, at least, an important consideration in reference to the
causes which are mysteriously at work producing, physically,
a degeneration of the human race. Therefore, the individual
who gives way to his will in the first instance, and suffers its
positive retention, when the recuperative powers ought to be
at work, should particularly remember, that there is no one
cause calculated to shorten his days eqna.l to this. There is
no one cause better calculated than this to impart a feeble
physical condition to his offspring. Remember, ol1 ! tl1e will
of man, remember, that thou owest a debt to the recuperative powers. If thou pay est it not, whether thou know est it
or not, thou wilt cause it, in a measure, at least, to weaken
the fine thread which holds the spirit to the body. By tlty
continued action, in not regularly responding to it, which
seems to regularly reach over for thy vitnlity, tl10u ,\jJt
render this thread more and more brittle, nltd become the
prime cause of all the mind suffers, and ultimately be the
means of taking the life of the body.
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The reader may wonder what we mean, and a::; we have no
other medium of conversing with him, we beg respectfully
leave to say, wo mean exactly what we have reconlcd. If he
says the will and the mind are all the same, we plainly acknowledge that we cannot understand his meaning. We
know that the will is commanded and controlled, and seems
to fill the office of executive volition of the mental and physical chamber. There is a something which commands it.
There is a something, which in the condition of our nature
permits it to absorb vitality enough to move the body from
place to place, and to make known to the world, in a. measure, at least, the intellectuality of man, which is absorbed
and retained in the region of his existence beyond consciousness. The reader must, on reflection, see that .a man's intellect is not the result of his will. It is not the result of
that department of his existence over which consciousness
seems to preside. The impressions which constitute his intellect are absorbed in the region beyo~d consciousness,
while the will, together with the other faculties spread out
in the voluntary domain, are. permitted to absorb the intellectuality of the living spirit. In the relaxation and contraction, therefore, of the muscles of the throat, we have a
demonstration of its power of intellectual absorption. If a
man's intellect be the result of his will, the whole human
family make a. great mistake in not becoming Solomons.
Docs the will have any thing to do with the capability of a
mind to absorb impressions which may ultimately make a
great man, otherwise than to carry him where he may be
subjected to their absorption, and to increase his desire for
their constant reception 1 If it docs, we should like very
much, indeed, to know in what instance.
The will, then, is controlled; and a. thing controlled im-
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plies a higher power Ly which it is controlled. It is true, tlle
will mn.y become so accustomed to refusing to cease its action,
as before presented, that the mind cannot render it quiescent at all times v.·hen it may desire to do so; but then, at
the same time, it is perfectly clear that the mind can command it when there is physical strength enough to move the .
body.
Can the will-power manifest its specific influence upon any
portion of the body unless that portion bears a heal thy relationship to the involuntary chamber? If there are not continual reflex clischargcs coming from tho brain to the hand,
can the will raise the hand? If any thing is presented, the
impression or emanation of which the n1ind has never before
absorbed, or any thing by w·hich the faculty of comparison
can contrast it, can the will tell you what it is? If it C.'lnnot, then we say, both in a physical and mental sense, that
the will has no power save that which is absorbed from the
living spirit. Hence we perceive the scpara,tc action of the
mind and of the will. A careful inspection of the operations
of the two will render this clear and distinct. Without this
clearness of understanding, it would be impossible to comprehend the reason why an individual, when his nervous sys-tem
is in a state of positive electro-reaction, is controlled by the
impressions of the operator. With what does the operator
have to contend? It is the will. Why is that will capa.ble
of offering resistance. Because it absorbs a certain amount
of the subject's vitality. Do not impressions absorb his vitality also? If, then, the condition of his nervous system is
such that an impression goes to the mind, positively absorbing
more of the vitality of the nervous system than the will absorbs, it will follow, of necessity, that the actions of th~ subject will be compelled to pa-rticipate of the nature of the im-
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prcssions of the operator, the resistance of the will notwithstanding.
1-Iere, then, is the secret of the whole matter, in a. theoretical sense. To speak about impressions not exercising a positive control over a subject against the will-force,
would be to say that the mind is incapable of the absorption
of :irnpressionsi or, if it docs absorb them, that they are incaliable of exercising any control over him, or to say that a
man's will has the full and complete control over the whole
momentum of his nervo-vita.lity.
'\Vhcther scientific men, according to the common acceptation of tho term, will sanction these great practical and theoretical truths of nature, matters not ; one thing is decidedly
certain, that the intelligence of the world combined could not
change in the least degree this condition of things. This
electro-reactive condition of the nervous system was unquestionably the condition that our first parents inherited from the
bosom of nature. And instead of tltis condition-as men who
arc ignorant of the action of mind and the nervous system,
would have the world to believe-being the condition that
causes persons to become insane and diseased, it is exactly
the reverse. You may go to n.ll the asylums now in existence, and you can find no subject there whose nervous system is in a state of positive electro-reaction.
You may un<lerstand the science, and go into the hospitals
''here thousands are tortured with pain and disease, and you
,\ill find them not in this positive electro-reactive condition,
but universally in the negative condition. All the persons
that we have ever seen who were naturally in the reactive
state bv which their minds could, without any sitting whatever, be compelled to absorb impressions posith·ely ngninst
the po" cr cf the will, enjoyed the finest health, and presented
'
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a recuperative condition of tht..'ir plty::;ica l ua turc, in rdation
to which they had occasion to be proml.
We here make the record, and call upon the world to disprove it-and physicians particularly-and ask the question,
why do they desire to frighten the community by saying that
the positive influence of the electricity of the atmosphere i::;
capable of producing that conLlitiou of the nervous system
which leads to insanity. Go to your asylums, and the negative condition of the nervous system of the insane speaks volumes in relation to this matter. Go to the man afflicted with
chronic rheumatism; go to the patient who is nearly gone
with tubercular 'tisis ; yea, go to diseased nature, any-where,
and see if this positive electro-reactive condition is at the
foundation of it.
In conclusion, consult, properly, the physical electro-reactive trinity of the nervous system, and you will no longer
kick against the positive dominion of the prime reactive influence of the atmosphere, by positive alchemistic absorption,
in producing its corresponding condition of our 1Jhysica.l nature. Let us in an especial consideration examine what nature means by extraneous actions or disturbances on the part
of the nervous system.
It will be perceived, from the make of all persons, that this
system is obliged to be subject to unhealthy as well as heal thy
impressions, physical and mental, wherever the body may be.
If a man swallows poison, it disturbs the healthy circulation,
and occasions an extraneous succession of waves to reach the
mind. If the mind does not respond, with a sufficient amount
of recuperative aid, the poison is not ejected; the physical
system absorbs it, and then partakes of its nature. This is
also the case with impure atmosphere, impure food, and every
!lUng else to which our physical nature is subject. It will be,
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moreover, pcrceiYed, that if the mind docs not quickly respoud to the demands of its physical nature, there will be an
unliCalthy or undue consumption of the vital principle by the
notion of the poison. In despite of the will, the mind will
cxrJericnce the most violent pain and anguish, and produce
electrical discharges to such an extent that they, too, may assi .. t in the destruction anu death of the body. It will here
be noticed that a complete change in the physical man is appareut, as well as the ability of the physical organs to perform their proper functions. The whole system seems to
surrender its vital stimulus to its presence.
Is this all clear in relation to the physical man? If so,
we nrc ready to notice the influences of the extraneous action
of the nervous system upon his mental being. It is clear
that before the mind can hear, see, taste, smell, or feel, a
tlisturbance must take place in the nervous :fluid. Therefore, in view of this, every word that is spoken occasions its
own specific atmospheric undulations, and these undulations
produce their specific disturbances of the audit01·y nerve by
their tympanitic vibrations. The emanations from different
objects produce their specific disturbances of the eye and optic nerve before the mind is en a bled to sec. Can the mind
sec an object before the emanation or impression from it is
a b orbed? Can the mind hear bcfol'c the impressions made
hy the atmospheric undulations arc absorbed 1 'Vhat, then,
arc impure impressions, in this sense? \Ve answer, that
they arc the atmospheric undulations and emanations oausecl
I,y the presence of those who mentally arc continually bending to the unhealthy secretions of combativeness, destructivcncf's, secretiveness, etc. Good impressions are those which
come from others who live under the influence of the faculties that belong to their higher nature, as benevolence, ven-
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eration, conscientiousness, etc. Remember that like goes to
like. If a young man, whose higher nature is moistened by
the secretions of the latter, be subjected to impressions coming from the former, and they arc negatively received, ltis
mental nature remains the same, and his character will not
participate of their nature.
But, on the other hand, if they are positively absorbed by
his mind, that absorption presupposes an application of his
vitality to their support. Hence the vitality will go to the
development of the corresponuing faculty in his brain, caus.
ing his character and actions to participate of their nature.
'Vhen this is the case, we see a perceptible change in his
disposition, because the minu, from the circumstances of the
case in the first instance, absorbs tho impressions, and takes
away from the higher faculties of his existence tl10ir vitality
for the support of the lower. This is the condition of things
which we say increases the specific gravity of the mind, antl
it may become greater and greater, until at last, in its own
estimation, it falls down, as it were, on a level with the animals. This is the reason why the mind becomes insensible to
"the high feelings and impressions of a man.
Are we understood 1 If we are, this example shows us the
relation which the mind bears to impressions, and the influcuce which they exert in the changes of our mental being;
and if it stop}1Cd at a rrtere change, it would not be so awful to
contemplate ; but the destruction of some of those mental
faculties, which lift man above all other created beings, may
follow.
I-Iave you never known the extraneous forces of nature,
apparently without cause, to occasion t1te impression of our
Saviour to be positively absorbed hy a finite bcit.g, so that
l1is mind, as far as it was capable, mado efforts to partici-
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pate of I lis nature? If you have not, go to the asylums for
the insane-see for yourself, in more particulars than this,
and with wonder and pity behold their effects, by whieh they
seem for a time to hold empire over every faculty of human
existence; there your doubts will pass away, and nature herself will present her own testimony in support of the extraneous part of mental alchemy, and tell you that this condition of things, mentally, is owing to an extreme negative
electro-reactive state of the nervous system.
Friends may weep over this lamentable state of their
friends. They may endeavor to make the happiest impressions on the minds of those that are thus unfortunate, but
still they heed them not, on account of the extreme negative
condition of the system which conveys impressions to the
mind. This state of things, which has fallen upon the world
for cause, is too awful to contemplate, and it behooves us,
particularly, to respectfully bow to the powers that be, and
no longer subscribe to the doctrine, that man possesses the
power to generate his own vitality ; that his brain is a galvanic battery, wl1ich becomes a magnet of itself, but that all
his vitality is absorbed from nature, and hence that it is i'llductivc. Then the brain, if it be a magnet, only becomes
so ty induction. This inductive vitality, of which we see
men possessed, speaks a language, in relation to physical absorr,tion, which none can resist, even if the doctrine of mental absorption, which we have endeavored to present, should
be looked upon as erroneous.
Let us more accurately investigate the operations above,
below, and around us, in connection with tbos~ in the physical aud mental chamber of man, which seem to lead to the
conclusion, that as the electricity of the nervous system is
nppropriatcd, either physically or mentally, so will tho incli-
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nation of the body and mind be. If this is uot so, then wo
should be at a oareat loss to know what is meant by the cxpression, " There are more things in heaven and earth,
Horatio, than arc dreamed of in thy philosophy."
The science of mental alchemy, in 3. practical sense; as
all who have attended our lectures for the last eighteen
months know, differs from elcctro-phsychology, thusology,
biology, magnetism, and mesmerism. The manner of proLlucing the condition of the nervous system, by which one individual may occasion the mind of another, in a natural state,
to respond to his impressions against the power of the will,
is entirely different from any process before laid down.
vVhile gentlemen in the audience are producing this clccn·o-reactive change of the nervous system by the absorption
of atmospherical electricity, conversation, aml even the loudest noise on the pa.rt of the audience, will not l'etard it, as
has been over and over tlemonstratecl, if they will follow the
alchemistic direction~ . They are given no zinc nor copperplate to look at as a medium, nor requested to concentrate
their minds mechanically on any object. Their bodies are
not subjected positi ve1y to the nervous fluid of any man; the
downwaru a.nd upward passes are not made. The experiments are performed without gazing them in the eye, without
the pretension of any supernatural agency whatcve\· in the
production of the multitude of astonishing phenomena which
have been presented in a course of one hundred and fifty
lectures and experiments, upon more than a thousand gentlemen, in a natural state, during the past winter and spring,
in Brooklyn and New York. When "\Ye take into consideration, that all the lecturers on what is supposed to be this
subject, both in this country and thxoughout tho world, have
always demanded, on tLo part of the audience, the most pro-
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fouwl silence, or tltey could not mesmerize, psycho1ogize, or
biologize, the difference between this science practically and
all otltcrs that have a name in this direction, is r,lainly seen.
Twice as many in the audience, under the circumstances,
produce this electrical change upon themselves, as by any
other process or plan made public. These facts being certain, places this subject, beyond a reasonable doubt, above
susp1c1on. It is armed with power sufficient to understandingly and attractively reach the minds of the most skeptical,
and clcmands nothiug that is in the least degree repulsive to
the most scientific.
\V c will not here mention the efficacy of the healing virtues, but will ask, to its limits who can set hounds 1 There
cannot be in the wide domain of intellectual culture a theme
on which the mind can dwell with as pure do1ight as upon its
own clcctro-reacti ve movements. By these movements, to
Jn·u,]uce the voluntary and involuntary relaxation and contraction of the muscles, and with a still higher reaction in its
finite electrical ocean, sparkle forth corresponding flames of
true patriotism in the bosom of others. The philosopher may
labor to impress his mind ,.,-ith the nicest astronomical muvemet•ts, in relation to distant worlds, ancl while his reflective
powers are thus spread out over the starry crown 6f Jehovah,
he may even fall in love with the order and harmony that
tlterc prevail, and, while absorbed in the relation of cause antl
effect, venture to speculate on the mysterious nebulre of La.
Place antl Herschel; but this fails to call into play the reactiun of his high innate mental power, as they are seen only in
thusc that cluster around the investigation of mind itself and
its ncrvo-Yital radiations. lienee the great science of mind,
standing as it does above, and authoritatively waving its electrical arm supremely over organized matter, presents to view
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the first-born of all sciences; and, a.s such, its alchemistic
movements as far transcend all others ns min(1 transcends
matter. How pleasing the idea. that we arc legitimately the
children of nature, and how heart-rending it is to think of the
manner in which we have violated her laws ! The iron and
water that compose our bodies correspond to the same substances as they exist in nature, or in the material world.
The atmosphere and gases which we consume come from nature ; the action of the nervous system participates of the
character of the lightning's :flash, which not only surrounds
the mind itself, but is continually coursing the vibrating cords
of the nervous system, or, in other words, as poetically expressed:
" Comes like n. giant for the rn.ce,
Its Orient flame a.scenus,
Soars thro' the boundless realms of space,
Ancl in the mnn descends.
Its light the vitallam1) bestows,
The universe pervades,
In ocean's darkest caverns glows,
And ea.rth's p1·ofoundcst shadcs.u

After all, we are sensible that men who take a different
view in relation to mind, may fall back upon the prejudices
of physical science, and answer that we have no authority for
the deductions we have made concerning it. As the science
of geology makes the Mosaic account of creation literally untenable, and as the globe is millions of years old, according
to geological testimony, it is more than probable that some
long-continued distillating process, inherent in matter, is at
the foundation of this something, which you call mind or
spirit.
We have no desire whatever to dispute with those who are
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learned in the diff~.::rent stratas of the globe, and have satisfied
themselves upon tltis point that the progression of science has
made tltc l\Iosaic account, taken in its literal acceptation,
altogether untenable. W o have a right to say, that we have
yet to learn the first discovery in any of the sciences which,
in the established order of creation, forbids the condensation
of the globe, and its special creation, as found in the lHosaic
record.
The globe, when put in the scale of finite deductions, may,
in that sense, be millions of years old, as it looks to be so;
and the argument may apparently become stronger by an appeal to the gradual condensation of the fluids and solids which
now takes place. These circumstances, say they, forbid it
otherwise. This, however, we think, does not disprove, in
the nature of scientific discoveries, tho record of 1\tloses. Let
us for one moment cxnmino one of the most pointed discoveries which applies to the case under consideration, as it now
stands on the pages of science, as regards vegetative creation.
Learned gentlemen have recorded it, and any man who wishes
it may try the experiment.
" Take a small quantity of mustard or grass seed, and
steep it for a few days in diluted oxymurin.tic acid, then sow
it in a light soil in gn.r<len pots, and cover them with metallic
covers. Now bring them in contact with the prime conductor
of an electrical machine. The seed will spring up, as if by
mngic, and in the course of a few minutes he will have a crop
ready to cut."
¥.7 e arc here tol!l by tho gentlemen who believe that the
globe is tnillions of years old, that the experimenter will have
a salad in a few minutes ready to be 1n1t upon the table. Is
this not an instantaneous creation by finite wisdom and
})OWer through electrical ngcncy?
Let us look at this.
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Suppose the experimenter, then, places this salad upou his
ta11e, and a friend of his shou1cl come in aud say, this is
YCI'J nice salad, and it looks as though it grew in a fertile
soil. In reply, the experimenter says, it is but a few minutes
olcl. We can well imagine the astonishment of his frieiHl,
and the skepticism which would be depicted in his counteuauce. The natural remark of the increuulous man woulcl be,
I know you are mistaken, as from its looks it must be two or
three months old, and I cannot believe your assertion, as it
is contrary to nature in every particular. The experimenter
would, undoubtedly, laugh at the· skepticism and the lc:uneJ
~mark of his friend against the reality of this specimen of
finite electrical creation. Is it not passing strange, tha.t
those who say they have performed this ~xperiment themselves, without looking to see its force, set aside the account
of the creation, as given by lVIoses, as wholly untenable? If
a human being can .thus suddenly convert a seed into a plau t .
by his wisdom and skill through electrical agency, why could
not the Infinite Mind as suddenly condense the globe and its
special creations in the first instance, as recorded by M~oscs?
This is a case in point, derived from the lights afforded us
by the progression of science ; and this as well as many
other experiments prove, at least, by analogy, that the ancient record is true. The looks of the globe, therefore, with
the solidity of its stratas, do not prove its existence millions
of years ago, .any more than the plant and its :firmness of
texture proves that it must have Leen the growth of months.
I-Iow can we be made to believe, therefore, that the developments of science as yet stand at all in the way of the creation
of the world in six days, if we comparatively admit the virtue
of the infinite creative energy, and that there is a God, from
whose almighty fiat worlds and systems of worlds are being
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continually moved into existence? Neither the giant a.rm of
science, nor the speculative philosophy of men, can take from
man his primary jmmortality, nor destructively reach his
spirit within the ~eep-heaving bosom of despairing love, nor
take it fron1 behind the liquid sparklings of tho eye.
'' The sun is but a spark of fire,
A transient meteor in the sky;
The soul, immortal ns its sire,
Can never clie."

1The mortal existence of man is, therefore, but a portion

of the universal process. With the express command to
press forward, avoiding the reception of all extraneous impressions, that he may escape the violent reaction that would
be sure to follow.

CHAPTER IX.
Alchemistic Control-The Reason of that Control-Intelligence, tho Result oi Elcctrkal
Agency-One System more Reactive than Another-Succession of Electricnl Disturb·
ances-l'hysical 'frinity of the Nervous System-How to Ascertain that 'l'rinity-llmv
to Ch!Ulge its Reactivity-\Vill of God-Oneness of Action of the Will in Pronucing
Ueactiva Changes-How to r.xperiment Propcrly-Inilu<!nc~s not Supernaturnl-Ilf'quest to Physicians and Skeptics-Cannot Squ.are-rule the Nervous System as it now
is-The Reason Why.

\VE now propose a practical lesson on the subject of mental alchemy, by which unmistakable experiments may be performed, proving, as we believe, the theory advanced to be
true. In entering this beautiful field of practical culture,
we wish it remembered, that we only speak of our own experience, and the manner by which we have been enabled to
exercise control positively over subjects, which has led us to
believe in the reality of the effects upon the minds of others
by certain conditions of the nervous system. The nervo-vital
fluid seems to play an authoritative part between the mind
and the body. The body moves not without its special
agency. The secretions of none of its organs can take place
without its positive presence. Every fun~tion, then, performed by the animal economy, presupposes its existence.
The mind receives all its impressions from the external
world, and responds to the external world only by this agency.
When we pursue its office in the great economy of human
existence farther, we need not be amazed to find that every
impression which the mind t·eceives, from the cradle to the
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grave, presupposes its positive agency. In other words, the
intellect of man, which is retained in his chamber beyond
consciousness, owes its retention to a normal relation of the
forces of this system. All the different faculties of the brain
pour out their secretions through its special agency. Without it, then, as it thus unquestionably surrounds the spirit
itself, the mind could not reabsorb an impression in a mental
sense. And even that implies a reaction of the mind, and
produces a certain disturbance in the rounds of its circulation. If this be so, the authority of this system is clear and
unquestionable in the great office of human existence.
This fluitl develops two influences in the rounds of its circulation, just exaQtly in proportion as its motion may be.
The fire which kindles it into a flame is the mind. Hence
its presence gives motion to the fluid within the nervous system, by which the attractive and repulsive powers therein are
manifested, and by which they hold under subjection the relations and conditions of the arterial and venous blood. As
no man can live without both arterial and venous blood in his
circula.ting system, so no man can live without positive and
nl'gative electricity within his nervous system. A certain
relation of these two forces constitute the nervo-vital idiosyncrasy of a man. That 1·elation being different in different
persons, gives us reason to say that the bodies of persons are
in a different electro-reactive condition, or dissimilarly electrified. What is it that naturally presents itself here that
occasions one nervous system to be more reactive than an~ other 1
Is it not a. ce1·tain relation of these two fot·ces 1
These two forces constitute his nature. Do these two forces
bear the same relation to each other when the mind is absorbing the impression of fear as they do when it is absorb. ing that of joy 7 If so, we arc greatly mistaken in our de-
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ductions as regu.rd~ the ncrvons system. \Ve speak 'thus
pointedly concerning this system because it is the ono wl,ich
has, in the first instance, every thing to do with the experiments that we expect to present. Its authority upon man's
physical and mental nature now being plain, and the relation
of the two forces constituting Lis peculiar ncrvo-vital idiosyncrasy, we would state that we do not know what gentlemen
mean-speaking in a natural sense-when they say that one
man is negatively electrified, and another is positively electrified, merely because one controls the other against his
will. vVe here repeat the question, how is it possible for a
man to be naturally negatively charged with electricity, and
live, or positively charged, and live? As well might a ma.n
say that the globe would continue its motion without the influence of the positive and negative powers of nature, or under the influence of one of these powers separated from the
other. Therefore, we shall take nature at her word, so far
as we are able in presenting our philosophy of this subject,
regardless of the scorn and contempt that those who cling to
books, with?ut thinking for tbemsel ves, may endeavor to heap
upon us.
We have said that a certain relation of these forces in the
nervous system, is its different electro-reactive conditions.
The manner, then, of ascertaining its different reactive
conditions, will of nece8sity be the next point for our consideration.
In order to make ourselves understood, we will, for inspection, present befo1·e the reader the physical electro-reactive
trinity of the nervous system. By this term, we shall comprehend all the conditions in the family of man. The extent to which the system will react cannot, of course, be ascertained unless it is disturbed, and, by means of such dis-
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turbance, "e expect to make ourselves understood, from the
symptoms that ma.y be presented in relation to this matter.
The nerves of this system are minutely ramified upon the external surface. \Vhcrcvcr tltey arc in a. subject that is
healthy, we naturally suppose the presence of the nervo-vital
Jluid. If this be true, it will be easy to perceive that mechanical pressure made upon any portion of the body, must
iuvolve the particles of that fluid. From the point where
they nrc thus involved, a succession of waves will pass to the
brain, and tho minll will respond with a reflex succession of
waves to the point thus involved, and feeling will be the
r~sult.

All subjects, then, whatever may be the relation and condition of the forces of the nervous system, will feel the pressure thus made upon any portion of the body. This feeling
woul<l, of course, be a symptom accompanying the pressure.
Now, then, suppose we take hold of the right hand of A,
as the most convenient point, and make pressure just above
the thinl joint of the ring finger; we involve, mechanically, a
large thread of nerves which come from the spine, ancl through
the spine are connected with tho brain. It is evident that,
on making the pressure, a succession of disturbances passes
through the nervous system to the brain.
Jt is evident that these disturbances pass in regular succession, or waves, whether A feels them or not, as they pass
thus to the brain. Now, then, if his mind does not feel them,
as they pass thus to the brain, and no other response is had
except that of feeling, then we say that A's nervous system,
nnd the relation of the forces, is in a state of negative electroreaction. Now if we take hold of the hand of B, anu make
pressure in the same way, and his mind responds and acknowledgcg the succession of disturbance~ to the sviue, as
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well as feeling at the point involved, nothing can he more
plain than th~t there is a. differ ence in the reactive condition
of the nervous system of A and B. The symptoms are different; the one acknowledges nothing but feeling, the other
the feeling with the succession of waves as they pass on to
the spine.
Now, then, in contra-distinction to the condition of A, we
say that B's nervous system is in a state of physical or instinctive electro-reaction. We next in turn take hold of the
hand of C in the same manner, and make use of the same
mechanical pressure, and his mind responds with its sense of
feeling in the acknowledgment of the succession of disturbances to the brain and all over the nervous system, ns well as
the feeling responded to in the other cases. The symptoms in
this case are certainly different from those of the other two,
as his mind has felt the succession of disturbances not only
to the brain, but throughout the minute ramifications of his
nervous system. Without experiment, then, this would mean
nothing ; but this is the exact rule that nature has established in the nervous system of man, showing the extent to which
the mind will be permitted, through its agency, to respond in
the control of its physical and mental being to an impression
properly made against the power of its will. The acknowledgment of this succession of waves is not in the least degree whatever referable to the imagination or belief, but it is
a certain action that takes place from the condition of the
two forces in the nervous system or the nature of man. This
is the electro-reactive trinity of the nervous system, and the
key by which we unlock the door that will lead us understandingly into the great chamber of man, where impressions are
absorbed and retained. These different effects that we have
now spoken of, manifest themselves in different persons as
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they naturally are; and no man who will make this application, "hich is easy und simvle, will be any longer skeptical as
regard~; this trinity of tlte nervous system. If a man, then,
f"'cls the disturbances pass to the spine, the operator can obtain s?ccessfully a physical absorption of bis impressions, so
tlta t they will control the physical action of the subject
against the power of his will. But he cannot obtain a mental
absorption, for the reason that the sense of feeling has not
ackHowlcdged the presence of the succession of disturlJanccs
in tl1e brain itself. lienee it will be perceived that he will
have no authority from the nervous system to expect a mental
absorption of his impressions exercising the least control over
the subject's mental nature. But, if the sense of feeling acknowledges these disturbances to the brain itself, and all over
the nervous system, if the operator makes the impressions
correctly, it would be contrary to nature if he did not obtain
a successful absorption of hi~ impressions and the mental
control of the subject against the power of his will. This is
what we will call speaking to the mind from tho positive
authority of the nervous system, because the succession of
disturbances, occasioned by the operator, has been acknowledged by the sense of feeling in the very chamber where all
his impressions are obtained, in the chamber where all external objects are seen and analyzed.
If a man, then, should expect to get either a physical or
mental absorption of his impressions of a subject where his
})rcssure produced no other symptoms than feeling, he would
expect a result contrary to nature. If he did, it would be an
cflcct that we have never been able. to obtain. This has been
the unalterable rule that has governed us in our experiments.
\Vhencver n. subject feels the disturbances to the spine, we
expect, by pursuing the following course, to get a physical
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absorption of our impressions, without any effort of our will,
sufficient to exercise physical control over his physical action
against the power of his will. It would b~ nonsense, with
this condition of the nervous system, to expect to exercise
mental control over the subject.
Now the matter is plain before us, and if this electro-reactive trinity of the nervous system, as it naturally exists in
the bodies of men, can be set aside, we say, then, that any
man would be a humbug who would attempt to demonstrate
this science before the public. He would have no authority
from nature, and not having that authority, he would certainly
be beating about upon the tumultuous ocean of conjecture,
not knowing where he was or what he was about.
The reader will doubtless be somewhat astonished at the
idea here presented, that some persons are naturally in this
positive electro-reactive condition, as we were when we first
discovered it; and wo will remark candidly, for his information, that we never found any person in that condition who
at once acknowledged the succession of waves that we have
described, but what they enjoyed the finest health. What is
remarkable, furthermore, is, that we have never seen a human being who was diseased or insane who was in this highest electro-reactive condition. Still, men who talk learnedly
on a subject that they might understand, would have the
world believe that this is the condition that makes men insane, and causes them to become diseased. Nature, however, tells them they know not what they say; and this being
the case, its advocates should charitably forgive them.
The next inquiry which seems to present itself is, how
shall A manage to get his nervous system in the same condition as that of B and C, and to what agency shall he make
an appeal, and how is that appeal to be made by which the
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reactive change is efi·ectcd? These arc questions, the answers to which iuYolvc more philosopl1y than we are enabled
to digest; but we will give such deductions and reasons as
sn tisfy us beyond all q ucs tion as regards this rna tter. We
say, then, the appeal must be made to the electro-reactive
condition of the atmosphere, as the only source upon which
hope can rest for a successful change. The puny arm of
man, with his small amount of vitality, is a source inadequate to perform this wonderful change. What power, then,
of my being shall I direct to make application to the clements of the atmosphere for this change? 1V c say it is the
will-power, and that the will has got to comply with the condition of things, as stated in a preceding chapter, which
causes the electro-reactive trinity of the clements of the atmosphere, or it never can be effected. This electrical fluid
is within the body of the atmosphere which is around us,
above us, and below us, and it is absorbed upon the principles before laid down. In order to be understood as regards
this very interesting point, let us present two persons before
the reader, both alike thirsting for water, the reason of that
thirst being a deficiency of that fluid in the body. Let these
two persons walk into a pool of water on a summer's day up
to their shoulders, and remain there for half an hour. Let '
one continue in positive action, moving and swimming about,
and the other remain perfectly still. Examine now and
ascertain the condition of the thirst of the two at the expiration of the half hour, and we have a lesson of nature pointing directly to that which we wish to effect in the directions
that we shn.ll prescn tly give. The one that was passive finds
that his desire for water is greatly lessened or entirely gone,
while the other, who has been active, has a desire as gren t or
greater than before he went into the pool; the reason being,
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that the absorbents of tl1c surface could not open and shut
without the aid of tl1e recuperative vita.l·iHlluence. Allt.l
that rccuperati vc property of the mind could not develop its
puwer in the opening and shutting of the surface without a.
portion of the agency which the will employed for the purpose of tnoving the body a.bout. This agency cannot be applied to two purpose~ simultaneously. Then, while the will
was thus absorbing it from the involuntary chamber for voluntary purposes, it would be unreasonable to suppose tha.t
tliC recuperative power couhl display its influence in the
absorption of the water on the part of the surface, by which
the deficit was to be supplied. The other one being passive,
so f,u· as his will is concerned, the recuperative property uf
tlte mind being replenished with vital agency, which the will,
if in action would demand, sent it to tho surface, opened
and shut the mouths of the absorbents, and drank iu tho
supply. Hence, for cause the one is still thirsting, and for
cause the thirst of tho other is gone.
Can we fail to perceive, then, the different relations which
the absorbing surface of these two occupy recuperatively to
the water in which they are? Is the one who is passive, in a
recuperative sense, isolated from the water to the same extent as the one that is active? If so, we should be at a loss
to pro\·e what we mean by the isolated condition of the nervous system of man, and the legitimate propriety of following
certain directions, in order to occasion the n~rvous system to
absorb an extra amount of vitality from tho electricity of the
atmosphere, in order to assume the same corresponding reactive condition. Nature here means something in this beautiful operation of the absorbing system. It is an operation
that certainly serves as a key to unlock the mystery of the
operation of the higher systems. Does not the condition of
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the arterial and venous blood present itself, showing the
relation of tbc positive and negative influences in the system
LeyouJ it? Now, then, how shall A manage to get his nervous system in the same reactive condition as that of B and C '?
'\\T e answer, that he must follow the example of the man
who was passive in the pool. Then his recuperative power
will enable his nervous system to absorb an extra amount of
electricity from the atmosphere, or to assume, as the case may
l,c, its condition. "\Vhile the nervous system may not, in one
sense, be isolated from the electrical fluid of the atmosphere,
it may be so, as regards its recuperative condition; for, certainly, the electrical fluid is one thing, and its condition is
another. The nervous system is one thing, and its condition,
or the relation of it~ forces, another. These are all to be
taken into the account in a regular investigation of this mysterious portion of human existence. This matter being plain
now before us, we are ready to state the different plans that
wo have found to be the best for subjects negative to effect a
l'ositive change in their nervous system. A should sit down,
and, as the most convenient plan, take hold of the first joint
of the thumb of one hand with the fore-finger and thumb of
tho other; 1nake pressure just hard enough to feel it, and
close his eyes, He should keep his eyes constantly closed,
'' ithout any effort on his part to assist the recuperative energy, or without a thought stirnng in his voluntary chamber~
s:wc that which particularly relates to the sense of feeling
occasioned by the pressure which he himself is making. This
will, as any one must perceive, increase the electrical respiratory action of the nervous system, for the will, by thus dismissing all impressions but the one from the voluntary
cha.tnber, needs not the vitality of more positive action. The
recuperative powers become, therefore, increased; and hence
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wil1, so that it slmll absorb only vitality enough to support
one impression.
This condition complied with, the rcactiye change is
effected in .five minutes. Not coml>lied with, it coul<l not be
cffcct~d in fifty years. We have known persons who have
subjected themselves for as many as forty or fifty times,
without the least perceptible symptom of this reaction, and
afterward, within five minutes, work an entire change in
their nervous system, so that they became just as reactive and
recuperative as the cases of B ancl C.
This, then, is the natural plan for subjecting the nervous
system, by the consent of the will, to the reactive influence
of the atmosphere. We have pursued this plan for the last
eighteen months, and declare it as a truth, that we have never
known the least unpleasantness to originate from producing
this change by this plan, as it appears to be natural. But,
in the concentration of the mind upon any one object mechanically, the agitation being directly to the center of the
nervous system, it is very apt to occasion dizziness, unpleasantness in the head, sometimes spasms, and other symptoms
too tedious to mention. The reader can easily perceive the
reason of the one, ancl the objections to the other. We would
remark here, that unless a subject is actively diseased, he
should not sit and gaze upon any object for fifteen, twenty, or
thirty minutes, as it will produce, of necessity, [the brain
becoming the point of disturbance of the nervous system]
in some the unpleasant symptoms which we have adverted to.
Attentively looking n.t an object, or into the eye of the operator, merely fills the indications of this oneness of action on
the part of the will; and the influences that have ever produced this change in a subject in this country, or anywhe1·e,
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of the will, for the purpose of al>sol'bing the momentum of
nerYo-vitality which may have been, on tho part of the wjll,
consumed.
The extra amount of vitality thus absorbed by sleep assumes, of necessity, as it becomes a part and parcel of the
vitality of the individual's nervous system, the same reactive
condition that it was in before he slept. If he was in a state
of negative reaction before, and his sleep has refreshed him in
consequence of a resupply from the atmosphere, still his
nervous system is in the same condition as before. In other
words, if he has lost ten per cent. of his nerve-vitality, or the
consumption has been to that extent greater than the supply,
his will becomes passive, in order that the recuperative powers may take the vitality that it would naturally use, and
send it to the surface for the purpose of electrical respiration, and the absorption of the same vital principle which has
been consumed. Sleep, then, is a desire on tho part of tho
recuperative powers for a resupply of the electrical fluid, as
thirst is a desire for water to resupply the circulating fluid .
Sleep, practically, does not involve the min<l therefore, but
its property, the will; and as the t·ecuperative powers seem,
in a sense, at least, to be dependent upon the will for the
portion of vitality which it absorbs when in action, the feeling imparted when a man is sleepy is occasioned, therefore,
by the demand of the recuperative powers upon the will, to
deliver up its vital agency fbr the purpose of permitting an
action on the part of the surface by which the vitality of the
nervous system is absorbed. This, then, is the reason, practically, why it becomes necessary for man to sleep.
\Ve cannot say more, here, in relation to the phenomenon
of sleep, having said enough to show the reason why the extra
amount uf vitality that is received duriug sleep uocs not a.s-
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the e]cctrO-l'Cactive condition as when followinO' the ui'
0
rectious of the oneness of action on the part of the will.
In order to experiment successful1y, it becomes necessary
for tltc operator to regard the proper manner of making impressions. The electrical fluid is controlled by impressions;
and as it is a principle of its nature that the same fluid cannot be appropriated to two purposes simultaneously, the manncr of making impressions properly becomes very important.
If they are not made as they should be, the physical or mental impressions intended to exercise control over the subject
will not be absorbed to the extent that they otherwise would.
To aRcertain the extent of the change which bas been effcctecl by any one sitting, you proceed in the same manner as
first laid down to ascertain the electro-reactive condition of
the nervous system naturally. If there has been any change
effected, it will mn.nifest itself as before described. If it
manifests itself physically or positively, as regards the sense
of feeling, then you are ready to commence your experiments
accordingly. To do so, take hold of the right band of the
subject ns you would naturally, and with the thumb of your
rigbt hand press moderately hard just above the third joint
of the ring :finger; then place the thumb of the left hancl
upon the forehead at any point that you may desire, and,
simultaneously with the mental impression, make the physical, that is, upon saying to hin1 that he cannot open his eyes,
make the pressure upon the hand and the forehead moderately
hard.
If the mental and physical impression should not be made
simulta,ncou~1y, or not by a simultaneous action on your
part, unless the subject can be controlled by a. mental impre ... sion alone, you will not exercise control over him but to
a very small extent. But when you make the impression as
SUUlC
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stated, you will be sure to get the extent of the control, or
the absorption of your impressions, occasioning his actions to
participate of their nature, against the power of llis will, just
in proportion to the extent thn-t the sense of feeling has acknowledged the electrical succession of disturbances in tho
nervous system.
Having ascertained that you can close his eyes, next tell
him to stretch out his arms, to clench his fists hard, and,
simultaneously with telling him he cannot bend them, make
pressure anywhere between his shoulders.
The cessation of the pressure on your part, in either case,
as a general rule, will relieve the subject from the condition
of your special influence; but if it does not, tell him now Le
can open his eyes, .or bend his arms, as the case may be.
If the arms should still be a little r.igid, a few impressions
upon the shoulder with your hand, telling him, " All right,"
will make it so. Thus you leave him in the same conuition
as before your impressions were thus absorbed.
Having this principle before you, you cannot fail to perceive the nature of all the physical experiments that you may
see proper to make, recollecting in every instance to see that
the absorption of your impressions, which thus exercise a
control against the power of the will, has entirely ceased before you attempt another experiment.
In this way no harm can possibly result from the control
thus exercised over the mind of the subject. The idea that
it decreases the will-power of man has no truth in nature,
as the will is all the time f1·ee to act, and absorbs as much
vitality as it did before. But the· reason that it cannot resist your physical and mental impressions is, that they absorb more vitality from the involuntary chamber than the
will can.
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The subject is therefore controlled because the impressions made upon the 1nind, through the nervous system, absorb more vitality than the will can absorb. Your impressions, therefore, cannot, in the nature of things, be absorbed
by the will-force.
Now, then, we know that this is so from the facts in the case.
You tell the subject to straighten out his arms, and make the
impressions, and he cannot bend them. Certainly his action
corresponds to the nature of your impressions, and not to the
nature of his will; for his will is trying all the time to bend
the arms.
How can we tell that any impressions exercise a control,
either physical or mental, unless the physical and mental actions correspond to the nature of the impressions. If they
nrc dissimilar, then there cannot be positive control.
If the reader will recollect what we said in a preceding chapter in relation to the doctrine of mental and physical absorption, what we here mean will be plain and easy to be understood.
This is what we call the positive absorption of impressions
against the power of the will, occasioned by the reactive condition of the nervous system. \Vc do not mean the ordinary
absorption of impressions, as in other cases. They have a
will-direction ; that is, the mind participates of their nature,
n.nd is controlled by the consent of the will. For example, if
the reader were to say to me, bring me some water, it is perfectly clear that, if I brought the water my mind absorbed
the impression, for the reason that my actions would correspond to the nature of the impression received. But if I
did not bring it, he could not say that my mind positively or
fn.vorably t·cceived the impression, for the reason that the nature of the impression and my actions dill not correspond.
'Vc say, positively received in the first instance, because
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the positive action on the part of the wil1, filling the indications of the impression received, presupposes a certain consumption of vitality. Ou the other hand, if my actions and
the impression arc dissimilar, we cannot sny that the impression was positiYely received, because it did not occasion my
will to consume any of my vitality.
Still it will be perceived that the impression was not positively but negatively received. Such impressions as these
exercise a control over the mind by the consent of the will;
but the condition of tbjngs which admits an impression to be
positively absorbed against the power of the will, invokes the
aid and assistance of the reactive condition of the nervous
system .
Having, then, the manner of expel'imenting physica1ly before us, you can en.sily perceive what is necessary to the
accomp1ishment of a mental control over the subject, and by
observing the principles here laid down, all persons who are
naturally in the instinctive and positive conrlition, or have
induced i:t, by following these directions can be controlled,
physically and mentally, in the p1·oduction of the most astounding phenomena ever recorded upon the pages of science.
In conclusion, does not this science give full, fair, and impartial testimony of the exist~nce of two beings in one?
What is meant when a man's nervous system is in a state of
instinctive electro-reaction, and you can get nothing but n.
physical response, and control only his physical nature?
Has not this very being higher reactions from his brain, and
if he has, why are they not reached in this condition of the
nervous system ?
Here, then, are two subjects before you; one in the instinctive and the other in the positive state. One oxhibits
to you tl1e reactive power of the physical being, tho other, in
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tl1e experiments, giyes oiT the l1igl1est reactions in the absorptiou
your impres~ions, by which every impression that his
spirit ha.s recei vcd is controlled, as well as reaction on the
part of his physical movements . This conuition of the

or

nervous system, then, by experiments, we see, incontrovertibly proves that two beings, the natural and tlte spiritual, are
iu mysterious connection with one body.
Upon this interesting electrical platform we now stand,
and sec wl1at is meant by the great science of mental alchemy.

The mind, by its reaction upon the nervous system,

produces not only a change in the body, but in the brain also.
By the dispensations of its electrical power, the faculty of
alimentativencss becomes morbid, the agency which procluceJ.
this contlition is taken away, and hope is stimulated in
turn . It is transferred to self-esteem, and the greatness of
oneself is increased ; from thence to tLe organ of com bativeness, causing changes in the disposition ·which no one will
pretend to deny. These are the a1chcmistic operations of
nature ; mental, because the mincl, from the a hsorption of
impressions, dis1)enses its agency to those faculties, and occasions them to pour out their secretions . A11 these effects
give dif1'erent dispositions to the clmract01· of n1an, as is
provetl by the experiments of tLe operator, when this condi..
tion of the nervous system is had .

Therefore, this science

practically proves the fact beyond all question, that whenever a11y one faculty, which is mental, undergoes a. change,
it give::s its peculiar direction to the mental being. Then
the science of mental alchemy involves all the operations
of psychology, magnetism, and mesmerism, and places the
opera.tor, in connection with the nervous system and the mind
of the ~ubject, in a light where ho ~an, without amazement
or awe, or dwelling on his self-importance, comprehend the
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reason of this, a~ he will call it, extraordinary power, wl1ich
he is en a blc!l to exert over others.
\Ve have thus, in compliance with the request of some
friends, given some practical hints in relation to thi6 subject,
and, referring the r:eaucr to what we have also to say in relation to electrical psychology, magnetism, antl mesmerism, we
shall close with the remark, that in the large work which we
hope to be enabled to publish during the next winter upon
the doctrine of physical and mental absorption, we shall extend our practical investigations to all the departments which
mental alchemy involves, practically as well as theoretically.
In this connection, we will also beg leave to remark, that
the external forces of na.turo are undoubtedly governed by a
square rule; and as such, learned gentlemen, without looking
at the different relations which the nervous system bears to
external nature, have endeavored to apply the same rule to
the nervous system of man. They have found for tl10usands
of years that it does not hold, but still they will not ask tho
reason why. We mean they will not ask of nature. If the
question is not here answered in this eleetro-reactive trinity
of the nervous system, we say it never will be; for if the
same electro-reactive condition is produced in the nervous
system of three persons, then the administration of an emetic
or cathartic would exhibit something like a square rule; but
if we apply the square rule to one which is negative, the
other instinctive, and the other positive, we get deceived on
every hand. Still, we stop not to inquire what occasions this.
When the time shall come, therefore, and it surely will,
when the medical profession will regard these different conditions in the administration of medicines, then they will not be
so much deceived in the e:Kpected recuperative results from
the administration of the elements which nature has given
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them for the especial assistance and relief of human suffering.
It i impossible tl1a.t lJuma.n suficring can be imagineJ in the
body without the disturbance of the forces of the nervous
system, either by mental or physical actioL. Therefore, we
say; and pr~ss the question, that it is of importance for meuical men particularly not to cry humbug and collusion in reference to this condition of things, but to humbly bow at the
footstool of nature, and learn wisdom from her teachings; and
that it is not necessary in their professional dispensations to
make an apothecary's shcp of the human body, in order to
cure it of disease.
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TnE psychological condition of the nervous system lu1s
given rise to the practica.l developments of such nc'v manifestations of our na.ture, and has of late cxci ted so much
interest, both in this country ancl Eut·opc; ~uul as lecturers
upon it have crowded every city and country place, it becomes
necessary to delineate its character, and present its history.
It is admitted, by men of parts, that it ta.kcs a more extensive and intelljgible raugc than animal magnetism, hypnoti~nn,
or mesmensm. It has moved the learned Sir Da.viu Brewster, of Edinburg, to proclaim " that he believes in the facts
which it unmistakahly presents from the mysterious fountain
of the soul, as much as he does in those of any physical
science." This is saying a great deal-coming, as it uoes,
from one of the most learned gentlemen that now lives. \Vhen
we couple his testimony with thousands in our ]and, its attraction, even in its range, becomes positive. \V c have heard it
often proclaimed that electricity, years ago, was cliscovere'l
to be the connecting link between n1ind and matter, but we
have never heard of any experiment to comparatively settle
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this interesting fact; nor have we heard theoretical deductions from such sources that would understandingly present
it as such. Therefore we are unable to see from what
authority such a discovery came, unless it be from that of
human power, which rises in its majesty ana proclaims, tlta.t
elcctrici ty is uncrcated eternal matter, and the Deity himself
could not have created the world but for its original and ctcrual presence.
Now, then, we do not wish to venture an opinion against
such learned and self-important deductions as these, but
wou1tl respectfully ask any man, who may venture so far as
to qualify the creating fiat of Deity, if electricity stands in
the great laboratory of nature, independent of the will of God,
who told them so 1 What guardian angel left the etern1.l
throne, and whispered it in their ear, or from whence their
authority to make the record on the page of mortality, that
His will cannot, in the constitution of things, now interfere
'" ith the operations of nature; as they oove passed under the
control of His involuntary powers, as a piece of bread in the
stomach passes over to the action of its involuntary powers?
I11 proof of which, we arc told by those who thus look beyowl
themselves, and will not allow their 1\'Iaker the correspon~ling
power which man can demonstrate ; and in order to set beyowl all question their torturing proclamations, they give the
following illustration : " The machinery of various kinds,
grnin and vegetables, are the result of man's voluntary creations, as well as to cook and eat them; there the volition
stops. The moment they are eaten our creations are finished, anu the whole naturally, and of philosophic necessity,
passes beyond our volition into the hands of the involuntary
power, and is governed, in all its motions and revolutions,
according to the fixed laws of our organism. Therefore the
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volition of Deity is unchangeaL1y employed in planning, urranging, and creating new worlds aud systems of worlds, aml
peopling them with inhabitants-when the whole of such system is finished, and its laws regularly organized,'' we are told
that "the whole naturally pa.:;ses, according to the principles of philosophical necess·i ty, from the action and control
of IIis voluntary miraculous power, and submits itself to be
governed through the fixed laws of tho universe, by the in-voluntary powers of the same mind." Then it is a fixed fact,
that the will of God cannot interfere with His involuntary
powers, as the will of man cannot interfere with his in the
movements and the changes of his food after it reaches the
stomach. All such philosophers as these would do well, per1wps, to examine more closely, and understand the subj ect
upon which they think they treat so learnedly, before they
make such extraneous records, particularly in relation to one,
the knowledge of which seems to be their boast. If they,
therefore, in reality, understood this subj ect in its practical
t endencies, they never would have declared, from its tendencies, a limit to the power of Deity; they would have known,
as well as hundreds of others do, who understand the sulJjcct,
better than to draw such conclusions-that men can elevate
•
their wills, conditionally, so as to positively invade their involuntary powers, and not only interfere with the involuntary
movements of the stomach, but actually vomit up their food.
Therefore, such reasoning presents the fact that God can,
when it shall please His will, according to the constitution of
things, interfere with the involuntary forces of the universe,
and shake it from the center to the circumference. H ence
we perceive that the principles of pl~;ilosophic necessity, as
here set forth, came from the morbid secretions of the imagination, and are not the legitimate deductions of nature. Tho
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}JOsition, therefore, assumed, no doubt, has proved more than
such men intended; that is, the voluntary commotions of nature, that fu!ly tried the patriotism of the sons of men in
days of yore ! vV e do not assume that the will of man can
interfere with the reflex actions of the brain ; but woulu re
mnrk, that any person who understands the subject of elcctro-psycltology, ancl is in the positive condition, can perform
the experiment in point upon themselves. \Ve know many
who can, and have founu some few in our travels, that had
accidentally discovered that they could produce emesis at
pleasure.
'\\'e have made this reference, not for the purpose of venturing nn opinion against those who feel at liberty to record
such extraneous deductions, but for the purpose of defending
the science of electro-psychology from such . conclusions, as
being foreign to any of its pretensions. While we do not
wish to present ourselves as the great author of electro-psyclwlogy, we would remark, that we have been constantly engaged in its public presentation, and the subject of magnetism, for the last six years, and claim the right here to say
that we first discovered the process by which it was ascertained, to a certainty, that the nervous systems of persons
were in a state, naturally, so that impressions, properly made,
would control them against their wills. Professor Green
(now Bishop of ~1ississippi), and Professor Hooper, of "Chapel IIill'' Literary College, of North Carolina, who were students of ours five years since, made known to the world that
the subject of animal magnetism was then presented in an entire new light. This new light stands at the foundation of
electrical-psychology, and the antecedent, as well as the subsequent investigations by others, fully sustain their deductions in relation to its newness of birth. vVhcn Wtr visited
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places for the purpose of lecturing, aoientifio meD, and even
those who believed in mesmerism, laughed at the idea that the
natural and healthy condition of the nervous system of any
man, should be such aa to positively admit the impressiooa
of another against ·his will. We therefore had the skepticism of •en believers in meam.eriam to oon~ with. We
will not say tha~ any attempta to eetabliah the fact that suoh
was the case, and ihat aabjecta could he coatrolled conditionally, with mach more ease than they supposed, have been
auceesSful; "e leave that to the decision of the candid mind,
who will now look at its great number of believen U. this
country as well as Europe. Eva •w we have the laDle
kind of opposition from psychologist, bioJosist, and thuologist, for demoutrating, before larp aadieDCII, the reuoa
why that state of the Den'ODI SJBtem. iaduoed bylookiDg al
zinc a:cd copper plate~, or ADJ other ohject whateYer, hu,
for caue, by thole who are up with the amea, become obaolete. They are not DOW used mpablio practioe b7 dtoae
who understand the Datural_u.ul scienti&o hea.riDp of the plvtmic and controlling proceuea of poaiave impreseioua upon
the minds and ne"oua ayatema of othtn. They may apeak
of the virtue of the plftDic plate, held in the hand, and tht.t
aome medium between the suject aucl operator ia eaaential,
and p,er80Df who bow DO beu., mar epeDd their moae7, u
maar have done, impreuecl'Wiil1 their virtue.. Such pretenaioDB, howeYel"., will OD17 make men who think lleoome diaPJ*ed 1fitb the tendencies ot thie greM ~ o!meDtal
aoie.ace. Tkea the qu.eatioa ..._, Wh7 dicJ JOU iDkoduee
themiato,.._1 We..,..., beoaaM OC01IIred to 111
that~ from audien. . weald look at tihem more readiJy
diaD daeJY(MI)i _. • ta eeat pi.eoe or • wafer. Bat, witla
all oar clwea, _ . alioe 'HI up)aiued aatl tiM ••••
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they were introduced. They did fill the indication in the
prod•..tction of the psychological state better because they attracted the attention of tho subj ects more than a ten cent
piece or a wafer, and by that means rend.ered their nervous
systems more pass ive to the external electrical forces of nature. W c never dreamed, therefore, that those we taught, or
in turn were taught by others, merely because they could mechanically make subjects perform startling feats before audiences, that they would, while the audiences were caught up
with their wonders, slip in the impression of their special importance to the detriment of the science, and filling thei1· pockets with hundreds by their sale. One even went so far as to make
an attempt to patent them, that they might go off more readily
to his own special interest, and that it might be handed down
to posterity that he hacl made an invaluable discovery. "\Ve
uevcr sold fifty of them to all our classes together, and when
we did they were at the prices they cost, with the cxplan~.. tion that they served only the purpose named. We, of course,
\Yould have had the right to dispose of them, but we did not
look upon them as having any more virtue than that which
we have named, and were more than surprised that men wbo
say they love the science, should thus, almost at one fell
blow, nearly take its life by holding out their special virtues,
and selling them at from fifty cents. to one dollar each. A
man could, with the same propriety, go to Ohio and get a
large quantity of Buck-eyes and peddle them out, t elling the
people that they, if worn in the pocket, would cure piles,
without explaining their action, as they do sometimes benefit
the subject who becomes involuntarily impressed with a sufficient amount of confidence in their efficacy. We hope, therefore, that even this department of the great science of mind
will not be looked upon in such lightg as these that now stand
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before the world as the points of its J)hilosophicaJ as well as
practical basis.
"\Ve wi::sh to make known, also, that those who have lectured
publicly, and tauglLt otlters, and therewith presented the idea.
that the circula.tiou of the ulnar nerve, or any other, when
mechanically disturbed by the physical impression of the operator, was accompanied with an injection of fluid from their
own nctTous system, by which they were enabled to control
them, is the most extraneous deduction we have yet heard of
in relation to its practical disposition. We hope that no man
will look upon such morbid mental deductions in connection
with the science. Some lecturers, perhaps, for the purpose
of making themselves notorious, and increasing their finances
(not for the a.uvancemcnt of the science, we are sure), named
it electro-biology and thuso1ogy. It was not un1·easonablc,
therefore, that many who were not conversant with the subject, should at first suppose that they were new discoveries,
and presented for the benefit of mankind. In relation to
which, as we wish to attend to our own business, we will say
no more, as all fully understand the indications which they
filled. By psychology we mean the science of tho soul of
man (not of animals), in its reactive relations to matter ;
and by electricity, in this sense, its relative agency both
to mind and matter. As this :fluid, then, within the body of
the nervous system, has to be disturbed before the mind can
1·eceive an impression from nature, and as it also has to be
disturbed in its respo~se, the name electro-psychology of
necessity presents itself.
\Ve have-as remarked in the preface-many such cards
as the following, that speak pointedly in relation to the sub ..
jects upon which we have lectured, and take the liberty t~
insert this here, that the reader may see, before ho examines
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farther, what we have to say-a specimen of what others who
have the capacity to think, ren.son, and understand, have said
in their public journals about this new philosophy and this
condition of the nervous system .
[From the New Beufor<l Mercury, Nov. 7, 1850.]
A

CAR D.

The undersigned have attenuecl the course of Electro Psychologica.l Lectures delivered in this city by Dr. B. B. Williams, nnd take ple'1sure iu
expre~~:~ing their satisf~tction at his explanations of the theory of e:LectroJISychology, me~merisw, nml clainoyance, anu with the interesting experiments which have nccompanie<l the explanations.
We h:rve gained much information from these lectures, which we value,
nnd arc assured thnt all who mny feel dbposed to attend the course will
ncquire an nmount of knowledge which will fully compensate them fol'
their time nnd attention.
WM. J. RoTCH,
CHARLES ALMY'
D. ltODMAN,
A. L. GLEASON,
SYLVA:"J'US THOMAS,
JAMEs

B.

CoNGDON,

Jos. CoKF.NT,

L. BAKER,
C. R. 'rucKER,
W.M. C. OoFFI:-r,

EDw.

NATHAI'IIEL CoBB,

EDWARD STETSOS,

s. G.

DRI~COLL,

Wl\r.

HATHAWAY,

I

EvANs,
0. PRE"COT,JudgeS. C'rtofMaa

BF.NJ.

[From the New Be!lford Mercury, Nov. 7, 1850.]
ELECT R 0- P S Y C II 0 L 0 G Y.

Dr. Williams's Lectures on the Philosophy of Iluman Existence, deliv-

ered in the city the past week, h~'e been uttcnuccl by some of the most
intelligent nnd cultivnted nmong us, who express their great inte1·cst in
tho lectures nnd the n•lvantnge they have derivetl from them. From nn
nttcnclancc upon a single lecture, we were impressed fnvorably with the
claims of this new theory to o. full nnd impnrtinl in\estigntion. It posses:;es, ccrtninly, mnny interesting points relative to the en uses of di~ease,
its prcven tion nn,l cure, nl.l.ll, moreover, concerning the In ws "'hich govern
the mn.terinl and spiritual uniYcrsc. His c:xplnnn.tions of the mysteries of
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clnirvoynnce, mesmerism, :mel their kindred subjects, is the most sntisfnctory we lurvc seen
We nrc happy to learn that Dt·. Williams will l'Clllain in ,l,,liYer :tn .. t]Jcr
course of lectures, provided a sufficient numhcr of' jlllpils cnn he illllll'<lintely olJtnincll. 1\'c lla.vc no hcs ilulion iu commending the !:.tthjert ns

well worthy of public attention.

Practically, this science simply involves the taking hold of
the hanu, and by pressing upon the nerves sufficiently hard to
ascertain if the nervous system is reactive enough to admit both
a negative and positive response. If so, the n1ind is ready to
be controlled by psychological impression, when properly
made. If the nervous system only negatively responds, the
following process is instituted to cause a positive t·esponsc,
or to prolluce the psychological state. Publicly, those in the
audience, who feel disposed, are requested to go on tl1e platform with the lecturer, and mechanically concentrate their
minds upon zinc and copper plates, for fifteen or twenty minutes, wit~ their faces turned to the aulliencc, who are particularly requested to keep still. After they have thus followed directions, and that too, if possible, without winking
their eyes, the operator goes round and mechanically disturbs the circulation of the nervous fluid of the hand (not
inject from his person), to see if their minds then, against
their wills, positively respond to the physical pressure. If
so, they are subjects psychologically, and in this condition
made to do whatever the operator, if he understands the principles of experimenting, may command to be done, in the production of a great variety of wonderful and laughable phenomena.
This is the course pursued by electro-biologist and thusol·
ogist also, the only difference being that they cause their subjects, while being biologiaed, to sit with their backs to the
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au<licncc. lleucc the names electro-biology and thusology,
"ould be more properly rendered, as all must perceive, electro-backology. And if the reader, in properly disturbing
the circulation of the hand of another, should find that the
mind positively responds to his pressure, he can, by making
illlprcssions correctly, exercise that control as well as those
who assume extra innate greatness and strength for themselves, without injecting into their nerves, as others say they
<lo, any fluid from his system, by the agency of his wi11. All
tlw.t you have to do now to make yourself a good psychologist,
etc., is to understand the manner of making physical and mental impressions, and you have all here that they now teach and
-if we understand correctly from gentlemen who learned the
secret practically- all that they have ever taught. We do not
speak out so plainly in relation to this matter to injure any
one, but we do so that all may go understandingly into its
investigation. It is useless to suppose that they will learn
to perform any thing supernatural, or be impressed by their
tl.!achcrs, that their control upon others afterward will be the
result of imparting their nervous fluid, or that this science rec4lgnises the psychological grip, but a mechanical pressure upon
any portion of the nervous system, to ascertain its condition
psychologically. In all these processes for public experiments, it will be noticed also, that, as in magnetism, it becomes necessary, for cause, to occasionally demand the attention of the subjects by looking them in the eye. \Y c
would remark here, however, that the constant gazing at any
object mechanically for any length of time, must of necessity
produce un a-bnormal reactive condition of the nervous system to some extent, and that change effected by that proces~,
C<nmot, therefore, be that natural reactive condition of tlte
nervous system as is had when it is suujected naturally to
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the influcHce which produces it.
This point will not bo
disputed by a11y one wl10 untler.strmds tltc iullnl·ncc of a. cunl:ltaut impression made upvn the ncrvou..; sy::ite111, lJy gazing
intensely at any object steadily for lmlf n.u Lour on the part
of some. vV e have dismissed this mcchauica.l process, because the one we now pursue is natural, und therefore far
superior.

First, because we have found tha.t it will cfl'ect at

least thirty-three and a third per cent. more, in the :wdienc\.·,
nnd tbat, too, while those who arc not being elcctrifictl arc

enjoying themselves in conversation as though notbiug was
going on; secondly, the electro-reactive statu iuduced is CHtirely natural; and thirdly, .the experiments arc performetl
without any passes or looking in tho eye to mnkc them 1nore
complete, ancl in tho production of this remarkable change in

the nervous system, we have never known the least unpleasant symptoms to follow. Therefore it will be pcrcei,•cd, tho
great desideratum in the nervo-vital tendencies of mind, in its
most attractive light, is not only had, but also its practical
availability in its more recuperative consideration. It will
also be observed by those who become familiar with the subject as now presentecl, tha.t the science of electro-psychology
bears practically the same relation to mental alchemy that
m~smcrism a1Hl magnetism do to electro-psychology.

vVc

can very well anticipate that many will think a little strange
of the remarks here made; but in doing so, we beg them to
remember, that this science is as dear to our heart as it is
to any other.

\Vhy shoulcl it not be, ,,·hen we were the first to present it
and safely pass it through the ordeal of public as well as
private scrutiny 1 \Vithout ntni ty we say, we ha vc never, in
any instance, knowingly abus6l it, or held it forth as any
thing supernatural.

vVc appeal to the numerous classes we
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have taught, who bave freely spoken their own language in
rvla tion to our instructions, not only as regards this conditiun of the nervous system, but as regards the natural view
iu wl1ich we presented it. If mesmerism, magnetism, and
electrical psychology are all the same (the condition having
htcn made because of the different conditions of the nervous
Rystcms admitting experiments of a different nature), then
('k·etrica.l psychology and mental alchemy are all the same.
Although electrical psychology, theoreticdlly, may take as
wide a range, yet, p'ractically, it differs very materially from
mental alchemy. This subject now being more familiar, we
shall next present for inspection the subject of magnetism
and mesmerism. In concluding our special remarks upon
tl1is subject, the assertion is ventured, that many, no doubt,
ha ye experienced as well as we, the meaning of the poet's
description of the ways of human nature, which we find thus
understandingly recorded :
''In the great game of life from its dawn to its close,
There is one way to win nnd two ways to loose;
And hence, those who scan mankind and their ways,
Find a great denl to blame a:1d but little to praise."

HUMAN

~iAGNETISM

AND MESMERISM

•

CfiAPI'ER XI.
Vitality of the Brain-Atmospheric Undulations-The Senses-Impressions suppnrt~d
bt>youd Consciousnesa-l\lental Faculties-Their Secretions-Thought lilld Elcctridty
-The Thou{;hts of Othera-'l'bcir Rcccptlon explained-Two Ducks In a Pond-G r
man Writer and Teacher-Case in .Milledge ville, Cico.-Prartice of .Magnetism and Mea·
meriew-A Card-Dr. Esdale-The Effects of these Conditione upon the ~ystem.

THE state of the nervous system making the iounda-·
tion of magnetic phenomena, which, as Dr. Carpenter very
justly remarks, " deserves the attention of scientific physiologists as much as those of any other class of facts," now
is the subject, of our special delineation only-its history
being too well known for repetition.
There never was a class of experiments about which scientific minds have speculated with more eagerness, and found
as little " data," as these.
Therefore we shall not say that this or that theory i untrue or imaginary, but attempt its delinea~ions as we concci,·c
it to be, theoretically a.nd practically, in acconlanco '' ith tltc
existing principles of nature that stanu at the foundation •.{'
the normal and abnormal, or the ncrvo-vital, as well as tl1e
ncrvo-extraneous r elations of mind and matter. If we contemplate man-first, through the :tction of hj ~ circulatm~
fiuids-a.stonishment at once forces itsel f upon us, when " e
are, no doubt truly, told by physiologists that one-sixth part
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of the blood is appropriatetl to the vital support of the brain,
while the brain itself weighs but one-fortieth part as much
as the~ body. If, then, the blood is controlled in its movements by the express action of the involuntary elastic radiations of the nervous system, it of necessity follows, that
a corresponding portion of the nervo-vital fluid must be
appropriated to the brain, for the support of its physical
and mental operations. The brain, beiug the point not
only of physical but mental reaction, would, in the nature
of things, require an extra amount of vitality compared with
any other organ of the body. The obstructions of the subordinate organs, and the circulation, are removed only by a
special demand upon the brain as the center of the physical
organism. The brain, then, becomes the finite fountain , or
battery, from which they are charged, and from which they
receive their vital support. Does not the idea here force
itself upon any reflecting mind, according to the· established
order of our nature, that the brain, in every sense of the
word, even with its galvanic convolutions, is, virtually speaking, but an electrical reservoir or magnetic fountain? Here
the two forces of man's physical nature, being within the
nervous system, meet, to absorb from the mind fresh vitality
and living power for the positive tnaintenance of its earthly
tabernacle.
Electrically speaking as regards the nervous system, we
have its normal or healthy dispensations now before us, rendering to the brain one sixth part of all its vitality or magnetic stimuli.
If we, then, take this in consideration, and note the fact
that atmosphere cannot legitimately enter within the body of
the nervous system, we can easily perceive that the minrl can
ouly be reachcll t.hruugh the circulation of the Ud'VOUS system.
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Atmospheric undulations or waves, produced by articulation, reach the mind, therefore, only by disturbing the nervous circulation at the tympanum. If the circulation be thus
positively disturbed, the undulations of the auditory nerve,
occasioned by that disturbance, reach the mind, and the mind
bears, and that, too, against its will. So with the sense of
sight. If an object is held before us, with the eyes open,
the disturbance, by its emanation upon the eye, will reach the
mind against the will. In other words, the will, according to
physiological usage, cannot interfere with the involuntary
discharges from the brain, along the auditory nerve to the
tympanum, nor the optic nerve to the eye. As such, hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, and feeling, belong to the involuntary powers of mind, as well as the reception, absorption, and retention of every impression from the cradle to the
grave. At all events, if an impression, when presented
through this agency, does not commence at once a consumption of this involuntary power, by the reaction of the mind,
it is perfectly clear it cannot be intelligibly retained, and no
power that the will may possess can enable us, at any time,
to understandingly recall it.
We merely mention these mental phenomena that we may
keep the fact in view, that the intellectuality of man is not
so much the result of his voluntary, as his innate involuntary
reactive forces. Therefore, every impression received, and
intelligibly retained, presupposes a CODBumption of the electrical fluid of the nervous system, from the moment of ita
reception. What an agitation, then, must there be, in the
involuntary chamber, to support and intelligibly retain the
countless millions of impressions which the mind absorbs and
retains. This is the analyzing and digesting chamber, from
which the stimuli of each menal faculty is derived, the re-
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sult of whicl1 is seen in the peculiar character, disposition,
and intelligence of a man. l'vlark the actions of the mind,
while 1Jowiug to the authot·itv
.. of combativeness and mirthfulness, giving different expression to the countenance, and you
ha ,.e our meaning. Let us notice the mind and some of its
faculti<·s, and point out their peculiar offices, or mental seerctious, before we make further deductions from this high
intellectual chamber of thought and power. Is it not clear,
if phy~iologists- had not pointed out the several offices and
secretions of each organ physically, or if the secretions of
each were mixed up in physiology as the mind, will, conscience, and imagination, etc., are in mental philosophy, that
u knowledge of that science would not be so easy on the part
of the student. As it is by the physical characteristics,
tltCn, that we are enabled, in a great degree, to understand
tlte mental, it becomes necessary that we should, in the first
inRtance, separate, as far as can be, their several mental
secretions and functions, and look at the mind and its mentality, through these, as much as we look at the physical
lwing through the difrerent organs and their secretions. It is
a truth, a~ we have before said, that it is natural for the
~tumach to secrete the gastric juice, as well as the liver the
Lile; but neither of these secretions take place without a
"'timulating response from the brain. It is also the nature
of combativeness to secrete a disposition, on the part of the
mind, to fight and quarrel; mirthfulness, to laugh; conscientiousness, a scrupulous regard for a sense of justice toward
God and man; causality, a love to trace effects to their
causes; imagination, active conception of things communien ted, the power to make uew wholes out of our own creation,
a love for the bnnutiful in nature, and, in its higher secretious, st~nnp genius with poetry and the fine arts. It would
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run thus with every
or<Yan,
or faculty of the brain, through•
0
out the whole mental chamber, each one imparting its nature
to the mind, just in proportion to their co11sumption of tho
nervous power. But it will be also observed, that none of
these peculiar dispositions can be secretetl, on the part of
any faculty of the brain, without au electro-vital response
from the mind. Then it is ns contrary to our mental nature
for a man to laugh without a stimulating response from his
mind to mirthfulness, as it is for tl1e stomach to pour out its
secretions without a stimulating response from the brain .
If "like goes to like," we have here the 1nodus operandi of
the development of each faculty of the brain uy ext3rual as
well as internal impressions. Can any thing in connection
"ith the existence of man hcn.r, see, smell, ta.ste, feel, and
vitally respond to any impr
cept his mind or spirit?
'Vhenevcr the action, therefore,
any impression ca11s forth
positive reaction on the part of the mind, that positive reaction presupposes a direction and consumption of the n~v
ous power in the development and activity of that faculty in
the brain to the one who gave it off. On the other hantl, if
the mind negatively responds, there cannot be any positive
consumption of the vital electrical power, because of the reception of such impressions. It would, therefore, be impossible, in the nature of things, for them to develop or actively
stimulate the corresponding faculties and dispositions in
those who became their recipients. The blood makes quick
successive appeals to the atmosphere, at the lungs, as its
main point or center of vital absorption; so, also, the fluid
of ~he nervous system of man has the brain for its main point
or center, and seems to correspondingly absorb, from the
spirit within, the vitality which imparts motion and life to the
body a.s well as eloquence and intellectual power to the mind.
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If we look nt man, as living and moving in the atmosphere
with its gases, as connected with electricity, or charged with
that elastic fluid by a mechanico.l adjustment of tl1ings, the
true state of the case, in mesmeric pl1enomena, must, of necessity, more plainly appear. He is then continually standing, moving, and lying down, even in the midst of these
clements, as all will admit. The respiratory system, adapted
to the reception of the atmosphere and gases, and his nervopcr1phery, adapted also to the absorption or respiration of
the electrical fluid which is within them. Now, suppose the
question be asked, Can a man speak without disturbing the
atmoRphcre around and in him, and can he prevent that disturbance, let it be ever so slight, from moving the particles
of atmosphere to the distance of fifty miles above him?
Certainly not; for the reason that he cannot speak without
disturbing his own elements of respiration, and their conuec.tion with those external is such as to positively forbid a
(listurbance in the one without a corresponding disturbance
in the other. This would be n disturbance coresponding to
a pebble or stone dropped in the ocean, it is true, but still
the whole ocean would be disturbed. So with every step
that we make upon the globe's surface, influencing its particles to the center. Now, then, as we see the adaptation
of means to ends in our respiratory system to the atmospherica 1 division, the· conclusion forces itself, that we cannot relax
and contract the muscles of the throat without uisturbing its
particles, and occasioning thereby undulations or waves to
Jlass from us as the starting point or center of such waves.
Have we not the same reason to suppose, from the adaptation of our nervous system to the external electrical ocean of
uaturc, that ns we cannot think without not only disturbing but consuming our nervous fluid, the corresponding dis1·!
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turbancc is gi-ven off from our nervous system and brain to
the external electrical department, occasioning waves in it
abo to pass from us a.s their center? Recollect the mind
cannot receive any impression except through electrical or
nervo-vital agency. 'fhe atmosphere, therefore, may be vita11y concerned as an undulating medium between us, still its
office is completed in its vibrations upon the tympanum. 1f
it does not meet there with a healthy circulation of the auditory nerve, the mind cannot recognize nor respond to those
''ibrations, as its medium is thus obstructed, and consequently it cannot hear. Philosophy or no philosophy, belief
or no belief; neither the one nor the other can change this
condition of things of the mind, in relation to its nervo-vital
circulation. Is there not a reason, then, why we hear a ca.ll
at a. distance of one hundred yards, and a reason why we do
not, and a reason why we cannot hear, even with a perfect
tympanum ? What prevents the mental vision from seeing
the electrical undulations passing from one human being to
a.uothcr, occasioned by thought, just as much as we can sec
the a tmospLerical undulations produced by speaking? Let
the question be asked again, What is the reason that one
man cannot know the thoughts of another, if the electrical
undulations produced by thought reach his brain also? This
question certainly comes with more force, when from analogy
we know that A, in positively recalling an impression to himself, would, of necessity, produce the sa me disturbance in the
nervous fluid, as B would to recall or think of the same.
The only difference that there could be, in the nature of
things, would be in the extent of their mental reaction. We
answer that the reason is seen, first, in the fact, that the
brain, being the point of physical as well as mental reaction
and retention of all our impressions and intellectuality, is, of
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ncccssi ty, while in its natural state, positi vcly charged with
m:1gnetic fon;e. Tlw constant i11voluntary reaction of the
miud upon its ner\'o-vitality, in the retention of impressions
and recalling them, makc:l this the great focus of giving ofr,
iustead of rect·iving primary electrical undulations. Tltercforc, it is clear, upon the plainest principle in nature, that
auy focus of agitation will successfully resist the waves from
another focus, particularly in reaching its center, when the
centers may be in the same innate active condition. In
order to be more fully understood, we will illustrate this position by two ducks in a pond of water, at different points,
unseen by each other-each being a focus of the agitation of
its particles, disturbing them to its circumference. Now,
remember that two positives repel as well as two negatives,
and that the negative or passive becomes the recipient of the
vositiYe, and the reader will be prepared to discover what we
mcnn by presenting before him two ducks in a pond of 'Yater.
Now look at them as in })OSitivc action. You sec the wan.> s
or disturbances, occasione<l by the one, successfully repelled
by those occ:1sionccl by the other. Although the corre~pond
jng motion of one gives off the san1e waves, it is dcnr, for
cnusc, that they cannot sensibly reach the other. There
they remaiu, and never would, under those conditions, recognize the presence and motions of each other, through the
medium of those disturbances, as long as the corresponding
motion of both was kept up. Now, let one become quiet and
become pa~sivo, and it will be easily imagined, as the waves
from the other would be sure to rea.ch him, that he woul<.l
sensibly realize the presence and the nature of the 1)hysical
movements of the other. Let them be pla.ccd under water,
and the position becomes still more pertinent. Suppose the
question still be asked, \Yhat ir the 1easou that the waves
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going from the one; do not, when hoth arc in action, senf'ibly
reach the other~ The answer is, because the focus reaction
of the one is now corresponding to the other. Notice 11ow
the voluntary and involuntary reaction of the mind upon the
electrical fluid positively of the brain nnd body, in its connection with the external electrical fluid, and you haYo the
source, as well as the cause, of the electrical undulations,
which, of necessity, pass from one being to another, in consequence of thought. These electrical undulations, which
tlms pass from one being to another, from analogy ben.r the
same relation to the mind, the elcctrici ty of the nervous system, and the electricity of the atmosphere, that the aqueous
unllulations do to the duck, his physical movements, nnd the
water in the pond. Now, take into the account the fact,
that nature has rendered the brain a magnet, in the highest
sc·nse, by appropriating one sixth part of the whole vital
po,ver to its use, and that although electricity in its external
wa.ves and circulation passes through flesh, blood, and bones,
it cannot reach the mind as the sensible something in the
brain, as long as the brain is positively charged with vitality,
and the mind continues that involuntary agitation which must
necessarily be in the support of its multiplicity of imprc·s&ions. They are, for cause, therefore, resisted ; and onP
man's mind cannot become the recipient of the thoughts of
another, as long as his brain and ~he nervo-vital reactions of
the mind are active. If a man, however, from any cause,
can so control this involuntary reaction, his mind may, and
that, too, instantly, recognize, upon the established principles
of nature, the thoughts or influence of the will of another,
so as to repeat over what another may be thinking of, even
if he be at tbe uistancc of twenty to fifty feet, and how much
farther we will not now say.
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The folluwing, wbiuh occurred within the experience of a
distinguisheLl writer, is corroborative of the foregoing philosophy:
"Zsclwkke, the German writer and teacher, is a peculiarly
honorable and unimpeachable witness. vVhat he affirms, as of
his own knowledge, we have no right"to disbelieve. l\Iauy of
us lwve read the marvellous account given Ly him of his sudicn discovery, that he possessed the power, in regard to a few
pecplc-by no means in regard to all-of knowing, wl1en he
came 11ear to them, not only their present thoughts, but much
ur·what was in their memories. The details will be foun1l in
his Autobiograplty, ·which, being translated, has become a.
rommon book among us. "\Vhen, for the first time, wl1ilu
couversing with some person, he acquired a sense of power
over the secrets of that person's past life, he gave, of course,
but little heed to his sensation. Afterward, as from time to
time the sense recurred, he tested the accuracy of his iml)l·cssions, and was alarmed to find that, at certain times, oml
in reganl to persous, the mysterious knowledge was undoubtedly acquired. Once when a young man at the table with
Itim was dismissing very flippantly all manner of unexplained
pltellomeua, as the gross food of ignorance and credulity,
Z scltokke requested to know what he would say, if he, a
stranger, by aid of a secret power, should be able to tell him
secr ets out of his past life. Zschokke was defied to do tlwt;
but he <litl it. Among other things, he described a. certain
upper room, in which there was a. certain strong box, awl
from wl1ich certain moneys, the property of his master, had
been a.bstracted by that young man; who, ovcrwhelmecl with
a::,tonishment, confessed the theft."
.IVlatl'·'.. 0o·limmcrinrrs
of intuition, which at certain times oc0
cur iu the experience of all of us, ancl seem to be nothing more
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than shrewd or lucky guesses, may be referred to tLo s:tutu
power.
~lany

cases of catalepsy have occurred where the 1rain
hus, by extraneous influences, also became dispossessed of its
extra vitality, so that the will of the patient received every
electrical undulation ocrcasioned by tho thoughts of the phySlClan. The patient accurately responded, to the amazement
and won<ler of the physician, as well as others who were
present, in the communication of the thoughts of the physician's mind. Doctor Ford, of Milledgeville, Geo., in his work
on the Practice of lVIedicine, gives a very interesting accouut
of the case of a little girl while suffering from a disease of a
cataleptic nature, who responded thus, correctly, during her
illuess of months . As soon, therefore, as her health recovered, she was as far removed from this power as any one.
Tl1ere are many others of a similar character, whic~ have been
produced by the extraneous forces of nature. Therefore, it
will be perceived, as miraculous aud mysterious as they ma.y
appear, every case was as much in accordance with the extraneous forces of nature, as any otlter abnormal phenomenon . Their uncommon occurrence, however, producing a sensation of wonderment different from aU others, because the
condition of the ner vous system, as the cause of their development, was unaccountable . If you will, now:- observe when
you go by the bedside, or in the chamber, of a person in this
condition, that tl1e brain has a deficit, naturally spea,king, of
its magnetic power, and that the electrical radiations from
the same, are nothing more than passive, you can easily perceive the possibility of the electrical undulations from your
brain being positive, reaching the mind of the patient, understandingly, upon the principles laid down. l\Iany persons
can go by the cradle of an infant, and simply by looking at
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it, as tlwy suppose, produce iuvolun tary reaction of its spirit,
and awake it. Adults are sometimes aroused by others in
the saml' way. Therefore, the passive reaction of the mind
uf tl1e oue, and the positive reaction of the other, is the cause
of the cfl'cct produced, and not by looking alone. There cannot be an effect produced without a cause; and we respectfully ask even the most skeptical in relation to these sleepy
aud mysterious movements of mind, if the circumstance of
the special magnetic condition of the brain, taken as a whole,
und the agitation of its vital fluid by the involuntary and voluutnry reaction of the living spirit within, do not present
to him a sufficient cause why the mind of one man cannot
receive, understandingly, the higher undulations from another,
occasioued by Lis thought as their center, as long as the minds
of both remain in an active state? Is it not a fact that electricity, in its undulatory movements, passes through flesh,
blood and bones, conditionally 1 Are not the conditions here
positive and conclusive against their passing even to man's
mental chamber, over which his will and mind preside, as
long as it is armed with its positive resisting power? If so,
the utter impossiLility of the thoughts of one man reaching
the will and mind of another, becomes, as it is in natural life,
a fixed fact. \Yben the brain, from any cause, either by the
extraneous action of nature, or by the special manipulations
in mesmerism, becomes demagnetized, its negative and passive
condition is plainly seen. The possibility of electrical undulations produced by the thoughts in the brain of another,
natural and positive, reaching the intellectual attendants that
now stand stripped, as it were, of their positive resistance,
becomes somewhat apparent. The silent mental emotions
of one mnn obtaini11g an intellcctnn 1 response on tbe part of
another thus conditioned, need not be looked upon as outside
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of the e::;ta.l 1lisltcd 1a.ws of ma.n 's extraneous nature, n1though
they may be of uncommon occurrcucc. vVo cannot say moro
now, theoretically, upon this state of things, which is looked
upon as being so mysterious, and the reason why many suppose that theY. can, in this condition of milul (but uot in
reality), leave the body, and not only visit the moou, but understandingly overlook the inhabitants of different planets us
well as the condition of the positive inha.bitants of the spiritual
world. This condition of the nervous system and mind is
what ·we conceive to be the cause of such mysterious and
dreaming phenomena. In relation to which we have uot the
time uor space to say more at present, but drop these f C\T
hints, in order that the reader may be enabled to enter more
fully into its investigation with us, in a large work that we
are now preparing for public inspection, upon all these inter- _
esting subjects. .J\,1any works are now before the public, ancl
we do not even record these few hints in opposition to what
others more experienced have penned, but simply present
them as our interpretations of nature, that· seem to stand at
their foundation and the different conditions of clairvoyance,
sympathetic and independent, as well as those phenomena
that arc more properly referred to the mysterious electrical
assimilation of intelligence, from the reaction of minds natural
and positive upon those degalvanizcd and negative.
Practically, human magnetism, as it is understood throughout the country, is as follov!'s: Take a. ten cent piece, put it
in the palm of one hand, with the ball of the thumb of tl1c
other pressing upon it, with a will that it should be charged
with your nervous fluid, and when it becomes hot or perceptibly wal'lD, it is then said to be magnetized ancl reauy for
usc-(to be kept separate from any other, that it may not
lose its magnetic fluid). Now, tell your subjects to get an
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en Y position , which they can maintain for t wenty minutes or
more-place the piece thus 1nagne tized in the palm of one
hunLl, the back of which should l'est in the other; place their
eyes fi r mly upon the }Jiece, not to take them off, or wink
them, to prevent the influence; and when their eyelids become Leavy, let them close. \Vhen they close, make a few
passes from the head down to the neck and shoulders, anJ
place n. half dollar, prepared in the same way, before their
eyes that are now closed, then say, Open your eyes and fix
them upon the piece, and do not take them off. Now carry
it around the head for two or three times, noticing carefully
for the peculiar glare of the eye, which indicates that they
are indeed fixed upon the piece. Then say, Now you cannot
take them off; and, if he cannot, you have him magnetically
under your control, so that he is compelled to do whatever
you tell him, and, if a very easy subject, whatever you will.
This condition of the nervous system renders it impossible
that the m~nd should retain any thing more than a dreaming
recollection of what they have been ma<le to do. It seems
al o to correspond to the condition of the nervous system at
the foundation of somnambulism.
\V e merely mention the preparation of the coin that tho
reader may be informed as regar<ls practical magnetism.
\Vhen you wish any thing done, if the subject is rather hard to
move experimentally, say to him, \Vhcn I count two or four, as
th e case may be, you will be compelled to act in accordance
with what I say. 1\iakc the impressions accordingly, and if
he is mngnetized, your control over him will be positive.
This plan has now become obsolete also; anu how so many
learned gentlemen should have become impressed with tho
virtue of the coin any more than a wafer as a medium for the
operator, is indeed strange. In the days of witchcraft, when
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old ladies and consequential old men believed that they ccml(l
bewitch, by their influence, even at any distance, it wou l1.l
lmve looked a little more reasonable ; but with the lights before us, h.ow any mind can even suppose that they possc:::s
any specific virtue more than an object to look at, is uuu.ccountable. There are many respectable-looking phrcuo-tlcvelopments in the world that believe in their positive and
specific agency; and with confidence proclaim that, because
they arc held in the hand as described, the will charges them
with their fluid, and that that fluid works n1agnetic wonders
in the nervous system of subjects. Psychologist, biologist,
and thusologist say as much of tho zinc and copper plates,
because there is chemical action taking place by their juxtaposition, evolving electricity, as is known by the touch of the
tongue. Doctor Braid, who is known favorably in thi-s field
of investigation, in producing the state which he calls hypnotism, directs the subjects to get an easy position, and places
an object so that to see it requires an upward and backward
position of the eye, and under this stretch of their wills to
keep their eyes fixed upon the object, their eyes, if they are
susceptible, involuntarily close; and by a few passes, as before, and sometimes without them, they are rendered fit subjects for hypnotic experiments. Pathetism is another name
given to this abnormal condition of the nervous system-the
only uiffcrence being that the lecturer has an object for the
whole audience to look at, fixed upon the stand, upon which
they are requested to look, while the pathetizer is lecturingall keeping perfectly still. Those that are very pathetic or
susceptible, or have been pathetized before, by thus fixing
their attention, fall into the same abnormal condition, and
by a few passes by the operator, over and upon their heads,
3. will communication is said to be had, so that the pathetic
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feelings of tltc operator pnthetizes the subjects to see 'lhat he
sees, hear what he hcUtrs, and, in fact, to do his will, whether it be to rema.in on earth, or visit tho planets and return
with a true account of the nature and character of their speci~tl productions ; besi1lcs many other wonderful developments, which, if true, arc not only supernatural, but real angelic flights that outstrip electricity itself. W c do not venture an opinion here in relation to the course which others
have pursued ; indeed, it would be gratuitous; and we only
give them a practica1 touch, so that the reader may have fairly before him the different magnetic and pathetic processes.
The following card ·will show that we have Lad expenence
also in this field of magnetic phenomena :
CHAPEL HILL CoLLEGE, N. C.,

Nov., 1847.

The undersjgneu lmve witnessed the experiments, anJ nttended the priva.te lectures of D1·. B. B. Williams, on mesmerism and animal magnetism. The phenomena exhibitctl iu the latter presented the subject in a.
new light, a.ncl were of such n character as to compel us to believe in the
reality of the pTinciple which produces these remn.rkable effects. The
experiments were concluctccl with the utmost fnirness, and the operator at
all times invited the most rigid scrutiny.
We t:lke pleasure, nlso, in l)earing testimony to the gentlemanly and
obliging dcpo1·tment of Dr. Williams, during n1• brief acquaintance witll
him.
W. M. OaEEN, Professor (now Bishop) of Miss.
J. D. n. HooPER, Professor.

Mesmerism is, properly speaking, that condition of the
nervous system which places the mind in the most abnormal
reactive condition; or, as more commonly expressed and understood, as falling into a trance.-(Dr. Eisdale, on Mesmeris1n.) The extraneous forces of external and internal nature have ofttimes produced this singular condition, so that
subjects have remained several days unconscious of all me-
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chanical impression:5. This l.>eiHg the example which tho
mesmerizer aims to follow by the followiug pl'ocess-A, the
mesmerizer, having a. plus amount of vitality, compared with
B, takes hold of B's thumbs, forming an electrical circle
from brain to brain, through their nervous systems. Now
directing B to look steauily in his eye, and to be passive, and
not resist the influence he receives. A looks the subject also
steadily in the eye, with his will active, as it is said; in dispensing ·his nervous influence into the nervous system and
brain of B, the subject, until his eyes involuntarily close.
Then A commences gently with his negative manipulations,
by his hands, from the cente1· to the circumference of B, until he has taken away, by his passes, the extra amount of
positive vitality in the brain of B, or produces that abnormal reactive condition of the brain, nearly corresponding to
that of a trance. This is ascertained by inflicting pain, and
receiving no response from the mind of the subject. He
now places himself in positive "rapporte," and influences
the mind of B, by his mental efforts upon the theoretical principles· before laid do~rn. In other words, the will of the
subject becomes the obedient recipient of the will of the operator, and causes the mind to move and act, as well as
taste, smell, see, and iea'r whatever A may will. Here,
then, is the relation between the operator and the subJect,
where one man's mind may become the recipient of the
thoughts of another, in accordance with the extraneous operations of nature.
We would enter no objection to the influence of the special
law of equilibrium in this instance; and the subject may and
does receive a portion of the physical influence which thus
overcomes him from the operator; but we deny the fact that
that influence is competent to produce this wonderful change
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in the nervous system of the subject. For the reason, first,
that it is utterly impo sible for the subject to be thus passive
to tl1c influence of the operator, without at the same time
being passive to the positive iuflueneo of atmospheric electricity ; and, secondly, that if the same subject will gaze at
au object, without being in contact with another body, with
the same passivity of his will and mind, the involuntary falling of his eyelids, and sensations of sleep, will be as forcibly
produced by the external agency of electricity alone. This,
in our opinion, from the adaptation of means to ends, has
always been the great source vitally concerned in the production of this abnormal and truly wonderful condition of the
minu anu body. As the question is often asked, Of what use
i::= any department of this subject? we would refer the reader
to the extraordinary cures, as reported by Dr. Eisdale of the
mesmeric hospital at Bengal, and to those performed by different lecturers since the introduction of mesmerism, and
·more especially to the recuperative physiological condition of a
subject in this state, as seen in the healthy respiratory action
of the surface, and the soft, regular, bounding pulse. We
woulll say to those who are already in the enjoyment of good
health, with all due deference to those of a contrary opinion,
that we cannot see how the production of this condition of
the nervous system can do their minds or bodies any good.
They should, therefore, be cautious in suffering such pointed
changes of their nature when their recuperative powers do
not dema-nd them.
Dr. Eisdalc states, iu his work on n1esmerism, that he
never knew the least injury to result from the production or
this condition. Neither ha.vc we ever known of a case that
was injured in the least degree by the protluction of this condition or the_ higher conditions; but that is no reason why
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per sons in health should permit this negative state of tho
brain to be produced, as tho reactivo condition of t he
nervous system can be had naturally, leaving the ln·ain
I

positive. .
•
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DISEASES AND THEIR 1tiODE OF CURE.

CIIAPTER XII.
Tb~ nl'ain-'fhrowing 11 StOM-lts Disturbance of the NCl'VOUB

System-Co-operative
1ntluence of 1\I.ind- Th•l \'i~· medicntrix Nntur~B-Sourcc of Mental and Physical Devclopment-ConsultauonP, Physical and Mootnl-Tbe \Vill-In,•oluntary RC'tlex Discharges-Life not Electricity, but a Principle of Spirit-How Developed-Mental Impressions Authoritative- An AppeRl to Natura

this head we have a subject as vast and complicated as nature herself, and wo shall therefore condense what
we have to say. The brain, recollect, is the center of our
physical organization, as well as the reactive dome of the
nervous system. From the brain we have, from the cradle
to the grave, involuntary or reflex electrical discharges,
which, by their elastic streams, enable the heart to circulate
tho blood, and the respiratory muscles to perform their office
even while we are asleep. Now, let us look at the recuperative arm as it undulates forth from the involuntary chamber,
by a disturbance of the nervous fluid, that we may see, not
only a source of disease, but tho reason that sanative impressions upon the mind produce, conditionally, a sanative
and healing influence upon the body. We will not theorize,
but take the facts as they are. Therefore we take the following to illustrate our position : If a stone be thrown at A,
nnd it strike him on any part of the body-say, for example,
the foot-it causes n. mechanical disturbance of the solids
UNDER
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and fluids of the body at that point, which is positively connected with the brain by means of the electrical fluid in the
nervous system. This disturbance, it will be admitted, is
mechanical, and as such, occasions a succession of waves, or
undulations, to pass instantly from that point to tho brainthe mind reacts, and occasions a succession of returning
waves, or undulations, to the part, bringing with them an extra amount of fluids, which distend the blood-vessels and
compress the nerve. This is the cause of the irritation,
pain, and inflammation which follow the injury received.
Now, then, suppose the question be asked, In which of these
undulating movements of the nervous fluid do we behold the
healing power~ Not in those that go to the brain, we arc
sure, but in those that come from it. Without the latter there
will be no response, and if there is no response, there cannot
be any feeling or positive inflammation in the part injured.
Then, those which go to the brain are mechanical, and those
that return are the natural or chemical, by which the parts
are restored to a normal condition. If they are too great
from the brain, positive chemical action is the result, and inflammation and gangrene of the part presents itself just in
proportion as the reaction shall throw the two forces out of
balance at the point injured. If the brain does not sufficiently respond, the parts cannot be healed. If that reaction or response should continue sufficiently great, so as to
keep the sense of feeling recognizing the injury, the experience of all men proves that the parts cannot be healed. It
is a fixed fact in the principles of natural physiology (but
not as yet in the physiology of men), that the mind. has to be
consulted in relation to the cure of every disease that its
body can have. The diseases of the body cannot be cured
independent of this response, and nothing can give it save
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the spirit withiu the bra.in. If a ma.n, therefore, takes medicines, they are obliged to have the co-operative influence of
this response from tho brain, before their properties can be
chemically set free in the disch.arge of their sanative influences. Then, it is this response, as strange as it may appear
also, that crea.tcs and cures, as well as sometimes destroys
and kills. If it be a normal response, it is unaccompanied
with pain, and the part quickly heals. If an abnormal response, pain and inflammation will necessarily follow in the
prevention of the healing po.wer of nature, in bringing nerve
to nerve, and blood-vessel to blood-vessel, etc. Nature,
then, in this sense, means a response from the brain sufficient to give her healing force additional preponderance, proportionate to the injury to be 4caled, or the disease to be
cured, producing an easy 1·elation of tho two forces at the
part, which is accompanied with but little pain or sensation.
Then tLe normal relation of these two forces builds up the
parts injured or diseased, under the influence of the chemical
and healing undulations that come from the brain. You may
call these undulations the ancient " Vis-medicat-rix Naturre," or whatever you please. They are at last nothing but
the healing power of the living spirit which comes for the
purpose of setting to rights and repairing the different systems of the body. In the stillness of the night they seem to
steal away fro~ the presence of the will and mind for the
purpose of performing this arduous and recuperative task.
Docs not a normal relation of the mechanical and chemical
forces, at any part diseased or injured, 1·esult in another effect
-that is, the cure 1
\V c repeat here, that there never was any thing more clear
than that the mind is, of necessity, consulted in too cure of
every disease. Learned men, however, would have us be-
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lieve that medicines being, as they are, physical, produce
their specific vitalizing effects without consulting the living
spirit, or independent of any application to that source, as
though the responses of the spirit do not govern the physical
as well as the intellectual man. If this be so, what " thorns
shoot up in every thought," at the idea that we were sent to
scl1ool to get mind. Is this a fact, or were we sent there to
subject our infant germs to impressions naturally, to call forth
our higher responses in the development of our innate intellectuality and mental strength? By a constant attendance
upon gymnasium exercises, the physical responses of the
mind are called forth in the full development of the flexibility and strength of the physical man. In either case, must
we not have an innate somethin2, of a nature to respond to
these impressions, before we even see the gymnasium, schoolhouse, or college? Are these not, then, two great sources
of our mental as well as physical development, instead of
their creation? How, then, can we say that medicines, swallowed by a patient unconscious, do not physically consult the
mind before they can produce their specific results? Our
intellectuality is retained only by the involuntary reactions of
the living spirit upon the nervous system, independent of consciousness. Can a Doctor Bush, or a Sir David Brewster;
at will, make themselves idiots, or at pleasure arrest their
higher reactions, which stand at the foundation of their intellectuality and learning? If not, this point is conclusive, that
those higher reactions continually go on independent of consciousness. Why may not a physical response take place
from the living spirit, unconscious, as the medicine swallowed
must, of necessity, disturb the nervo-vital circulation, and occasion its firm elastic particles to be moved to the center?
Little children and adults, with diseases that produce posi-
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tivc disturbance of the brain, are examples of tltis kind.
Then the mind docs, even in this condition, physically reepond to the impressions mechanically made by the calls of
its physica-l nature, and its physical response enaules the
remedies given to produce their specific results. This unconscious mechanical and chemical condition, occasioned by
the actiou of the nervous system and reaction of the mind, restores tho sanative relation of the parts diseased. Hence it
will be perceived that the physician bas placed within his
reach, by nature, in reference to the positive and negative
reactions from the brain, her great laboratory of physical
agents, each one producing its specific action upon the nervous system, increasing or decreasing the chemical condition
of any part diseased, by increasing or decreasing this reactive and physical response, which brings with it the blood
and fluids. These, in some instances, seem to overflow, as
if to hide from the world its diseased parts, and almost speak
intelligibly the secret emotions of a thoughtless bosom.
Docs not nature say to man, you can only become my physician by virtue of the pl1ysical agents with which my bosom
is filletl? They arc for you to a<.lministcr, for the express
purpose of holding a physical consulation with the spirit of
the patient, according to the case, to restore any abnormal
condition that may occur. Notwithstanding they may be
endowed with a specific healing virtue, by the properties they
possess, still they speak not their power in the restoration
of diseased nature, without the co-operation and healthy response of the brain. Is the stomach a.dapted to the reception of food aud water-the lungs to atmosphere and the
gases, and the ncr\'otts system to positive and negative electric influences~ If so, we answer, that this living spirit,
which looks out from behind its electrical sparkling of the
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eye, is adapted to the reception of impressions. Impure impressions cause an extraneous expenditu~e of its innate
strength and reactive mentality, when they are positively absorbed, phrenologically and theologically, as well as the posltive reception and consumption of impure food and water
produce an unhealthy condition of the innate strength and
physical reaction of the brain and body, physiologically and
electrically. The main point in the cure of disease, then,
seems to be to carefully inspect the condition of the patient,
and particularly the reflex action from the brain, accompa·
uied as it is, sometimes, with a higher response. Can the
brain react without the presence of the living spirit? Is not
the spirit stimulatcu to its inherent action by external impressions ? If so, we cannot see why those impressions may
not occasion it, conditionally, as well as physical agents, to
increase or decTease, according to the impression made, its
involuntary discharges.
If the healing and recuperative power of the body cannot
Le Lad without these discharges or radiations from the brain,
and from the region beyond consciousness, it of necessity follows that these, being electrical, act as the agent of the
mind or spirit for the purpose of imparting the principle of
life to the body. Electricity cannot, in the constitution of
things, be that principle which nature presents a.s life, but
the agent by which it is materially developed. Life, therefore, is a principle primarily of the spiritual world, dcvclv~Jed by the action of electricity upon matter. Spirit is a
special emanation from that world, and therefore must, in a
special sense, possess all the pro.perties, principles, and clements from whence it came. The two forces of the electrical fluid meet at the great center or sun of our solar system to absorb this principle of life from the spiritual world,
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and by their connection and action upon matter, make it
manifest in the support of the material world, its creations,
and orderly motions ; even so, the two forces of the fluid in
the nervous system meet at the brain of man for the purpose
of absorbing the principle of life from the spirit for the body,
its organs an<l various movements.
Does not the mind, on the positive reception of sorrowful
and fearful impressions, withhold those discharges which produce weakness and debility of the body? Does not the mind,
upon the reception of the impressions of joy and pleasure,
increase those discharges, and buoy up the whole being? It
is therefore the different conditions of the mind· (not imagination) which give life and vital action to the negative and
positive sparklings of the nervous system. Its negative and
positive actions open and close the respiratory apparatus in
the positive and negative consumption of external elements.
The crimson streams which frolic positively and negatively
from the center to the circumference of the circulating system, depend upon their vital relations. Then we say, the
remedial tendency of impressions made upon the mind from
the positive authority of the nervous system, dispenses, from
the brain to the body, the healing power as well as physica 1
agents, when taken into the stomach or applied to the external surface.
If the involuntary discharges from the brain are positively
withdrawn from the hands or feet, can the will move them ?
In other words, if they do not positively consume the vitality of the brain from the region beyond consciousness, can
the will raise them from their place, although they are naturally, though negatively, a.ttached to the bocly? This would
be contrary to nature, as the will, or volition, has no power
save that which is absorbed from the involuntary chamber.
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unable to walk for about eighteen years. Her disease, which
was a disease of the spine, had baffled the skill of all the
physicians in that sectio;., and was prouounced incurable by
physicians of the best skill in Philadelphia, to whom it hat\
been reported. We have a. certificate from this lady to the
effect that, under our treatment, she was enabled to walk
within one hour from the time we first saw her, and that she
was within a few weeks restored to the enjoyment of excellent
health.
Another remarkable case is that of a young lady, who was
thrown from a horse, by 1rhich she received an. injury of the
spine, resulting in complete paralysis of the inferior extremities, that resisted all the scientific applications and efforts
that could be made for eighteen months, and was restored by
this agency alone in three or fou1· weeks (four years since),
and is now married and doing well.
Another case of a young lady, of high respectability also,
who ha.d been laboring unJer convulsions for the space of five
Y'·m rs, whose restoration resisted extraordinary efforts on the
part of her friends, and... in such a condition that she could
not be left alone, remarkable to 1elate, was cured by this
agency in one week (three years since), and is now enjoying
fine health .
\Ve will mention one more-that of an elderly lady, whose
mind had lost all its attractions for her friends, and even her
husband-who was rcstoreJ in one week to her previous natural condition of mind.
We need not be Rurprisccl, therefore, that men who thus
believe in the innate curative power of matter, separately and
apart from the co-operative action of the liviug spirit, should,
hy the :ulministration of drugs, inflict wounds both of body
and mind which th<'ir combined skill cannot heal. Oh, na.-

